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7/13/61

On July 12, 1961, an enlarged meeting of the CP,
USA National Board was held at CP, USA headquarters. New
York City. Those present at this meeting were:

JAMES JACKSON-Chairraan
ELIZABETH GURIiEY PLYNN
CARL WINTER
JAMES ALIEN
JACK STACHEL
WILLIAM PATTERSON
BEN DAVIS
IKVING POTASH
ARNOLD JOHNSON
BETTY GANNETT
JESUS COLON
PAT TOOHEY
MORRIS CHILDS
GUS HALL
PHIL BART

The first item on the agenda of this meeting was
the setting of a date for the next enlarged NEC meeting,
which is to be held August 12-13, I96I. It will be a full
meeting of the NEC, plus selected National Committee members
from the east and midwest,, the total meeting consisting of
30-35 people

.

The next buBiness Of this meeting was the setting
of a :provisional agenda for the enlarged NEC meeting of
August 12-13^ 1.961. This discussion on this agenda was as
follows

:

In a forthconrf.ng issue of "The Worker," there will
appear an article signed by GUS HALL, which will, be a state-
ment of basic Communist Party (C,P.) policy. It will be
captioned something like, "The Right-wing Danger in the U.S.
and Tasks of the Progressives in the Fight for Peace." This
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statement is an implementation of the CPj, USA estimate and,
therefore, is indicative of its future conduct with regard
to the KENNEDY Administration and other important questions
now being approached. The content of this article and the
subjects surrounding it will be a major topic of the forth-
coming NEC meeting. The people at this present meeting were
given to understand that this article will be a very important
pronouncement of the CP, USA,

(Such a pronouncement should not be given without
its being in agreement with the CP., U,S»S.R. Every
statement of policy is issued or delayed in issue until its
contents correspond with the policy of the CP, U.S.S.rO

The second item on the agenda for the forthcoming
NEC meeting will be the subject of defense work and the
counter-attack campaign of the Pajr-^y against the recent
Supreme Court rulings.

This meeting left room on the agenda for questions
concerning the internal situation in the Party, particularly
in New York State, and other challenges to the National leader-
ship by the left-wing crowd.

BEN DAVIS suggested that if there is time, the
subject of local elections in various sections of the
country be discussed

The meeting agreed and approved that the abpve
would be the provisional agenda; subject to change, however,

HALL mentioned that a National Committee meeting
should be held sometime prior to October 10th, which is the
date set for re-hearing of the Party's case before the
Supreme Court.

The next item pn the agenda of this present
meeting was a report by PAT TpOHEY, New Jersey State
CPo Chairman, on Puerto Rico . TDOHEY had returned from a
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two-week trip to Puerto Rico as a representative of the i
CP J USA, It was an extemporaneous ^ one-hour report and

j

covered his discussions with the Puerto Rlcari C.P. leader-
ship and with the leadership of other pro-independence
movements there. In his report^ TOOHEY reviewed the
activities arid outlook of the Puerto Rican CP, The final
section of ^TOOHEY's report was devoted to the economic
situation in Puerto Rico ^ the results of industrialisation^
and the change in economy from an agricultural tO' an
industrial economy. TOOHEY expressed the belief that the
changes in social and class relationships as a result of
this industrialization had not hden understood or evaluated
by the Puerto Rican C^P. and other revolutionary elements
who have not adjusted ^their policy to the corresponding-
new social and politl-cal phenomena in Puerto Rico. This^
in turn, TOOHEY .s,tate d, has led to an ebbing of the
independence mSvement, loss of . strength and influence of
the C.P; of Puerto Rico and other revolutionary forces, who
continue to fall deeper into a condition of isolation, and
ineffectiveness leadihg^ to a^ condition of gloom and dlspair
an4 often f\atM€^..^Qts> o^^^^ adventurous kind. This section
of the report,; replete^^^^^ information and
examples, proposed that the 0P, USA help the CP, of Puerto
RlQO by assigning several Party economists^ such as VICTOR
PERLO, to make searching studies of the economy and politics
of Puerto Rico, which would show that radical forces in
Puerto Rico are pursuing a correct or incorrect line. Such
a study would <feterralne the need of any modification in terms
of policy and outlook.

TOOHEY *s report presented to the meeting a long
list of complaints and isuggestions for Improvements made by
the CoP. of Puerto Rico and designed to eliminate the
strains between the CP* of Puerto Rico and the SP, USA,
He presented a number of specific proposals whereby the
CP, USA could help the CP. of Puerto Rico, such as financial
help, cadres and literature.

This report was followed by speeches by HALL,
PATTERSON, ALLEN, GANNETT^ JACKSON and DAVIS, all of whom
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were highly ccmplimentary of the f£iGHEY report . HALli pro-
posed that TOOHEY prepare ah article of a fundamental nature
on Puerto Rico '^hich would be publisheql in "Political Affairs j^"

"The Marxist World Review," and in various publications of the
Latin American C.P.^s. He proposed that the article first
be sent to the C*P. of Puerto Rico for its comments j as it
will advance a new concept of policy for the revolutionary
forces with regard to Puerto Rico»

HALL proposed also that the National Board
immediately constitute a Latin American Commission of the
CP, USA and that its first Job be that of taking the
proposals in the TOOHEY report and having them executed.

A number of objections were made to this proposal,
the feeling being that the Puerto Rican question was so
important and had been neglected so long, that again it
would get lost in a Latin American Affairs Committee. It
was agreed later that the Board v^puld ponstitube ^ specific
commission on Puerto Rican affairS;^ in ^dditiph to. a general
Latin American Affairs Committee.

COLON spoke and indicated he would leave for
Puerto Rico on July 15> 1961, on vacation, and added that
he fully approved of TOOHEY ^s report.

GANNETT spoke for the New York District and said
that that District was prepared to undertake a number of
responsibilities mentioned in TOOHEY's report, particularly,
to help the Puerto Rican C.P. financially and otherwise,

JACK STAGHEL said that the concepts advanced in
TOOHEY ^s repor* were of a type of new thinking, which is
necessary in this Puerto Rican situation. He proposed
that TOOHEY or HALL or both have discussions with editors
of all C»P» publications, to outline to them the need of
constantly dealing with this subject.

It wasggreed to arrange a series of meetings to
take up one or another of the aspects set put in the TOOHEY
report and seek their execution.
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PATTERSON stated he would call a meeting of 4o or
50 New York people If TOOHEY would repeat his report to this
group, and then he, PATTERSON, would have assignments made
to these people on the basis of this report. HALL stated
at the end of the meeting that he had .received a communica-
tion from the C.P. of Puerto Rico in the last several weeks,
which was a resolution addressed to, the National Committer
thanking the CP, USA for the attentibh received and thanking
TOOHEY for his help while in Puerto Rico,

The last item at the meeting was a long wrangle
concerning the Defense Committee set-up of the Party
established to activate the Party's campaign against the
Supreme Court ruling. Various suggestions were made in an
effort to breathe life Into this set-up* No particular
or important results were achieved

«
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UNITED STATES GOITEMMEIT
HEHORAHDeM

Jl

ji DIRECTOR, FBI (]L00=3<=.69) DATE;^o<4'"^/

^'^PiM ^ SAC, CHICAGO (100=33741)

/ Ql
SUBJECT; ^CP^ USjl, = ORGANIZATION

(OOsHY)

EXTREME CAUTION MPST BE 1TIL.IZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANf HANDLING OR REPORTINd OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN
IN OR&tiR TO PROTECT THE IDENTITf OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE
SINCE THIS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDST
TO IDENTIFY THIS SOURCE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT IT NOT BE SET
FORTH IN.THE INVESTIGATI¥E SECTION. OF AMY REPORT UNLESS: AID~~
UNTIL SUCH TIME AS IT HAS BEEN CORROBORATED AND EVEN THEN W
A PARAPHRASED FORM. ~ ~

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies of
an informant's statement dated July 18; 1961, containing infor
isatioffl orally furnished on July. 18, ld'61, by CG 5824-S* . who
has furnished reliable information in the past,. to SAS

and
writing on July 24,^JLaSl
in Chicago file A)

This information was reduced to
;h@ original report is maintained

Reference is made to Chicago letter to Director, copies
New York, dated July 3, 1961, eaptlomed as above" concerning PAUL
PERLMAN.

(fy'BureauUElic. 2)(RM)
l-Detr©itM<bM)/->

Cl^l00==li746/

cnfjmdw ;^:V
(see pag^<'jii |o:

^ AUG 14 195^
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Copies: (Con't.)

S-^Hew York (BM)
(1»100=
(1-100-34665
(1-100=47233
(1-100-135736
(1-100-128255
(1-105-24891
(1-1®0-80641
(1-100-81338
(1-100-

2-Chicagfi
(1-A

CNF:MDW
(14)

/A MS? mreiip^

iCF, USA = orgamizat ion)
(CP, USA - Security Measares]

be
:b7C

be
b7C

b7D

= ii ~



Mlf 18, 1961

It will be recalled that ±n Jme, 1961, isafoi^ation
cam© to the attest ioEa of the ComminList Party, USA (CP^^SA)
National Ee^lew aad Appeals Conissiosi that OBe PAUL^^RLMAN
supposedly waa.iia tosyach with Army lEtelligeEce« >

'

Latest developments in the national Review and ^Appeals Commissioik indicate that there is now information I

available that PEBIJIAK was in to^ach with the FBI and not /
with Army Intelligence o / (

According to information'ftarnished:.to^ the Commission^
ABE UBSER is also being dragged into the PERLMAE matter because
he allegedly told PERLHAN to talk to the FBI.

.
PERLMAH is now working at Camp Kinderland and the

subcommittee handling the PERLHAN matter headed by LENA
SCHERER, has instructed. MR¥IN MARKHAN to contact PERLMAN
at the- Camp to have him report to LENA SCHERER of the ..Review
Commissiono She has been- delegated by this Commission to

I
follow through and resolve whether PERLHAN talked to any
intelligence agency or to the/Fpio

OANIY RIIBIN recently handed in a voliame of material
to the National Review and Appeals. Commission concerning
PERLHAN and JAKE ROSEN for review^ It allegedly is: old material
which goes back to the Yotnth Festival and is of questionable
value to the Commission

•

HELEN WINTER as secretary of the Comission keeps
these records o .

'



UNITED STATES GOYERNHENT
HEMORANDUH

DIRECTOR, FBI t0:OO-3"69)

SUBJECT:

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

, USA - ORGANIZATION
S -^'C^

. _
(00; NY)

ReCGlet to Bureau, copies to offices receiving this
communication, dated July 14, 1961, concerning proposed itinerary
of SAH KUSHNER to look over mine and mill situation in New
Mexico.

EXTREME CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
HANDLING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO PROTECT
THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE. SINCE THIS INFORMA-

IT IS REOOM-TION IS BASED ON HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL DISCUSSIONS
MENDED THAT IT NOT BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT
THROUGH ANOTHER SOURCE AND THEN ONLY IN PARAPHRASED FORM.

CORROBORATED
be
:b7C

;b7D
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies of

an informant's statement dated July 18, 1961, containing informa-
tion orally furnished on July 18, 1961, by CG 5824-^*^_sdm_ha& .

fiirwiahed yftliahlft fafprmat iow in the paSt , t© SAS | I

and|
I

This information was reduced to writing
on Ju
file

y 24. 1961. and the original report is maintained in Chicago

^Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM)
(l»100-.3-89

3«AIbuqaierqu^ (

(1«100» ^
Strategy In IMtastry)

(1^100«

(CP, New Mexico District
(CP, New Mexico District
(ComiBfil « lUMMSW)

Strategy ia Industry)

CNF: MOW
(see page ii for additional copies)
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(1»100-1934 (Cominfil - I1113W)
2°Kansas City (RM)

(1-100- (SAM KOSHNER)
(1-100- (GIL GREEN)

5-New York (RM)
(1-100-84994 (GUS HALL)
(1-100-74560 (CP, USA - Funds)
(1-100-80641 (CP, USA - Organization)
(1-100-^89590 (CP, USA - Strategy in Industry)
(1-100- (Cominfil - lUMMSW)

1-San Francisco (RM)
(1-100- - (CP, Northern California District - Organization)

9-Chicaeo
(i-aJ :b7D

(1-100-3470 (morris CHILDS)
(1-100-3952 (GIL GREEN)
(1-100-2748 (SAM KUSHNEH)
(1-100-18953 (CP, Illinois District - Organization)
(1-100-18209 (CP, Illinois District - Pamphlets & Publications)
(1-100-19431 (CP, Illinois District = Strategy in Industry)
(1-100-10268 (Cominfil - lUMMSW)

CNF:MDW
(25)

= ii



Julj 18 p 1961

It will be recalled that MORRIS CHILDS, upon his
departure for New York City from Chifcag® ©sn J^ly 10,, 1961,
had been asked by SAM KiSEMER to deli'^er a message to GUS HALL,
General Secretary, ComaiuBiBt Party, USA (CP, USA). In this
message KDSHNER reported that his last trip West . in regard to
the mine and mill matter was good^ aed he wa^ mow thinking of
mdcing a second trip West. This secoM trip would be conducted
when KUSHNER goes on July 29, 1961, to Lea¥enworth, Kansas,
where he will cover as a correspondesnt for "The. Worker" the
release of GIL GREEN from Leavenworth. From this point, KDSHNER
proposed a three-week trip throughout the Southwest under the
©over of a press correspondent to look Into the Party situation
in the Mine, Mii^, and Smelter Workers Uniom« KUSHNER indicated
that he felt he could raise funds for the Party ,^ and the message
KUSHNER sent was to make HALL aware of the plans, and to get HALL's
authority to conduct such travel

»

During the middle part of July, 1961, it was ascertained
that CHILDS conveyed this message to GUS HALL in New York City,
and upon his return to Chicago on' July 18, 1961, conveyed HALL's
reply. HALL, in effect, told KUSHNER that permission to take,
a three«week vacation was granted but that if he was going on
vacation he would be on his own personal business and would use
his own personal funds.

With regard to KUSHNER 's esagaging in Party organizational
business in the Southwest under the guise ©f a correspondent for
"The Worker,** HALL instructed CHILDS t© tell KUSHNER that this
area is the business of the Northern California District and
whatever business is conducted there is to be transacted by the
Northern California leadership.
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UNITEB STATES GO^E£iHENT
HEMOMHBIM.

^ .J. ^DIRECTOR, FBI tn00=3=

iM f SAC, CHICAIK) (100=33741)

SUBJECT:^?, USA
xs t^

^

(00; Mf)

- OBSANIZATION

EXTREilE CAPTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN THE HANDLING OF
THE INFORMATION GOITAIHED IN THIS COMMgNICATIOM SIHCE THE .

^ INFORMATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY THE INFORMANT
WHO WAS IN RECEIPT OF THIS INFORMATION IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY
IN A HIGH POSITION IN THE INNER STRUCTURE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY,"
15^7"

' ~~

Essiclosed herevlth for the Bureau are tvo copies of an
iEformant's statement dated July 18, 1961, containing information
orally furnished on July 18, .1961, by 5824~S* wha ha« furnished

be
:b7C

b7D

ri

and
I

This information was. reduced to. writing on July 24,
Cfeiffiasm^le kXr~

\

(JACK SI

(PHIL BARl
(CP, USA

USA

(2j^Bureau (Em©. 2) (RM)
6-New York (IM)

(l-100-=67234
(1=.100=111666
(1»100»56579
(1»100-87211
(1-.100=.86624
(1-100=

3-Chicag2i

(l-niO-iU7H CTALB]
CNF:MDW
(11)

/ >

66AUG7

iFactlomlism)
i\liit®raatioi3ial Relatioss!
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Jaly 18, 1961

The MatioBal Bmrd off tb#^C®maElst Party, USA (CP, USA),
recently "made a d@cisios3L to i^®^ CP position
ia th® National Office, Th© agr@@^^^ii''''f1lmfrx^i^ would be
permitted t® go witb her hMtea^d ©e faeatiOE to last--Germasiy to
atteM the feterams of th^fe^^^«l|^ .

However, wp^n her ret^rii, il£®-"^BSSi"W^e^aa¥^ been
replaced ±n her absence • She was not to^e told that she had been
firedo However j, on Jmly 13 p 1961, ^I&;^K., had an argument with
SHUyaAl and dmring the cosarse
specific iaistructions of the Bo;

fired on the order of the Board.

of the a
ard^ he

nt and against the
told SHULIIAN that she was

The SHULMANs are now charging that the CP, USA, National
leadership is carrying on a purge within the CP*

« 1 «
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LA 100-1763
WNP: CJH.

ORCrMlZATION
lume 100-3 -69)

HEADQUARCERS

LA T-1 advised on July 6, 1961, that the SCDCP
headquarters continue to be located in rooms 513-514 Lissner
Building, 524 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California.
The monthly rental for these offices is $60.00. BEN DOBBS
indicated in April, 1961, that he was interested in acquiring
additional office space for a library, however, he has made
no further requests for such space,

JURISDICTION

bylaws of the SCDCP provide that the "northern
limit of the district shall be Kern County and San Bernardino
County and shall include all Party organizations in Southern
Califcrnla."

OFFICERS

On June 26, I96I, LA T-4 advised that the follov^ing
are officers of the SCDCP and constitute the District Executive
Board

I

Chairman - DOROTHY HEALEY

Executive Secretary - BEN DOBBS

Field Representative - WILLIAM COTTLE TAYLOR

Educational Director - Temporarily vacant

Legislative Director - NEMMY SPARKS

Chairman, Negro Affairs - PETTIS PERRY

Labor Secretary - SOPHIE SILVER

Representative on Mexican Affairs - SOLOMON MONROY

NOT RECOReJeD

_ 4 _ 128 AUG £JJ96!
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LA T-2 advised on June 23, ISSls that of the
foregoing officers, HEALEY, DOBBS and TAYLOR are the only
full time paid functionaries, HEALEY is responsible for
public relation and mass contacts; DOBBS for the internal
aspects of the organization^ and TAYLOR for Negro activities
and work in the outlying counties in the Districts

LA T-2 also advised that HEALEY, DOBBS, MITCHELL
and PERRY are SCDCP representatives to the CP National
Committee' and HEALEY is also a member of the CP National
Executive Committee * MITCHELL, by reason of her membership
on the National Committee, and JOHN KYKYRI, due to his position
as editor of the PW, frequently attend District Board meetings,
PERRY has been on an extended leave of absence because of ill
health.

ORGAl^TIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

LA T-3 advised on June 1, 196I, there have been no
major organisational changes during the past quarter. Source
advised that in April, 19ol, a new "mass organization commission*^
was created in the SCDCP, This commission has not yet begun
to function; however, BEN DOBBS, Executive Secretary, SCDCP,
has been designated chairman. Members of this commission
will include persons v;ho are not represented on the District
Board and who are responsible for mass contacts outside the
Party together with chairmen of other commissions such as
the Education, Negro, Mexican-American, Women's, and Jewish
Commissions.

1961 MAY DAY RALLY

LA T-3 advised on May 8, I96I, that the 196I May Day
Pally was held on May 7* 196I, at Zenda Ballroom, 936^ West
Seventh Street, Los Angeles, under the auspices of "Committee
for '75 years of May Day'" (see appendix). Approximately 85O
persons attended ttiis affair. Principal speaker was ELIZABETH
GURLEY PLYNN, Chairman, CP, USA, who discussed communist
advances throughout the world and the need to create a socialist
America

•

. 5 .
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KBACTION TO SUPIffiME COURT
DECISIONS

LA T-20 advised on June 6, I96I, that on that date
BEN DOBBS authorized for publication his personal observations
on the June Supreme Court decisions regarding the Internal
Security Act of 1950 and the membership clause of the
Stalth Act, DOBBS answered questions In general as follows:

Q: Are the decisions a blow to the Communist Party?

At Yes 3 the decisions are a blow to the Communist Party and
also a big blow to the constitutional liberties of all the
people and all other socialist- type organizations.

Q: With the combination of the two decisions, are you going
to name your members for possible prosecution?

A: We will discuss this question with the national organization
and see what can be done to protect our people. I can
assure you we will do everything we can to protect our
members.

Qs What action will you take on a local level to fight the
decisions?

A: We will fight the decisions on the local level by inform-
ing the Negro people, the labor unions, etc., of their
relation to the decision arid what it means to them and to
the people everywhere.

Q: Are you going to make an effort to comply with the decisions?

A: We have not had a chance to study the decisions yet. We
will have legal help in order to decide the legal questions
Involved

0

Q: What significance do you place on the 5-^ decision with
the strong dissenting opinion?

A: This shows the personal fight going on in the Supreme
Court—it is a fight between the EISENHOWER appointees
and the other members of the court.
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WNP: CJE

Qs Do you consider you do belong to an organization that
advocates the violent overthrow of the Government?

A: On this question I would like to give an unequivocal
answer. The Communist Party does riot advocate the violent
overthrow of the Government • We advocate the peaceful
transition from capitalism to socialism.

LA T-21 advised on June 21, I96I, that BEN DOBBS
on June 20, I961, apoke before a SCDCP Section Executive
Board meeting to review the situation created by the Supreme
Court decisions. DOBBS stated the membership must be
preserved and that club meetings must be held reg^alarly with
no change in organization. He said there would be no
clandestine type of organization created, as this had been
tried before and was too unwieldy.

DOBBS commented that individual members have no need
to worry inasmuch as the CP has no membership records or list
of members as such that could be seized by the Government. He
stressed the need of establishing a defense fund and to insure
the continuing operation of the press (* People's World*) as
this would be the necessary means of reaching the membership
and the general public,

DOBBS further stated there is to be no further
recruiting of new members for the time being to preclude admis-
sion of enemy agents* This also applies to fomer members
seeking readmission in the Party.

LA T-3 advised on June 6, 196I, that while there is
some consternation in the Party, the general reaction to the
decisions has been that the comrades must not panic; that
there are still many legal avenues open to appeal; that In
all probability the Government will move slowly on test cases
before there are any mass arrests. Source states the general
attitude seems to be "We've been through it before; this can't
be much worse than the Smith Act trials or other repressive
government measures."

LA T-6 advised on June l4, 1961, that a meeting of
his section was held June 12, 196I5 at which the discussion

- 7 -
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brought out that it may be necessary to dissolve the Party
and carry on as a wide socialist-Marxist group. Tnr
possibility was expressed of joining the Social! v x^arty

and eventually taking it over*

LA T-22 advised on June 15. I96I, that BEN MARGOLIS,
attorney for the CP in Los Angeles, recently gave a personal
analysis of the Internal Security Act of 1950 • He noted that
it took ten years to get a decision and that the chance of
getting a stay were "50-50," On the other hand, he observed
the chances of a reversal of the Supreme Court decisions are
a million to one, MARGOLIS does not feel the law will be
enforced to the full extent and he predicts another five or
six years litigation,

ACTIVITIES OF SCPCP
FUNCTIONARIES

DOROTHg HEALEY

LA T-23 advised on June 27, 196I, that HEALEY returned
to Los Angeles on June 26,, I961, after a two month trip abroad
visiting the Soviet Union and Bulgaria,

LA T-24 advised on June 26, 19^1^ that HEALEY attended
May Day festivities in Moscow with a delegation of American
communists* While in Moscow, a seminar was held four hours
daily for an unstated period of timej, which was attended by
HEALEY and the rest of the American delegation. Various Soviet
leaders and government officials addressed this seminar.
The discussions centered largely on dogmatism and theory and
was held largely as an accommodation to the Americans, Prior
to returning to Los Angeles, HEALEY stopped briefly in New
York City where she met with officials of the CP, USA, giving
a report on her trip.

BEN DOBBS

LA T-4 advised on June 26, I961, that during the
past quarter, BEN DOBBS in the absence of HEALEY, has been in
charge of the SGDCP* DOBBS chaired weekly meetings of the
District Executive Board and maintained contact with the District
office. He made most of the arrangements for the 1961 May Day

. 8 -
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Rally, appeared on radio and TV concerning the Supreme Court
decisions and participated In other District anc, sr; tlon
meetings e

LA T-22 advised on May 10, I96I, that a testimonial
dinner In honor of DOBBS was held under the auspices of the
PW on April 27> 1961, at 2552 South St. Andrews Place, Los
Angeles,

WILLIAM COTTLE TAYLOR

On
made by SA*s

May ^ . ] Qf=)l . ati Attempt to Interview TAYLOR was
be
:b7C

and in the
vicinity of his residence. TMIOR smilingly shooK his head
In a negative fashion, stating he had nothing to discuss with
the FBI, walked away from Agents and refused any Interview.

LA T-^ advised on June 26, 196I, that TAYK)R
regularly attends weekly meetings of the District Executive
Board and takes an active part in the discussions.

LA T-7 advised on June 2, 1961, that In addition to
his duties as Field Representative, TAliLOR maintains an
active role in affairs of the Moranda Snith Section, SCDCP,
and regularly attends section meetings.

NEMMY SPARKS

LA T-4 advised on June 26, 196I, that SPARKS is
Legislative Director of the SCDCP and in this capacity regularly
attends weekly meetings of the Efceo\xtive Board in which he
takes an active part. A meeting of the Boardheld April 6, 196I,
was taken up entirely with a report by SPARKS on the 1961
Los Angeles municipal elections.

LA T-I9 advised on May 4, 1961, that SPARKS also
gave a report on the Los Angeles elections to a meeting of the
Southern California District Committee held April 22, 196I, at
3875 City Terrace Drive, Los Angeles.

PETTIS PERRY

LA T-4 advised on July 5, I96I, that PERRY was



LA 100-1763
WNP:CJH

released from Olive View Sanitoriura in February., 1961, after
being confined there for several months with tub7;ro;ilosis.

He is now convalasclng at. home and has not resuiiiSd <'iotive

duties,

SOPHIE SILVER

LA T-4 advised on May 3, I96I, that DOROTHY HEALET
announced at a District ESceputive Board meeting on April 13,
1961, that SOPHIE SILVER was Labor Representative on the District
Board.

LA T-3 advised oh April 3* 1961, that SILVER attended
a meeting of the SCDCP Women's Commission held March 25* 196I.

LA T-22 advised on April 27, I96I, that SILVER
attended a meeting of the Industrial Section, SCDCP. SILVER
is connected with the Needle Trades OP Club and is a
member of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

LA T-4 advised cn May 9, I96I, that SILVER had been
ill and not in attendance at recent Executive Board meetings.

LA T-2 advised on May 15, 1961, that SILVER
attended a District Committee meeting at which she spoke
briefly on trade union activity and a shorter work week,

SOLOMON MONROY

LA T-4 advised on June 26, I96I, that MONROY attends
all weekly District Executive Board meetings in his capacity
of Representative on Mexican Affairs*

LA T-2 advised on April 24, 196I, that MONROY was
present at a SCDCP Committee meeting held April 22, 1961,
at which he spoke on the importance of the Mexican vote in
the Los Angeles mxmicipal election.

LA !IV-2 advised on May 15, I96I, that MONROY was in
attendance at the SCDCP Committee meeting held May 12, 196I,
at 1349 West 24th Street, Los Angeles.
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Tavel
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Ingram

Gandy
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Chicago letter 7-21-61 furnished statement of CC S824-S*
detailing initial meeting of a newly constituted Foreign Affairs
Committee of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held 7-17-61 at
lew York City, Meeting chaired by informant, only seven present.
Purpose of this new committee is to serve as a service committee
for the National Committee, CPUSA, and for the communist parties
abroad and to inform the interested foreign parties, publications, t

et cetera, of facts relating to the United States and its foreign ^
affairs

.

The new committee will also be used to transmit some of
the CPUSA problems abroad. Its first step in this direction was
issuance of an "Information Bulletin" dealing with the Internal
Security Act of 1950 and Smith Act iQAfl (by letter 7-26-61 to g
the Attorney General (AG), Deputy Ad I and Assistant AG Yeagley ^
"CPX^A - Pamphlets and Publications," we furnished details regarding y
this "Information Bulletin" which CC S824-S* had previously made ^
available). |-

Other matters discussed at the initial meeting were relating^
to what personnel are to serve on the committee and its subcommittees;

§

what issues the committee should concern itself with; and technical G
aspects of publication of future bulletins. Committee will also, at g
times, review the work of other groups engaged in and influencing ^
foreign policy and foreign affairs, such as the National Council of z
American-Soviet Friendship, Pair Play for Cuba Committee and various
peace organizations.

Next meeting of the Foreign Affairs Committee will be
8-11-61. Agenda to include matters relating to Germany and Berlin,
Cuba and South Korea, Subsequent meetings to be monthly.

AQTIQNt
REC- 42

^ For information. ¥hen this information is verified through
other sources, we will consider dissemination toaotteroa^eiicies.

1 - 100,3-81 (CPDSA, International Rela
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT SEsllEE
MEMORANDUM ' ^ ^

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=3-69)

SAC, CHICAGO (100=33741)

DATE ; y-^y-^U

SUBJECT; CP, USA

(00: GG)

EXTREME CAUTION MUST^na-Trr^IZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN
IN ORDER TO PROTECT~THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE.
SINCE THE INFORMATION. BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS
SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND NECESSARY
TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies of
an informant's statement dated July 21, 1961, containing
information concerning the July 13,,,.^1961., meeting of the
New York State Board, Comraunist'^Party , USA, which information^>>^
was telephonically ftirmi*'^**^ s»oT<r>cfr»ar>hp-p|g|_

(first eight pages) and| Kremainder^ on July
21, 1961, by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliabWlnformation
in the past. This isiformation was reduced to wri^ng on July
24. 1961. and the original report is maintained^!) Chicago file

bo
b7C
b7D

A

g^Bureau (Enc. 2) (RM)
1-Albany (RM)

(1-100=
2-Buffalo (RM)

(1-100-11933
(1-100-10454

2-Detroit (RM)

b6
:b7C

(CP, USA = New York District s Albany' Division)

(MILTON ROSEN)
(MORT SCHERER)

/

Ctf'- •

(1-100-13420
,
(1-100-13740

-'TTv -ivCNFsMDW
,

(see page ii for additional copies)-^

(CARL WINTER) ^tC" ^ /^^ -3- df-^-,

(HELEN WINTER) : vf --i - 'o,

'"^^

56 AUG 17195

Classing ^ J'J*^?
Exempt Ipm GDS, Catejgor^ ^
Date oi yeclassification ladefLdite
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34-New York (RH)
(1-100-80641
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(1-100-84994
(1-100-47233
(1-100-67234
(1-100-48033
(1-100-54545
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(1-100-95550
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(1-100-23825
(1-100-
(1-100-16021
(1-100-26018
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(CP, USA - Organization)
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(CP, USA - Brief)
(CP, Nev York District - Factionalism)
iCPf Nev York District - Lawyers Group)
(GUS HALL)
(ABE UNGER)
(RUTH SHULUAN)
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(WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
(PAUL ROBESON, JR.) .

(SOPHIE LNU, employee of Jefferson Book Sbop)
(BEN DAVIS, JR.)
(KOLKIN FND)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(LOUIS WEINSTOCK)

(ERIC BERT)
(MIHI FRIEDLANDER)
(IDA LNU) .
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(WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
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July 21, 1961

On July 13, 1961, a meeting of the New York State Board
and invited guests was held in New Tork City. Included among
those in attendance were the following individuals:

GUS HALL
HILTON ROSEN
KOLKIN (FNU)
ABNOLD JOHNSON
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
EVIE VIENER
HORT SCHERER
JIM TORHEY
HIKE CRENOVICH
PAUL ROBESON, JR.
ERIC BERT
UIUI FRIEDLANDER
IDA (LNU)
WILLIAU STANLEY
WILLIAH ALBERTSON
ERIN (LNU).

JESUS COLON
BETTY GANNETT
HORRIS CHIU)S (invited guest)
LANNY (LNU) (of Essex County, New York)
HILDRED HC AOORY EDELHAN
ESTHER CANTOR (UNGER)
DAVE SALES
JIH JACKSON
WILLIAH PATTERSON
CARL WINTER
HELEN WINTER
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
JACK STACHEL
RUTH SHULUAN
BEN DAVIS, JR.

The key address or report was delivered by GUS HALL,
General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), on.the. .

factionalism in the New York District and on the. question of
how the Party views this factionalism and expects to handle
it.

A discussion followed HALL's report after which HALL
delivered a summary. . J.

A vote was taken on three motions proposed by HALL
with results as hereinafter described.

HALL'S report is as follows:
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Report of Gus Hall, 7/13/61

We could spend time more profitably to discuss

»

let us say, my article in "The Worker" on the ultra-right
movement but today we are going to deal with something else*
I am speaking for the National Board and at the time of my
talk I will present some proposals and motions concerning
the life of our Party* We ask you to join us unitedly, to
rebuff those who want to divide and destroy our Party.

These people came to this stage logically, for this
is where it leads to if you follow the path of struggle against
the Party* If they do not stop it will lead them %o a.n anti-
Party stage* In fact, we can siay that here in New York some
people have already reached this stage. The National Board
views this situation in that way*

Our Party has made headway generally and in New York
too, despite the factionalism that prevails here* The area of
infection has been narrowed down. Ninety-eight per cent pf the
Party body in New York is a healthy Communist Party. This
infection is serious though small because it prevails on the
top and infects the res-^ of the Party body* This small, narrow
group now embittered and has degenerated politically .This
small group never gave up the factionalism. They have continued
as a cancer of negativeness on a healthy body of the Party.
This element, this groi^p, has now degenerated to a point where
a McCarthyite-Fascist-like act of the Supreme Court has become
a vehicle for their attack to destroy our Party*

Here is a total rounded out picture since the Supreme
Court decisions has come down. We must see the total picture to
appreciate the seriousness of factionalism* By three o'clock
of the day when the Supreme Court decision was handed down, on
June 5, the national leadership made a fighting decision and
took on a fighting posture. The international movement hailed
this stand of our Party. By Wednesday of this week, l^gal steps
were worked out to fight on that level too. By Thursday, this
same week we held a press conference which we can say undoubtedly
was the best in the history of our Party* We set the tone, the
line for a fight back* We can say that our stand was accepted
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by the Party all over the country a hundred per cent. Although
if I was to use percentages in New York, ninety-eight per cent
in New York. On Friday the national leadership met. We invited
some people from the Districts, including New York, and we
organized a mass campaign to fight back. We succeeded in
publishing our open letter to the American people in a number
of newspapers. We also distributed the greatest amount of
literature in a long time. In the city of Minneapolis, which
I want to use as an example, in one week's time they raised
thousands of dollars and the same was done in Wisconsin, but
in Minneapolis they put the ad in the "Tribune" and other papers.

We took other steps that made it possible for our
comrades who were abroad to cover the world capitals of the
Western countries and explain our situation to other Parties.
We have published a pamphlet by Elizabeth Flynn, a book of 128
pages by Herbert Aptheker, as coming off the press in the next
few days. During the first week after the Supreme Court
decision the defense office was organized and activities started.
The Party's national leadership visited trade union leaders,
progressives and others and interested them in the defense of
the Communist Party. "News Week" carried a full page regarding
the fight of our Party. Then, of course, there was the Winston
interview which was covered by all of radio, television, and
the press . We also published the open letter in one hundred
thousand copies as well as the same open letter in "The Worker"
in another one hundred thousand copies and we ran short.
Preparations are now being made for a mass conference or assembly
in defense of constitutional liberties. A folder on the Negro
people and the effect of the Supreme Court decisions on them
is now being planned. Another folder dealing with the effect
of the decision on labor is also being prepared as well as a
folder with the decision's influence upon the youth. A folder
appealing to the Jewish people is in preparation and the lawyers
are preparing a pamphlet or a folder in the form of an amicus
brief which will undoubtedly be published in thousands of copies.
These will show some of the steps that the Party undertook the
first weeks alter the Supreme Court ruling. Some districts
moved in the same vigorous fashion. This is the healthiest, the
finest step on the part of the Party undertaken in many years.
And the Party has developed the will to struggle and to win.
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We are receiving hundreds of letters each week from
all parts of the country • Ninety-nine per cent of the people
who write to us do not agree with Coiamunisra but they do want
to do something to help the Party *s fight for Constitutional
liberties 0 The Left movement, the progressives, as well as a
good number of liberals are responding in the same way. The
Department of Justice had to take note of this position of ours
and the response of the people and we would not be wrong in
saying that this sentiment was a factor in winning a stay for
the Party from Justice Frankfurter. The stay was granted not
because of the sentiment of Justice Frankfurter, but rather
because of the pressure of the people and the fight of the Party*

What was our political approach? We say catagorically
we can win this struggle and when we say this we are not whistling
in the darko We believe that If we analyze this situation
from the position of the world relation of force and the rela-
tion of Internal forces in our country, we can win even though
there will be a hard struggle. The world's struggle today has
as its heart the struggle for democracy. The bourgeoise in the
United States must hold on to this mask of democracy o This
dilemma for the bourgeoise also creates possibilities for us to
win this fight. The Negro movement today also proves that tfiere
is a deep current for democracy in the United States.

While all of this is going on, we, the leadership,
continue our discussions regarding such problems as the security
of our membership. There are many honest opinions in ^»ur minds
on how the Party can avoid the blows of the enemy. But these
ideas have nothing to do with liquidationism. We will continue
discussions on all levels beginning with the National Executive
Committee where we started the action after the Court decision.

What would the enemy do in this period? The Attorney
General made his statement on enforcing the decision. Then the
FBI moved in. The Birch Society, too, gleefully greeted the
Court decision. The press was crowing about the end of the Party.
The stable of stool pigeons such as Budenz, Philbrick and others
predicted the end of the Communist Party in the United States.

A week after the Court decision, as if by central
linstruction, a hue and cry for the dissolution of the Party
/was started by columnists who were undoubtedly close to the FBI.
They began to predict that the Party would dissolve and also
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how the Party would avoid the legal decisions « They talked of
a rumor getting around that the Party was going to dissolve

•

During these days some liberals in private talks with us
suggested that we dissolve » Some ex-Communists made contact
with some of our people and also suggested that we dissolve.
This was the period of horror stories which told us that if we
don*t dissolve^ everything is going to happen to us. We might
even say that our enemy believed that victory for them was
near

«

This is the background of the New York situation in
the Party. We can't evade it. We must say that the New York
situation is not a mere coincidence. How can you determine
whether it is a coincidence or a part of the pattern worked out
by the enemy? From the point of view of the Party, it makes no
difference whether it was the influence of the press or whether
the action of the New York people was directed by the enemy,
the FBI.

This same Honday, the day of the decision of the Court,
Abe Unger, without talking to anybody went to the Lawyers Party

^

group and raised the question of the dissolution of the Party.
This is the same Unger who has carried on a fight against the
leadership of the Party for a long time; who on one occasion,
when he was speaking to the New York State Committee and a
meeting of the activees shouted to the people present to stand
up and prove whether they were mice or men, urging them to fig^it

our national leadership. This is the same Unger who at the
time of the Khrushchev visit with Eisenhower said that *'peace
was here to stay." It has been years and years since he heard
such (obscene)

.

Unger p who sent in an article to "Political Affairs",
an anti-Party article, is the same one, the same Unger, who at
this lawyers meeting, out of the clear sky, said the Supreme
Court decision means our Party has reached a "dead end." He
continued to tell us that we must be honest with the membership,
in fact it is our duty to tell the members to dissolve the
Party. Also to inform the membership of the gruesome penalties
of the law, the McCarran Act, etc., etc. We must give the lawyers
credit for their intelligence and legal capabilities » They



IK

\ propefly rejected Unger's proposals with a feeling for the Party.
;/ Unger wanted to destroy not only the Party, not just a Party,

or four
might build

'ding a

0^1 but a Marxist-Leninist Party < Je^even said, "I

i
months from now after we dissSS?lv^^, ^M^B^
a new Party." Can anyone imagine tnesepeople
Marxist-^Leninist Party? (i^£lUs>(/^^ ^^o^^i^^

A few days later a memorandum from Ruth Schulman
came in which innocently gave us a summary of a meeting of the
Manhattan Council. In this memorandum she said that some people
thought that dissolving the Party was a logical step. In this
memorandum she created the false impression that this was
unanimous thinking or feeling , but Ruth gave us a false impression.
Imagine permitting agitation for the destruction of the Party in
a Party committee or leaders.

We in the leadership knew that we have many problems

,

but one problem we agreed upon, that is, to fight back. We do
not open up the Party to the enemy and there is ho other way of
handling questions of security except in private and in secret.

A day later at a Manhattan Council meeting, Irving
Potash gave a report. He read before this meeting a page from
our decision in which it stated that some areas such as security
be not discussed in these large meeting^' o Comrades, however,
were told to raise these questions in their proper place but hot
in open meetings

o

Unger took the floor and said that in this Party he will
discuss anything and as he put it, "anything I want". He also
talked of "circumventing" the decisions of the Court. Some
comrades took a good position on what we can discuss and cainnot
discuss in these open meetings and condemned Unger. But Evie
Weiner apologized or acted as an apologist for Utlge?^ ' or she
put up an umbrella to protect him. The Control Commission (officially
the Review, Appeals and Audit Commission) met and discussed the
article that Unger wrote and they also discussed his Impermissible
actions. They made a decision to suspend Abe Unger from the Party.
The National Board has exidorsed this decision adopted by the
Control Commission. This decision of the Control Coipmission
and the National goard comes after another meeting Of theTNew
York County Executive Committee meeting which was held last
Tliiiif^day. Imagine a meeting of the New York County Executives
after the decisions adopted by higher( Committees . Bill Patterson
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called Unger aside aad Informed him that there ia a decision of
the Control Commission as well as the National Board against him
and told him not to attend this meeting* Unger in a most
contemptuous manner said to Patterson, ^Is that all you have
to say?" and he walked away and walked into the meeting. Before
the County Executive meeting got underway Patterson once again
raised the question of Abe Unger 's attendance and he cited the
decision of the Control Commission* A big discussion ensued;
the tone and nature of this discussion should be related to the
meeting held today « Such discussion has no place in the Party
and from now on will have no place in the Party. At midnight
the Manhattan County Executive voted 9 « 3 telling Unger to stay.
Not only that^ they invited him to the next meeting of this
Executive and by the time the meeting adjourned, they never did
get to the main point on the order of business , the report that
was to be made on the fight back of the Party*

The National Board met the next day and received a
report on this meeting. How would you characterize this action
on the part of this meeting of the Manhattan County Executive?
I alone wonH do it. How do all of you or how do each and
every one of you characterize this meeting? You have to do it.
Tou have to do it in the context of the past and of the present
and in the context of the unity of the Party. It is not just
an accident or an incident. What took place was a logical
development of the degeneration on the part of some comrades.
Abe Unger is a political anti-Party degenerate who utilized
the attack of the enemy as an opportunity to destroy the Party.

V Some comrades privately of tlieNew York leadership have said,
"The Party is not worth saving." They also said, "Destroy it.
Later we will build something else." I would suggest that those
who talk that way confess their degeneration. It is not difficult
to characterize Abe Unger as an anti«*Party element, but what
about the other comrades who told the National' Board and the
Control Commission to go to hell. I wonH say that all of these
comrades are anti'-Party but their actions are as shown to be
anti-Party.

The interest of the Party because of their bitterness
and factionalism was not so low in their thinking. Those who
do not agree with our decisions can appeal to higher bodies. They
can even appeal to a convention but they should not mobilize against
the Party. If those who participated in these anti-Party actions
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do not recognize their mistake they will go down the drain with
Abe Unger.

Where is democratic centralism? Some of these
comrades think of democratic centralism as an abstraction ^ not
a part of our living struggle of the Party* I want to ask
the comrades to think of Gates and Stein '4nd their concept of
democratic centralism. TWhat if we had information that there
are FBI agents in the Party and we in the National Board or ^

^

Control Commission suspend^ some of these agents and some lower
part of the body irotes to over-ride our decisions. Can you
have a Party working that way? What if the National Board makes
_ a decision and each section decides to over-ride? Is
this a monolithic Party? 1 would say no; this would be a coffee
clutch, not a Party. Where does the Manhattan Executive get
this right? You get it, comrades, from your bitterness. We
will not permit it. We would die as a Party if we permitted that
to go on. Is this not an act of liquidating the Party, destroying
it as sure as Unger*s proposals for dissolution.

If you destroy the struggle, that is, democratic
centralism, if you destroy discipline, you destroy the Party.
This is what the New York Executive did. We mlight add that
this is liquidationism. Those who champion Abe linger must have
forgotten the right to dissent as placed in our Party by the
revisionists. Where is the difference between the leaders
of the New York Executive, Gates, and others. Should we guarantee
the right to dissent, that is, to dissolve the Party? Do you
want this in the constitution? There is no such right for anyone
in this Party. I want to cite other examples. There was one
comrade of this group who said the Communist Party of Cuba played
ho rol6 in their revolution. That the revolution in Cuba took
place because of eighty heroic men. This is a petty bourgeoise
concept. This has no place in the Party. We have no room for
such dissenters or destroyers of the Party. (This was said by
someone from Buffalo). Coinrades, don't answer us in the abstract.
Recall the five points pn the fight back in the memorandum sent
but by the National Committee. If the Party does not close its
doors to such "rights" it will disappear. No lower body has a right
%o choose decisions, that is, those that they like and those that
they dislike. We have been too liberal in this respect with New
York County leadership.

Now we hear a new cry from this same group. They say, "The
trouble is there is no leadership in New York." l%tose who place
obstacles in the way of ;our Party who are in the leadership them-
selves, raise this cry.

- 7 -
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The leading comrades 1b New York are as good as any
we have in the Party. Here, I want to say something aboBt
Williara Patterson, Under the most difficult conditions
Patterson has shown a great ability and understanding. This
applies to other comrades who are justly able to give leader-
ship. But if we permit this kind of group activity we are
discussing here today to continue, we won't go anywhere.
The ending of this group is task number one. Where is morality
and decency on the part of those who place obstacles and then
cry "no leadership'*? These same comrades will next say the
same of the National leadership. They will be talking about
Gus Hall as they are now talking about William Patterson.

These same members of the New York Executive leaders-
ship were the ones who said not long ago ths.t "peace is here
to stay." This same group defended the Chinese Communist Party
policy during our big discussion* These same comrades acted
contrary to Party decisions during this period of our discussion.
These comrades took side. They ordered the Chinese book,^ong
Live Leninism." Their first order was for 200 copies and pro-
ceeded to have a one<-sided discussion on the problems facing
the International movement.

During the elections, these same comrades did not
fight for the Party policy; they fought for a break-up of these
elections. All they did was sit on their hands and did nothing
to carry through Party policy.

Under question of reorganization, this is a good moment
to discuss in the light of the Supreme Court decision all the
committees in the State acted correctly. They abolished their
executives, but not New York County. This body, that is the
Executive, is an Illegal body. They resisted our national
decisions and carried out only those decisions they wanted
carried through or those they desired to carry through.

This leadership, that is the State leadership, as
well as the National leadership, will now decide that this
Executive be dissolved. The leadership will be reorganized in
the State to carry through the policy of the National Committee
and the policies adopted by the State Coiamittee. If you canH
accept this, please step aside before you are thrust aside.
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DoqH co^er up fiie maln issues with secondary matters
or raise some problems of techalcallty coiKcernlng the Control
Commission. Perilaps the Control Commission did not cross every
"t** or ddt every "1." We must resolve the basic and central
questions first. Tou will have to take a stand on these central
questions. Later » ve will take up smaller things. The central
issues, if not resolved, will destroy the Party.

1) We should discuss thia; question of dissolution.

2) We should discuss the question of disobeying the
leadership.

Our task is to liquidate prophets of ^Mead endism."
The Party has regained the respect and admiration of the inter-
national movement, of every Party; our Party has regained the
respect of the left movement in our country. Our party is con-
fident that it can win this fight. We must, therefore, put an
end to liquidationism and revisionism.

In the past period we had to overlook breaches of
discipline. We have to learn the meaning of discipline. We
overlooked some breaches of discipline because we had time, but
now we have no time and we have re-learned the need for discipline.

The membership will be sharper and more militant in the
defense of the Party. The time element, too, will not allow us
patience. What are we asking for? We are asking for a united
Party. We are asking for an end of factionalism, negativism,
and anarchism and for Communist behavior. We are asking for a
leadership that places Party above all else; the kind of leader-
ship that always gives the benefit of a doubt to the Party.
This is the kind of leadership that the Party wants.

We all make mistakes. We will make some more mistakes
in the future, but we can not repeat the same mistakes. Those
who have defended the right to mch discussion as has been going
on in our Party in New York must see their error, for if you
continue comrades, and I am speaking to this group, now, you
will be outside the Party,

Our structure is no accident. It is designed because
of the historic past to carry through Marxism-^Leninism. This
is the task of our Party. This is why we need this structure.
Our decisions are not left to be interpreted by anyone individual.

" 9 -
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SEC3

This is a voluntary armyo Everybody join© under the conditions
placed by the army. If you, and I am speaking to the comrades
who are behaving like factionalists, do not join and accept the
conditions of the arnq^, you become a barnacle on this body. In
this period one can*t be half in and half out. We demand com-
plete allegiance to the Party. No committee--nocne—has the
right to break this discipline. This outlook and this discipline
are a condition for victory. The actions of the Blanhattan or
New York Executive are not in keeping with the decisions of the
Party* HerOi I want to make some motions:

1) That we approve the report of Gus Hall and the
decisions of the National Executive Committee and the National
Board.

2) To execute immediately the decisions to bring
reoiganization to the New Tork District in line with those
decided for other counties.

3) That the State Board should meet jointly with the
National Board and discuss the question of strengthening the
New Tork leadership.

This was followed by discussion.

10 «



Remarks of MILTOI ROSEN

HILTON ROSEN was the lead-off man and spoke for that
group « He said he had heard that PAUL ROBESON^ JR« ^ was to be
brought before the Control Commission; that SOPHIE (LNU) who
works in the Jefferson Book. Shop be brought before the Control
Commission; and that UNGER was to be expelled.

Somebody interrupted him and asked where he got this
information since there have been no discussions although these
names were mentioned before the National Board , but he was
interrupted by members of the National Board and asked where
he got these facts but he did not answer but the general opinion
is that BEN DAVIS leaked this information*

ROSEN then went on to say that we can't accept BALL*s
characterisation of the New Yo^k County Committee; can^t accept
this because of the present act|tons of that committee or its
past anions; that the New York County Executive will be a
bellw^jraer for the Party in the future as it has been in the
past. That this body, meaning the Executive, makes possible
the wherefore all for the entire Party. That the Manhattan
Executive is a shining example which others could follow* He
charged the National leadership with the breaking up of the .

unity of our Party. I am in complete opposition to GUS HALL'S
report. .

KOLKIN

KOLKIN followed GUS; in favor of the National leader-
ship.

ARNOLD JOHNSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON favored National leadership with some
hesitations.

LOUIS WBINSTOCK

First time followed the National leadership.

- 11
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EVIE WIENER ' A

She, like BOSEN, disagreed with GUS regarding New York
County, disagreed with his characterization of UNGER. She
defended RUTH SHULHAN's memo.

MORT SCHERER

HORT SCHERER of Buffalo disagreed. Issue Is the unity
of the Party; blamed bureaucrats In the National leadership and
disagreed with GUS HA.LL and National Board*

JIM TORMEY

JIM TORMEY favored the report of GUS HALL.

MIKE CRENOYICH

MIKE CRENOYICH took sharp disagreement with GUS HALL
and defended UNGER. Said working class to figure out ways and
means to circumvent court decisions.

PAUL ROBESON, JR.

ROBESON said that he also disagrees and then he said
he has no confidence In the National leadership. He said there
Isn't much of a Party left except a holding operation. He
charged that GUS HALL distorts the problems of the Party, and
disagrees with him. He then offered that since he has no wish
to carry on the struggle against the Party or the National
leadership, he feels that he does not belong on the National
Committee andjgants to resign and wants to be a rank and file
member from theTlatTKMal Commnrtnsre;

—

' —^—

ERIC BERT

BERT asked question If PAULXE^^^s^reslgnlng from National
Committee . PAULIE said yes ,

he*dreslgnl?ro5^

- 12 «



MIMI FRIEDLANDER i

Sl^ET

He was followed by HIHI FRIEDLANDER who supported GUS
HALL and the National leadership.

I

IM (LNU)

IDA supported the leadership.

I

IRYIHG POTASH
I

POTASH spjoke and attacked UHGER, etc.
I

BILL STANLEY
j

He was followed by one BILL STANLEY who nobody coald
understand y who seemed to side with the factional group. People
asked him quest ions,, but he did not speak clearly.

^

WILLIAM ALBERTSON I

ALBERTS0N| spoke in favor of the National leadership.

EBIH (LHU) 1

ERIN; in printing group, straddled the fence but seemed
to favor the. opposition,

j

i

JESPS COLON 1———

•

, I

JESUS COLON supported the leadership.
,..[_

BETTY GANNETT

JESUS COLON was followed by BETTT GANNETT who favored
the leadership. _ -[ . ..

13



LAHHY (LMU)
|

LANNT of Essex Country New York, who used to be lined
up with New York, turned against d,nd broke with the factionalists
and supported the leadership. He said you can ^t talk around
democratic centralism.

j

MILDREB MC ADORY EDELMAN

HC ADORT Was against the National leadership. 1

ESTHEiR CANTOR

ESTHER CANTOR, UNGER^s wife, defended ABE, saying he
is not a political degenerate and she attacked the National
leadership, chargiiajg that there is an anti«*Party center in the
New York County Exejcutive. She said that the issue is not that
of dissolution but the question is how the Party can circumvent
the blows of the bourgeoisie. It is a disservice to the Party ^
to tolerate ABE IINGER's treatment.

DAVE SALES
j

DAVE SALES, who is considered a very honest rank and
filer who is being ;proposed for the Control Commission of New
York State, spoke for the leadership.

JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON tore factionalism apart.

WILLIAM PATTERSON !

PATTERSON agreed with the report.

14 -



Summary Remarks of Gtis Hall

What can; you say about the level of MILTON ROSEH's
question to discusis this by serious discussion. It is infantile
and demagogic. MILTON ROSEN did not fashion the issues. He is
not serious about the Party.

HORT SCSERER*s speech is in a similar vein. He is
also demagogic.

i

Where is| the issud '^vote right" or you will be
characterized as an anti^Pariy element?

What was raised hefe was that the comrades vote right
at the meeting. What was raised here was that the comrades do
vote right at the meeting and walk out of the meeting and do
just the opposite.

I

Tou, UOkT, are most demagogic.

EVIE WIENER^ yoiir wiggles and maneuvers have no place
in this Party.

Tou have covered up the real issues. Tou said all
UNGER raised was "reorgan iz ing" the Party but, according to
the memo which RUTH SHULMAN wrote, it speaks distinctly of
dissolution. The County leadership did not notify the National
Office about this meeting being held. We were not invited or
called in. We don*t charge Manhattan County leadership with
this or that in a reckless manner, DonH wrap yourself in the
mantle of the membership. This is an old stunt. We only charge
a few comrades with actions detrimental to the Party. I have
attended two clubs of the Party and found that they had electoral
policy disagreements. Where did they get their incorrect policies

,

I asked them. Afterwards, some members told me that they got
the idea from the iCounty leadership. We do not charge that all
in the County leadership are anti-Party or have committed anti-»
Party acts, but we charge that some members of the County leader-
ship have committed, yes, anti-Party acts.

Regarding UNGER , we can excuse a wife, ESTHER CANTOR,
but she, too, deliberately tried to mislead us and distorted
the issues. UNGER did not just say that he wanted to discuss
the question, he Actually proposed that he would commit suicide
at a most critical moment in the history of the Party.

~ 15 -



I want to' disagree vilth PAULIE that our Party is just
a holding operation. That is incorrect. Maybe trcm Harlem
vrhere PAULIS is it looks that way, but tor the entire Party it
is something different. PAULIE shows a lack of confidence in
the principles of Harxism-^Leninism, not merely the lack of
confidence in the leadership. How can you fight against
liquidation when you have no confidence in Harxism^^Leninism.
PAULIE lacks maturity; therefore, he offers to resign from the
leading bodies of the Party. I think the Party will endorse
the proposals of the National leadership and help eradicate
this factionalism and strip the New York leadership.

This was followed by a vote on motions which have
been given.



Motion #1

10 - for endorsing HALL's report (people who are members
of the Board)

6 °o against

1 - abstention (BILL STANLEY)

Consulative vote included members of National Committee,
others vere Invited.

44 - for

2 - opposed

2 - abstained

DAVIS wais asked whether he was voting and he said he was
not voting. He made a distinction between abstention and voting.

Motion #2

Motion #3

10

5

2

13
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OplniOBS and Imt@r;pretations

Insofar as the New York situation is concerned , it
is an extremely serious one for the Party* Some of them

^

beginning with HIIItON ROSEN, will find themselves not only
outside of the leaidership but outside the Party

«

There is an opinion that BEN DAVIS is the real
leader behind this fight although it is difficult to state
this for certain* i Undoubtedly , however , he is thinking of
steps to take and jis waiting for opportunities to develop
at which time he will decide if this is the moment to lead
a fight for whatever he has in mind«

The debates at this meeting were sharp and there
was some talk thai; some of the people taking the anti-leadership
position may even ihave a contact with a new group of Trotskyites
who recently spli-^ off from the main body of Trotskyites*

I

On Monday J July 17, 1961, the New York State Board
together with some of the members of the National Board and a
few others discussed the overall problem and how to bring the
National Office decisions to the membership. BEN DAVIS raised
the cry that a purge is under way in an effort, to offset the
move of the National leadership to reorganize the Party leader-
ship in New York by going to its membership*

Initial {approaches to the Party membership in New
York indicated a favorable view toward the National leadership,
but the current thinking in the National Office is that some
members of the New York District may leave the Party*

\

The factional fight in New York can and should be
popularized, as there are no longer any secrets about it in ,

the Party • Close 1 to 80 persons, alone, were involved in the
New York State Committee meeting recently held and are aware
of the overall situation*

I

If this
I

is popularized, the Party is vulnerable to
charges of lack of democracy, for not protecting the Party
membership, for not giving membership security, and for leaving
the Party open to jattack* It is also vulnerable for arbitrarily
removing the New York District leadership, and all of these
messages can be effectively brought to all membership in New
York with possible good result s»

i « 18



Another I possible aagle iii^ould be a charge that the
National Office is attackisng an outstanding Negro leader like
BEN DAVIS. Another angle is to let the Comsranist world know
that BEN DAYIS isiBot voting in support of the top leadership
of the CP, USAo

[
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100-3-69

uflvED STATES DEPAltTMENT OFflftSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Yorkj New York v

July 20, 1961

Re: Communist Party/
United; States of America
Organization .

A confidential source;, Mi# has furnished reliable
.

infomation in the past, advised on July 19i 196I, that a
meeting of the National Board, Communist Party, United States
of America (CPUSA) was. held in Communist Party (CP) Headquarters,
in New York -City, .on that date

•

Phil Bart, Organizational Secretary, CPUSA, brought
up the matter of bail for Gil Green, former CP leader, who.
is presently incarcerated after conviption under the Smith

'

Act of 1940, stating that there were estimates that it could
be as high as $15,000.00. IThis matter must be handled and
the Party has to be prepared to meet bail at that figure*
He suggested that he and Arnold (Joimson) be released from •

everything to go out and get the .bail money* The source
said there was no disagreement on this suggestion* A
discussion was held on the merits of merging the Porelgn ;.

Affairs Committee and th$ Peace Committee* Some members /

felt that it would hurt the work of both committees' to
merge them, while others thought that it would strengthen
their ^prk. During the course of the discussion, it
was mentioned that a meeting of some members of the Foreign
Affaii?s Committee was held, appai*ently on July 17> 196I, \

wherein the Berlin question was discussed*

Jack Stachel, member of the National Committee. (NC),

CPUSA, said that this question should be discussed by the. .

National Board at its Meeting next week and that in the
meantime, the Board should- consider iauthorizing a ^^

s

on this situation to be issued in the name of the National
Board and the General Secretary*. It was decided that a^

committee would work out a final recommendation on the
merger of the two cornmittees and that the statement -

proposed. by Stachel would be Issued.

Tlriis document contains neither recommendations. ;

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property - -
;

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and -

its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency*
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'lie:-- 'Comrauriist Pg^ ^ -;'^/:'''f'^V:v

United istates, of -.Meplca .
^-^^-^

. :^

X^--
-• Opganizatjipn ; !

"

v

; -.j/'J^

/ • : ;

'

;
.V'/ :Phii Bart , next pp6|)6sed ,that they- take,

to: assurd activities and th^ .;pres^ntatioh of , the Party Vs

position around Labor Day. The' whole question: of jpolitical
. ;aetion 6n that day should be.-'discus$ed and he propdsed;
a : small committee he formed^ to prepare a .statement and

.
jrecoramendations for the /guidance of ai'sti»iQts .of

.
the

'Worket*",

of "The

, CPUSA,
named

Loiiis Weinstock, Business' Manager:
(Williaffl) Weinstoney Educationai

and ohe other, unnamed, person- from : New Yock, were-
to this committee . The source ielie^ved that Irvihg: Pptashv
Labor Secretary,/ CPUS^, was td be . in

,

charge of this -.-rkj

• conmiittee.
.

'-'X

.
•

' James Jackson, Editbr . of "The Vtorker", mentioned /

that the eighth ahnivei?sary:of the 26th of July Moyemeht
was. coming up and some form: 'of igreetings.sho^ ;S.ent.

He suggested that, an ; editorial in . "The Worker" might be
used -as the. basis on. whiph, to Issue the statement* ,

;

The source advised that there' was no objection to the. ,

;

proposal that Jackson take the responsibility for;

preparing this ; statement of gratings to Cuba.

•i / ;
- ^Daj£^'4rainoent>££..v writer; for "The Worker",-

next "gavie "iTrepbrt on Pope JShridiXXIII « s recent ^ . , .

encyclical. ;,He said that it marked, a, complete shift : :

from the line: that was set by . Pope Leo XIIl and his
encyclical of- 1891, : In the new encyclical, there was
a -recognition of the responsibility of the state, for the
welfare of people as individuals and the acceptance
of Socialism as a form of

Carpenter saw the :hew ehcy^^ as a rpcoinitioh
bjr the Church that the fact- of Sobiallsm must be accepted,
that there sire injustice's in ^ c^^ coxuitries,. tbiat: -.

rich countries should giye. aid" to so-called under .developed
countries without political.' strips and that, cognizance :

should be taken of the national; aspirations of the colonial
countries.. He also saw it "as a; 'Recognition by the iCatho.lic

- ..2; -
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'Re: Cpmrminist Party/ -.^ - ^
. .

. ^• "'Orgajniization ^/
* ^/.^-^j'^^ ^ v--'^^^

'

Church that they could iiot Openly! tsik^

Imperialisiiv any longer. Hevsaw the encyclic^^
change in the thinking of the Catholic Church and there was a
Pfossibility how for maneuvering; and forming a united front .

;

with various sections of the Catholic masses; - V

: . \ After discussion ty the functioharies preseht> :
•

it was proposed that Carpenter immed^^ prepare an article
basfed: 611; his report for '"PolitiQal Aff^^ .

Since .thi^ : ;

^

would take some time to appear in ;th^ it . was
proposed that a memo on the pr^^ points he, prepared ; -

'immediately ahd sent out to the; Party. Jt was, also
proposed to establish a; cbirmiittee^^^ Movk out a prograni v :

to approach the Catholic s^;On th!^,b^ this report.

:
.

' Carl mfer, men0er^^ p^^ NC^ CPUSA,v announced that;

arfNationai Assembly for Democratic/ B^^

S^pt«er '23^ a^^^ : : : ;/ v r

A separate committee with offices at ;ll8: East
: \ - ;

28th Street, New Xork City is' being set lap. to handle this. ;; ;

,The objective was to get a turn,out of the largefst; ppsslbi^
/number of individuals to •support the ceui^aign for/rever;s^€^^^

of the Courtis decision; ;:!]^^ ^ V /

representative of ail democ3?atlc forces.
\ \ \ \

• ; Winter said that an. effbrt Is being made; toVget^/ ;^

suitable sponsors to iSentify themselve^^
and in. this connection a letter was; sent out to prospective.

,

sponsors by Professbr Louise P^ttibone Smith. ; It was-
expected that a lfev^rend;ld.ll^ ©Suld join her : ; ,

/;

in a few days as; a cp- signer ; Winter said that Professor / ;

Smith wanted no publicity ph this until she is joined
by four or five others as "sponsorsV

;
Winter said that; ;

they were encouraging the districts to organize local v/>
committees for particIpation in the National Assembly '

:

'

''.

and tp send out material. Winter, proposed that Si Gersdn/-^ ;

a meniber ofvthe NCj, CPUSA> or Rose,;Chernih, Head the :;
:

;

Los Angeles Committee for th^- Protection of the Foreign :,;*••

Born, be considered tp head up; this committee.;



Re: Coiiimuhist Party, ; > • C ,

. itoerica -

:

• Prganization

"The Worker " is an. East Coast
Communist weekly .newspa^^^

In "The Worker" issue,,,of March: 5>
1961, the editor of "Political Affairs"
identified the latter 'publication as m
organ of the National Committee of the
CiPUSA published ihohthly.

,

-4 -
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FBI AUTOIIATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-09-201Z

UNITED STATES GO¥ERNffiEKT
V MEMORANBUM

f) ll} J^^T ' '
^^^^®» (100-3-69)

wM^kYm :
, SACf CHICAGO (100-33741)

/
SUBJECT: PoOMMlKlST PARTY, USA -

ORGMIZATlbfS"
'^-""^ -

IS - C,
'"^^

E)tTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN THE HANDLING
AND REPORTll^e 6? THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN WllSi MEMPRAtll^UM .

SOME OF THIS INFORMATION WAS WRITTEN ON BLACKBOARDS AND IlT
^

NOTES AND TO REVEAL THE CONTENTS OF THIS INFORMATION WQPll (u)"

POSSIBLY IDENTIFY A HIGH PLACED BUREAU INFORMANT

TMere are enclosed herewith for the Bureau two
copies of infoxmant statement regarding the July 12, 19^1,
meeting of the Communist Part-s" (CP), USA, National Board
held at CP Headquarters./^^(u)

This Infomation wpg ftiyt^iahaH nn July 19, 1961,
to SAs

| land and reduced to
writing on July 24, 1961. /^J^(u)

The report is located in A

cl. 2)Bureau (

21- New York
- 100-80641} (CP Organizations
- 100-84994) (GUS HALL)
- 100-1696) (ELIZABETH FLYNN)
- 100-3826 )( *(JIM ALLEN)
- im^'km&Bt} (DM RUBEN)
- 100-23825) (BEN DAVIS, JR.)
- 100-48033) (IRVING POTASH)
- 100-18065) (JACK STACHEL)
- 100-13483) (BETTY GM.NETT)
- 100-1602) (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
- 100-559) (JESUS COLON)
- 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
- 100-9369) q

J

- 100-6562) (CP off Puerto Rico)

Copies contt . on 1 page

I.SS. &
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- 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
- 100- ) (Citizens Coamittee for Constitutional Liberties)
- 100- ) (Provisional Organizing Conmittee for a

Marxist-Leninist Party)
- 100-^ > (Emergency Civil Liberties Committee)
- 105^1792 )(PPCC)
- 100- ) (MIMI ^SDLANDER)
- 100- )(National Lawyers Guild)

Detroit
(1 - 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)
(1 - 100- HHELEN WINTER)

Newark (100-19491) (PAT TOOIEY)

2 - San Juan
(1 - 100-20) (CP of Puerto Rico)
(1 - 105- (NPPR)

6 - Chicago
(1 - 100-18961) (CP of 111. District Organization) ^70
CI - A)| __ .

~l
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CfilLDS)
(1 - 1 nQ-aftSQ7H

/

PAt

i

irAwg nnwimi ttea for Constitutional Liberties)
(1 - 65-2054)

GNP.-gmf b6

(34) '
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Jnlj 19, 1961 (u)

On Ji2lfu-J^y=^1961, there was a meetirig of the
Conmunlst Party (CP), USA, NatiOBal Board and/lnvlt%d-: guests
held at. C3P, .'USA,, Headquarters, Nfew York. -Some 'Of the
conversation and some of the eKchaznges described jiereln were
by means of blackboard, and. the excfeaBge, of notes

<

Prei t at this meeting

/Meetin

I ^erei

'HEY —fk^of-./-

IS. JR. -/'-v'^-'

re the following:
(u)

rOHNSON

PHIL^ART (U)

PAT TOOHEY reported on his 15 day trip to Puerto Rico,
le was warmly received and had many meetings* He took a three
day trip over the island, covering many of the main cities and
townSo He had a series of discussioi]Swith trade unions leaders,
mayors, and politicians of the Popular Democratic PsLrtyJ^;::;^^^^^

In regard to tJsie questions: (1) What is the condition
of the CP of Puerto Rico? (2) What is the economic and political
situation in the country? (3) What is the status ofvthe
independence movement? TOOHEY reported as follows:

^^(u)
There Is no real CP in Puerto Rico in the sense

that the Party in this country understands a party* The GP^
of Puerto Rico is a group o'i individuals withoitt a central""^
committee, without a sectioik committee, and without a youth

^ 1 -
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movement, Im the main city (San Juan) there are a few Communist
Party members wSno are not organized nor are they engaged in
concentration activities* There are no youth, in fact, in
the Party* A paper was published until last December* The
Party issues very little material for public distribution but
there is lots of material available from the Socialist countries.
All materials are mimeographed and the CP of Puerto Rico wants
a printing press* Despite these weaknesses the Party enjoys
a good reputation and a good standing among the masses and
some other island leaders* It is involved in some united front
activity for the defense of Cuba" and for Puerto Rican
independence *^»^(u)

(Two out of 14 former leaders remained in the Communist
Party* One died and one went insane* This has left the
Party decimated* Desertions of some leaders did not help
the prestige of the Party* Persecutions and ^©factions of
some of the CP inner political struggles are responsible for
this* There are no places to hide tiin this small island* One
comrade carries the Ipad although he has personal and financial
troubles* He has no employment and the little aid furnished
by the CP, USA, is not enough* U*S* imperialism has entrenched
itself and its rule in Puerto Rico, In many instances gloom
and futility prevail* This feeling of gloom and futility is
a feeling in all movements, even to some extent in the CP.
Yet some activity in the pro-Cuban field, in tj^ pro-independence
field, . and. in the cultural movement continues *

TOOHEY made a report on the 81 Party Conference
and the CP of Puerto Rico approved its resolutions, although
it had little material on the conference to s*^dy.^^/ '

.

-

On relations .with the CP, USA, . TOOHEY" reported that
they feel isolated and abandoned because they" do not participate
in anything* The TOOIEY visit was the first official visit
of the CP, USA, in 13 years* The CP of Puerto RicO is critical
of the CP, USA, because that Party has "no ' line'^ on Puerto
Rico* They were critical of JIM ALIJEN's paiaphlet on Cuba
because the pamphlet contained not a single word on Puerto Rico.
They claim also ^ that all of the resolutions of tihe-CP, USA, (u)

leave out reference to Puerto Rico as a colony of the United States
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They are also critical of the CP, USA, because it .failed to
secure an iavite for C CP of Puerto Rico participant in the
81 Party Conference * Further ^ the Puerto Rican "Party was not
invited to the. Latin American Party Congresses,and the CP, ,USAp
is being l^lamed for that also »

'

.

The CP of Puerto Rico has asked for political
attention, because it is >a colony and has .great sensitivity*.
It has not received laagazlnes of the CP, USA, it receives
only five copies of "The Worker" and the Cijiba materials are
not allowed by the Puerto Rican authorities. The Party
charges the CP, USA, with being remiss in the light of America
imperialism. It has no funds and wants American assistance.
It suggests the organizing of a "Friends of Puerto Rico" move-J

, ment to assist Puerto Rico in its struggles.

It further suggests frequent visits by well known
CP figures in this country such as ELIZABETH FLTNN and BEN
DAVIS, who enjoy reputations in Ihierto Rico.

The Communist Party of Puerto Rico also asks that
the CP, USA, help them put out a newspaper. Currently
there are three papers being issued, "Puerto Rico Libre",
"Voice for the Defense of Independence", and one paper issued
by the peace movement o. Who publishes the * latter publication
is not known

0

It is . further suggested that the CP, USA, htlp 'the^

CP . of Puerto Rico on the 'question of political '^p^feoim'r^^^^^

which is a critical issue. The movement of " of ARMANDO ROMAN

.

(POC) sends letters to the CP of Puerto Rico but this group
has no influence in Puerto' Rico and the Party is combatting
this group in Puerto Rico^

The Puerto Rican Party thanked the National Committee
of the American Party for sending a representative to Puerto
Rico and suggested that the American Party assign a special
comrade for work in Puerto Rico«

(u)



TOOHEY coEtiBed hj reporting on the independence
movement -in Puerto; Rico, He described this movement as
having a gloomj outlook and it is felt that the statehood
movement is inevitable, and that* Puerto Rico, will, eventually
-evolve into a state like Hawaii* The pro-independence move-
ment was described as middle class with no trade union base

»

It also has some anti-Communist trends within it. Hie few
Communists within^ the Party in Puerto Rico are trying to
encourage the independence movement despite the gloom* This
effort is being encouraged by SANTOS but the Nationalist
movement itself is weak* In fact it is more active outside
of Puerto Rico, in New York for example, than in the Island.
One group (former followers of ALBJiZK COMPOS) is very militant
in Puerto Rico but they follow divisive tactics and have no
electorial; policy* The pro-Cuba movement was described as
solely being from the "left" although the Cuban Revolution
has had a profound effect on the Puerto Rican people* Short
wave radios are continually tuned to the Cuban radio* The n
Puerto Rican peace mfs^vement was described as "too narrow" and
as being unable to continue the peace publication for that
rekson.

On the trade union movement TOOHEY reported that
there are four to five federations ^ all of whom purpjue an
anti-independence line. ISO^®©© workers are organized', 150,000
workers are unemployed^ 150,000 workers are employed' part-^time,
and one-half the

^
population of Puerto Rico is unemployed*

Puerto Rico, according to TOOHEY, is no longer chief ly', an
agricultural country* There, are 600 new . factories, now and
three agriculatural regions in the country are. declining.
There is a 30 per cent jSecline in agricultural jobs. There
is a 20 per cent increase on jobs in industry. A working
class has emerged causing a shift . in population and' many, new
urban problems. ' .There has been an increase in per capita
income to $570 compared with $160 average per capita income
in Latin America. . There has been an expansion of housing smd
an expansion of unemployment compensation but these changes
do not change the colony status of. Puerto. Rico* However,
the Party needs as a result ^of these changes, to make a
new estimate of the status of Puerto Rico.

« 4 -
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TOOHET received tke impression that the CP of
Puerto Rico considers LOUIS lOHOZ MARIN as the main enemy,
yet MARIN is attacking the Jobii Birch Society, the church
hierarchy, is against intervention in Cuba, etc. He has
also come ^otit against monopoly ±n Puerto Rico and the question
^.s, is the CP of Puerto Rico correct in considering MARIN as
the main efnemy. It was suggested therefore, that some CP,
USA, qualified economist be sent to Puerto Rico to study the
economic situation and to formulate a new basic program.

Following the report of TOOHEY, GUS HALL suggested t

that the Foreign Affairs Commission set up a Latin American
,

Committee, He- also pointed out, that the CP, USA, has been- /

giving financial aid to the CP of Puerto Rico regularly sincel
the 17th National Convention, The American Party will also

||
take up the practical problems concerning Puerto Rico soon,

'

He remarked that TED BASSETT is going to Puerto Rico as is
JESUS COLONo

JESUS COLON stated that the CP of Puerto Rico is
receiving material and did receive the 81 Party Statement.
He complained that the American Party cannot write about
Puerto Rico unless the Communist Party of Puerto Rico gives
the American Party a basic documents"

'

. ELIZABETH GMLEY FLIM then' reported on - the" work '

of the new Party Defense Coaamitteeo-
,

She ' reported that a
^"

Citizens' Committee for Defense had been set" up with a
.

project,
of asking, for .$100,000.' Material is at the printers. .An .

-

open letter is teeing printed and ads will "be placed. ' The"'

Justice BLACK dissent on the Internal Security fcf of 1950..
"

decision is being printed in pamphlet form. Justice WARREN*

s

dissent decision is also at the printers. " ELIZABETH. ELtNN'*s .

pamphlet,', a book by HERBERT' APTIEKER consisting. of ;128, pages
is also being 'published/

,

The Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee is also circulating a petition and a fact sheet is
being prepared for circulation by the National "Lawyers Giilld.
The Party is asking CARL-WIMTER to .come in from' Detroit and-/
spend a few weeks in New York to actually organize the "Party,
defen;Be activities around tie ysaew committee. . On finances
PHIl/pART will work with MIMVFREEDLANDER.
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C©2sitiMlsiig,. FLiro reported tfeat JOE^RANT) Is In.,
charge of the National Conference entitled ^JAssembly. for
Democratic Rights^'* scheduled for September 23,' and '24,;

' 1961,
. The'^^possibilities of success of this- conference are good*
BRANT is being assisted by ARNOLD JOHNSON.

Coaacerning defense activities in' general,. FLYNN
reported that material on \the .meaning of the McCarran Act
has been sent out* The Party "will soon prepare a document
on the sentiment and reaction. of the press- and the people
to the McCarran Law decision. A pamphlet on what the Communist

• Party stands for is needed., ^

ELIZABETH FLITO herself will
prepare a' pamphlet' on the . Party membership cases, ^A mass
meeting will be held in New York on July 27, with FLYNN,
MC MANUS, STRUICK, etc. JIM ALLEN will prepare a pamphlet
on the "Foreign Agenf charge^.

, FLYNN further advised that in connection with the
Party's fight back efforts tours by National Party . leaders'
are being conducted in the various districts. For example,
GUS HALL is going to the West Coast and later to the Middle
Westo : A. defense bulletin is also' projected A defense appeal
will be published in "The Worker" , "Th^ National Guardian"

,

"The People's World", and the "Morning Freiheit'* Five
bishops will' sponsor a petition to' the President • . An inter,-'
national bulletin has been; issued

o

OTS HALL, the neait speaker, spoke on. the need for
a public relations director for the National office*- le.

charged that the New York organization has not given any
forces to the. Party defense effort and that the Party needs
such people to help the office to send out news letters and
later a magazine

o

. JIM JACKSON mentioned that the "Minneapolis Tribune"
editorial supports the right to dissent

•

JIM ALLEN reported that the .Party first asks : that
there be a re-hearing o

. He added that the Emergency Civil
Liberties Committee and. the American Civil Liberties Union,
are filing Amicus briefs

o
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CARL WINTER next said that the Party must move the

rest of the country* It has found some response in the Middle

West, but the Midwest has not received material f|^>m the

Citizen^ Defesise Committee as yet. There is a need for clarity

regarding the Citizens Committee and the National Assembly

Conference. The Party must be careful that it (The Citizens

Committee) is not closed out after the National Assembly^^jg^^^^

PHIL BART reported that the Fair Play for Cuba
onvention was h^Xd on July 1, and 2, 1961, in New York City,

Approximately 200 'delegates were present from most cities 337^
in the country. New Yorjc hiad 18, Chicago 10, Los Apgeles 4,
etCo Thtere were also studenti^ from a dozen schools in the
delegations « It was a positive conference. GIBSON in his
speech made the mftin point as being a question of U.S. ^
Cuba relations. His tour resulted in bis developing some
Trotskyist ideas. Before the conference the trotskyiisits
introduced a resolution on the main dangers facing the move-
ment; that is, that this movement may be only **friehdship
organizations*' rather than one which fights for a socialist
Cuba. The positive results were that the conference re^^cted
the extreme Trotskyist views which would repel the united
front * The FPCC estiablished ah advisory council with one
representative from eiach chajpter . September 15|;h is the
first s^hgduled meetin^^ of this council. JOH]|p0SSpr of

'

Chlcagcr, according the questi^ of democracy
in the FPCC Committiee . This GIBSON thought was aimed at'l:

blm and he considered RdSfSEK as a representative speakihg^^^^^^^^

for the CP. It was wrong for ROSSEN to raise this point at
this time. The Conference had rejected the ROSS£N resolution.
It was later explained to GIBSON that ROSSEN is no longer a
member of the CP nor does he $p for It. The organization
is in the hands of the Trotskylisits in cities. It wis;
therefore necessary for more Party members to biecome ac^^

in the FPCC if control is to be wrested from the Trotskyists.

- 7 -
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5010-104 \

Memorandum
UNITED STATES NMENT %
TO DIREGTOR, FBI (l0©-3-69)

SACi BUTTE (100-721)

date: 7/29/61

asubject: -tP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

be
:b7C

Re Butte letter to Bureau^ 7/25/61^ eapljbned
"CITIZENS G0MMITTEE FOR G0MSTITOTIONAL ^LIBERTIES j IS- - G."

Relet advised that an envelope with return address
Room 1525> 22 East 17th Street^, New York 3^ New York^ was
reoelved at Box IIQU, Butte, Montana, the mall address of
the Montana CP District . Enclosed were Bulletin No. 1,
dated 7/12/61; a pamphlet, "An Appeal to Defend Constitutional
Liberties," and a flier entitled "Pact Sheet," concerning
the Internal Security Act, issued. by the CCPCL. This was
the first communication received at this box mailed after
the Supreme Court decisions of 6/5/61.

and
I I

on 7/28/6I made available an
j^^^^

envelope addressed to Box 1104, Butte, with return address
of Third Floor, 23 West 26th Street, New York 1©, New York.
The, envelope contained the above three documents and the 6/24/61
special issue of "The Nation," entitled "The CIA" by FRED J,
COOK. . : .

other than the return address, there was nothing
in the envelope indicating it was mailed by the CP National
Office.

- Bureau (Reg. ) (AM)
- New York (Reg.) (AM)

4 - Butte
1 -

ftLL INFORMATION COWTAIMED

mum uTOs^^r

1 - :b7D

;i - 100-8276,- CCFGL)

50 AUG 4 196
-^ff
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
HEHDEANOnH

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

t SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

,A SUBJECT: CP; ILLINOIS DISTRICT - ORGANIZAT
IS" - ,c ..... . .

—

"

(00:0G)

EXTREME CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN
ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCET"

Enclosed herevrlth for the Bureau are tvo copies of
an Informant's statement dated July 21, 1961, containing
information orally furnished on July 21, 1961, by CG 5824-S*,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA

I ~l This information was reduced to writing on
July 27. 1961. and the original report is maintained in Chicac
file AL

1^27'Bureau (Enc.>r2) (RM)
48-ChicaeQ.J}^^

(i-aC

be
:b7C

:b7D

(1- 61-86^
(1-100-21^
(l-100-^3j)l
(1-100-^459
(1-100-3^470
(1-100-12890
(1-100-3313
(1-100-24800
(1-100-18962
(1-100-19431
(1-100-37958
(i-100-38093
(1-100-

CNF:HDW

:b7D

(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(SAM KUSHNER)

^

KL

(FLO HALL)
—

(MORRIS CHILDS)
(EARL DURHAM)
(JACK KLING)

(CP, Illinois District - Secu^^ Measures)
(CP, Illinois District - Strategy in Industry)
(McGee Club, 42nd Ward)
(Pete Levlne Club, 12th Congressional District)
(Austin CP Club)

(see page ii for additional CG copies)

AUG 151981' f
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Copies:

49-Chlcago (Con
(1-100-37971
(1-100-38041
(1-100-38122
(1-100-38259
(1-100-38261
(1-100-38262
(1-100-37189
(1-100-38027
(1-100-38151
(1-100-37998
(1-100-38194
(1-100-38042
(1-100-38198
(1-100-38043
(1-100-33200
(1-100-38773
(1-100-2749
(1-100-
(1-100-
(1-100-
(1-100-
(1-100-
(1-100-18952
(1-100-17769
(1-100-
(1-100-16219
(1^100-3952
(1-100-21222
(1-100-18104
(1-100-18080
(1-100-37762
(1-100-8261
(1-100-19491

CNF:IIDW

(50)

•t.)
43rd Ward Club)
Hammersmark or. East Club of 12th Congressional)
Debbs Club)
Attorneys Club)
Doctors, Scientists Club)
Bethune Club, aka South Side Doctors Club)
National Groups)
Jane Addams Club)

1 (Professional)
.b6

:b7C

West Side Medical Club)
Frederick Douglass Club)
Skokie Club)
South Side Club)
Evanston Club) .

Midland News Agency)
Prinamed South Side CP School being organized 6/61)

be
:b7C

fj^, Illinois District - Membership)
(CP, Illinois District - Funds)
(Lightfoot Defense Committee) .

("Morning Freiheit")
(GIL GREEN)
(CP. nitnnis District - Underground)

be
b7C

(CCDBR)
(NAACP)
(CP, Illinois District
Issues)

- Domestic Administration

- ii -



July 21, 1961

On July 20, 1961, a meeting was held at the residence
of EARZi DURHAM of Individuals called together to reorganize the
leadership of the Illinois District of the Communist Party, USA
(CP, USA).

It will be recalled that the former Illinois District
Board was recently dissolved for security reasons, and it was
announced that a new leadership body would be organized in the
immediate future.

The meetingyJuly 20, 1961, was called to reorganize
the Illinois District Board. Those present included the following:

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT
SAH KUSHNER
FLO HALL
HORBIS CHILDS
EARL DURHAM
JACK KLIN6
LOU DISKIN

DAVID ENGLESTEIN is a member of the new body but was
absent for this meeting*

LIGHTFOOT talked at length about some of the new
organizational changes which are the results of the Supreme
Court decisions in the McCarran Act. He said he would not go
into the poli^tical reasons for the organizational changes as
they had been thoroughly discussed and gone over at the last
CP Board meeting.

The organizational report was delivered by FU) HALL.
It was stated that no one knew the size or the identity of the
members of the new District Board except those present and that
this Board would run the District in the future. It was stated
that it was possible that a trade union comrade would be added
to this body but the committee designated to organize this body
could not agree as to the advisability of placing a trade union
comrade in the body in view of the legal ramifications of the
McCarran decision. At some time in the future a trade union
comrade may be added.

be
:b7C
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In discussing recommendations of the committee pre-
viously designated to change the organizational setup, of which
HALL was one, it was stated that the State Committee will be
jdivided into two or three parts. HALL and LIGHTFOOT are getting
(together on July 21st at which time the Committee will be
1 divided up into parts and individuals designated for each part.

I

There is no proposal at the present time to decrease the number

I
of individuals on the State Committee.

I

With regard to the Club Chairmen*s Council, the
ICouncil meetings will be discontinued. Instead, as far as the
^community clubs are concerned, the city will be divided up
Band responsibility assigned to individuals who constitute
Ithe newly constituted Board. For example, the South Side area
will be handled by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and EARL DURHAM. This will
include the South Side Club, the Hyde Park area, and all other
club activities on the South Side.

The West Side Clubs ^
including the Southwest Clubs,

will be handled by LOU DISKIN.

FLO HALL will be responsible for all North Side Clubs
except the two clubs in Albany Park which will be handled by
JACK KLING, since their composition is primarily Jewish.

MORRIS CHILDS is to work with KLIMi and to give him
a hand in the Jewish. field so that KLING can handle his other
responsibilities, including his new Party organizational apparatus
responsibilities.

ENGLESTEIN will handle the Loop Clubs although MORRIS
CHIU)S will continue to remain in the Loop Section. The people
responsible for the respective areas will meet with the Club
Chairmen in these areas and this will replace the old city-wide
Club Chairmen's Council.

1 With respect to the clubs, they will slowly split up
With five to seven members in each club. The Hyde Park Clubs
Iwill be split, definitely, because of their size. The clubs,

f
however, will not be fragmentized into one or two persons clubs.

Currently there are problems with the Austin Club
of which MOLLIS WEST is a member. ROSE METER, also a member
of this club, has called for the liquidation of the Party. There
are also rumors that MARIO BIANZARDO of the Johnstone (Steel)
Club is proposing a division of the club and may have. in mind
a complete liquidation of this industrial club.

^ 2 ^



The Board is concerned because MNZARDO has taken
little interest in clitib affairs of the Party for the past
several years • In fact, one of the club members recently
stated that MANZARDO had not attended a club meeting in ten
years.

KARL DURHAlL^xt remarked that he had been privately
I told by Dj^^iSJMSM^^^^F^^'^ Medical Clubs

I
had been dissolvedTTF^fl^HKOFF ' s understanding that the
^dissolution was at the suggestion of FLO HALL.

At this point, HALL quickly indicated that it was
possible that in reference to the Professional Section her
remarks could have been misunderstood and in view of the state*»

Iment regarding liquidation, it was apparent that they had been
misunderstood. She said she would make an immediate check and
if such was the case^ the clubs would be immediately reconstituted.

A question was raised as to whether the clubs' trouble

I

regarding liquidation was inspired or had connections with the
dissident groups in the New York District. FIX) HALL was instructed
to check into this immediately in order that it may be resolved.

In this connection it was also mentioned that HELEN
SBSTBR, individually 9 has been calling for the liquidation of
the Party in the Garfield Park Club.

EARL DURHAM than suggested that the Party should, as
part of its new organlssational setup , consider the forming of
some "functional" clubs in the eomaunities. However, nothing
definite came from the discussion at this meeting regarding
this matter.

Regarding the individual clubs,, it was mentioned that
[ithe industrial council will be disssolved. Industrial representa-
tion will be added to the Board, if it is determined that
there are no apparent legal problems. In the meantime, . SAM
KUSB[NER will have charge of the industrial clubs again. In this
regard, it was learned that MORRIS CHILDS intends to challenge
the decision to place K&SHNIR in charge of the clubs and will
attempt to unlock the strangle hold of KUSHNER on these clubs
\sy calling the attention of LIGHITOOT to the fact that the
National Office detests and distrusts KUSHNER and will not permit
him to handle the industrials at this time. CHILDS will push
for an industrial representative on the Board to ^ handle the
industrial clubs.

- 3 «



It was also amounced that M}U DISKIN will work as
much as he can now for th© Party and then during his slow
working period (he is a carpenter) he may be put on as a part-
time paid employee. He will not, at any rate, function as a
full-time employee in the immediate future.

With regard to the dues collection and the problems

I

therein under the new organizational setup, it was tentatively
announced that plans now are to collect dues as in the past.
However

9 something must be worked out to conceal the fact that
Party dues are being collected*

In summary

y

the initial meeting ©f the new Board was
lln effect a gegfcWfgflon^^M^^
' tion planningcolffire^ee '^^SfcK^'^evB^'^^^^aome weeksagoT''^^"^''^^^

It was indicated during this meeting that hereafter
the Party will stress ideology and the most important tasks.
Somethings that the Party was to have involved itself in will
have to go undone.

It has not been decided to date where CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
will set up his office; however, it will be at a place other.
|than at 36 West Randolph Street, Chicago. It is contemplated
Ithat he will operate under some such umbrella as the Lightfoot
fDefense Committee.

FLO HALL will operate out of 36 West Randolph Street
[but under the cover of being an employee of the Midland News
Agency which is ostensibly the distribution agency of "The
Worker" in the Chicago area.

EARL DURHM will operate on the South Side under the
cover of the Hew African Institute, a school which has, as yet,
not been named nor is it existent but it will come into being
in the Fall of 1961.

be
:b7C

A cover is also to be worked out for DAVID ENGLESTEIN

I

possibly centering around some duty or activity in the Modern
Book Store. It will be recalled that ENGLESTEIN' s former title
as District Educational Director has been abolished.

JACK KLING will continue to operate under the cover
of the Business Manager of the "Morning Freiheit.'^

« 4 «.



Other Business

FLO HALL stated that the National Office expects that
the bail of GIL GBSEN required under the old indictment of the
Smith Act membership charge in New York will be raised* The
National Office has asked Chicago, as GEEEN's home city, to
raise $5,000 by July 28, 1961, so that the Party can have a
fund available to cover this contingency. It is asking for
loans and donations and will also try to tap the old Party bail
fund still being retained by LEON KATZENo KATZEN, according
to LIGHTFOOT, has been contacted but says he will not release
any funds without the authority of the Board.

HALL reported that the CP District Defense Committee
is still not functioning although DICK CRILEY meets with one or
two members of this Committee from time to time.

New York District Factional Situation

MORRIS CHILDS was the next speaker and gave a report
on the New York District factional situation which centers
around the suspension of ABE UNGER and the refusal of the higher
bodies of the New York District under democratic centralism to be

support the decisions of the CP, USA, National Board and the b7

National Review, Appeals and Auditing Commission. He stated the
issue in New York is whether the CP is a monolithic Party of
Marxism-Leninism or a debating society only. Also, the

,additional issue is whether the body should liquidate itself
or follow the decision of the National Office to conduct a
fight back" campaign under its own name.

Report by EARL DURHAM

EARL DURHAM reported to the Board that the NAACP leader^
ship had recently met with the Mayor 's. Committee on Human Relations
and was requested by this Committee to cease organized **wade-ins"

at Rainbow Beach and other areas in Chicago in the Interest of ^

lessening racial tension in this city. DURHAM reported that the
NAACP has agreed to abide by the request and will hereafter not
organize these "wade«ins**. DURHAM indicated that the Negro Com-
mission will probably submit and follow the NAACP decision although
individual small groups may continue to participate in ^wade-ins."

« 5 »



Hext Board Meeting

The next Board meeting is scheduled for July 31 , 1961.
This Board will meet every two weeks thereafter on Monday nights.
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOKATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-20-2012

UNITED STATES GOVERNBIENT
MEMORANDUM

^ TO % DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3^69)

P 7,;^ FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

^1 SUBJECT: ^CP, USA - ORGANIZATION

DATE: 7-^7'^-

IS - c
(00: NY)

EX'TREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN THE HANDLING AND
REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND NO REFEI^5g
to BE MADE TO THE LETTER ITSELF. ALL INFORMATION SHOULD BE
SUITABLY PARAPHRASED AS THIS LETTER WAS GIVEN TO THE INFORMASf
BY ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, CHAIRMAN. COMMUNIST PARTY. USA, AND
DISCLOSURE THAT THE BUREAU HAS THE INFORMATION WOULD CERTAINLY
IDENTIFY A HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

iureau are two copies of an
1961, containing informa-

who has

Enclosed herewith for the
informant's statement dated July 25,
tion orally furnished on July 25, 1961, by CG 5824-S*

.

furnished reliable information in the past, to SAfl

I, This information was
jL^6. 1961. ^^^^

]

be
:b7C

b7D

to writing on Jul
in Chicago file A

Tin

fy
J £

25^
andP"

1961.

reduced
original report is maintained

5824->S» made available to SAS
la letter from ELIZABETH

GURLEY FLYNN to the informant dated July 21, 1961. This letter
was photostated by the Chicago Office on July 26, 1961 , and the
original is to be returned to source. One photostat has been
retained by the Chicago Office and made an exhibit in Chicago
file 100«33741-lB3(234)o Two photostats each of this item are
being enclosed herewith for the Bureau and the New York Office

2.^Bureau (Enc. 4) (RM)
2-Detroit:(RM)

(1-100«1342(^ (CARL WINTER)q1^'^- i'

(1-100-137^^ (HELEN WINTER)
F:MDW ^9 .

(see page for additional copies)

m^^^ 6 6 AUG
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b7C
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Copies: (Con't.)

I.Boston (RU)
1-100-547

1-Buffalo (RH)
1-100-

22^Nev York (Enc.
1-100-
1-100-16021
1-100-95550
1-100-1696
1-100-47233
1-100-93665
1-100-93796
1-100-84994
1-100-
1-100-23825
1-100-80641
1-100-54651
1-100-81338
1-100-
1-100-145082
1^100-56579
1-100-80532
1-100-67234
1-100-54555
1-100-269
1-100-27452

4-Chicago
1-Al
1-100-3470
1-100-3952

C ]

(HILTON ROSEN)
2) (RM)
(JOE BRANDT)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(PAUL ROBESON, JR.)
(ELIZABETH GURLET FLYNN)
(ABE UNGER)

)ER)

be
:b7C

(1-100-18065 (JACK STACHEL)

be
b7C

(BEN DAVIS, JR. )

.

(CP, USA - Organization)
(CP, USA - National Groups Commission)
(CP, USA - Security Measures)
(CP, New York State - Organization)
(Citizens Committee for Constitutional Liberties)
(PHIL BART)
(HERBERT APTHEKER)
(RUTH SHULMAN) . be

I 1 b7C
(HENRY WINSTON)
(ROBERT THOMPSON)

b7D

3 .

(MORRIS CHILDS)
(GIL GREEN) . .
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July 25, 1962

It was ascertained that ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Chairman,
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), had corr^nonded with a leading
figure in the CP, USA, on July 21, 1961.^(ty

The verbatim contents of this letter are as follows:

''224 E 12
"July 21 - X961

''Dear Friend: A horrible hot week here! Was at office both
Tues & Wed - went to Katl. Groups with Jack last night. Very
good - we will get real co*-operation there. Have been busy
with my housework ^ I*m afraid my little sister may come home
any day. She writes now she'll be back by my birthday (Aug 7)
or thereabouts* I talked with a travel agency rep. who saw .

her three weeks ago. He said she is small and frail but full
of pep and apparently not sick« However he said she has already
stayed longer than most people from temperate zones can stand -

he describe^ j>t as 'living in an oven,^ and he thought she should
come home.

^Gus called during our Wed. meeting. He said no
defense material had arrived there. He was wild - said to
Phil: - 'Close up the office and send every one down to the
Defense office!* A lot of good that would do! Apparently we
must re-organize it* Mimi can not handle it alone. Carl did
wonders - but now he leaves. Will be gone a week - he is so
unwilling to stay but it did a lot of good^ Helen did not seem
to know why she was here. She did a good clean-^up got in that
awful back room where all kinds of stuff had accumulated. She
made good suggestions, but - will they be carried out? I wonder!
They say my pamphlet is out. I'll send you a copy as soon as
I get one myself* Herb^s book is at the printers, too. Its
very good. We had a long and complicated but quite illogical
and unconvincing explanation from the gentleman who occupies
the office with me - as to why he abstained in the N.Y. State
Com. Naturally there is now a great deal of discussion and
question about it here. He said U. is wrong « also he should
not have insisted on being at the meeting & P* Jr. is wrong -

but people have a right to differ and we must not be too rough

« 1 -
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#

on tbem. He defended Hilt, Ruth & Evy particularly^ We listened
Init did not enter into a prolonged discussion , except to indicate
our rejection. We postponed further discussion till G's return.

^^Joe is busy as a beaver and will accomplish a lot «-

I*ia sure Arnold may go to other districts pn the project* It
would be good *» help to rehabilitate him.

"Have heard no more from P. I ?m afraid she ^11 be angry
at my letter. But some one has t9^call a halt on her prima
donna attitude , for her own good.^

"I have not seen or heai^d from your friend who was to
see me. 1*11 not be going out there now, a^least not till
after Kathie comes and I see where I am at^ l^j

"I am so tired « all this upset at home, so unexpectedly,
has me tired out. But 1*11 settle down to write again next week -

please send me the exact
should address a letter.

of the editor in chief, to whom I

**I*11 write Annie to thank her for the lovely spoons.
I sent all my mother's silver to my niece in Nijgeria and bought
myself (from the Guardian service) a set of i^t^ainless steel.
So its nice to have a silver spoon again.

"How are you? Better, I hope. We're all working under
such pressure, its terrific. I'd like to be in Chi. next week
end. But with G ^ Winny & I understand. Bob^Ats enough. I'll
see Gil later. Do give him my warmest love.

"as ever, 1 \

"Affectionately,

"Elizabeth

"P.S. I washed the faces of Marx, Lenin, FlSa\ » Jefferson «

Washington - & Co. in our Bd room. Tou should see how nice they
looked after an inch of dust iSi^emoved. 'Leadership by example!'



The following mentioned in this letter are further
identified:

JACK.. ...JACK STACHEL

CARL CARL WINTER

HELEN. . HELEN WINTER

"Gentleman who occupies an
office with FLYNN** BEN DAVIS, JR.

JOB JOE BRANDT

"P" PEGGY DENNIS

GIL... ........GIL GREEN

ARNOLD. .ARNOLD JOHNSON

"G".......... GUS HALL

PHIL. . PHIL BART

HERB ; HERBERT APTHEKBR

U. .ABE UNGER

P. JR PAUL ROBESON, JR.

MILT. .MILT ROSEN

RUTH RUTH SHULMAN

EVIE EVELYN WIENER

KATHIE. KATHERINE FLYNN

"Editor in Chief" ...Editor of "World Marxist
Review"

ANNIE. ANN BURLAK TIMPSON

WINNIE ...HENRY WINSTON

BOB. .BOB THOMPSON



ENCLOSURES (2) TO THE BUREAU FROM CHICAGO

Jatj ELI2
photostat copies of letter prepared

^ ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN dtd 7/21/61

RE: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C
(00: NY)

3dTyJ

Bufile 100-3-69
CGfile 100-33741

Transmitted via CGlet to Bureau 7/

J:
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Date: 7/26/61

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

a
SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-260^^4)

COMMUNIST PARTYrUSA,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT

IS-C
CINAL

Re Los Angeles alrtel J/l^i/Sl disclosing that the
Southern California District Communist Party (SCDCP) Executive
Board has been reduced to four members,

I [
advises that BEN DOBBS, Executive Secre-

tary^ SCDCP, has indicated this may be a temporary arrangement
but is a necessary security measure against the FBI. Meetings
of the new board are to be held monthly instead of weekly, as
was done previously. Former members of the board not named to
the new four-member board will continue to function in their
capacities as leaders of the various commissions such as
education, Mexican, labor, etc^ DOBBS further stated that the
larger CP clubs will be divided into smaller groups.

3- Bureau (AIRMAIL) (REGISTERED)
T - San Francisco (INFO) (REGULAR) (REGISTERED)
3 " Los Angeles (100-26044) (100-43372 - CINAL)

(100-24351 - SECURITY MEASURES)

(7)

Approved

Spedfial Agent in Charge



New Vork (100-137309) * "
I

August 10,

g,i-eft«ir, FBI aoiM30172) y

State BoaS c^?}^ ^-is-li 2.JfJj' containing
'

Ciiawinlst Party, ISA^SSUff *^ ^^if^^ork

l^iciiet «S? ^^^•'Ffetatio^ of

wjo ,^centl? ^in^*'?;***^^^ a*?5l;^!^£r«hiP: position
It is Itellevcd thl» the min bad? SJ S** «^^rotskyitea
P«ny (nwpf th-t this gro^p «f|?sM^gf

100-3-69

TPK:dew a'
(8>

V
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FD-fe (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 7/27/61

Transmit the following in Plain Text
(Type in plain text or code)

Via Alrtel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

/

TO: Director, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM: SAC, Philadelphia (100-31723)

SUBJECT: ^OMMUNIST PARTY, USA - ORGANIZATION;
IS - C

Enclosed herewith are five copies for the Bureau ltd
and two copies for New York of a self-explanatpi^ZLJ^iilLarhead .

memorandum. This Information was provided I .1 ^^hn

be
:b7C

C I N A L

has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA
b6
b7C

The letterhead memorandxam was classified cop^^^ntiaj
because it contains information from a valuable informan^C ^'^^

on a continuing basis which, if revealed, could jeopardi^fe ^Jt
the security of the informant. ^'^^

;! / / ^

^ 3 " Bureau (100-3-69) (End. 5) (RM) g-^^^
2 - New York (l00-8064l) (End. 2)(RffPvL|;

. (1 - 100-56579) (PHILIP BART)
4 - Philadelphia (100-31723)

(1 - 65-1686) (THOMAS NABRIED )

100-42205 Sub A)(CINAL, LIBRARY)

JTB;MMR
(9)

AGENCY jCjgu;^^,.^-,^
REQ. REC'D ^ ^ ^.^
DATE FCR?/. l^^JiU/^
HOW FOPvW. J . ,

BY MiMrlM^-^

Approved: Sent .M Per



DECLASSIFICATIOIl AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOKATIC D E C LAS S I F I CAT I ON GUIDE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply^ Please Refer to

FUeNo.

Hillaj^lphia^ Pennsylvania
July 27, 1961

Res Meeting of National Executive
Committee^ Comrnxmist Party,
USA^ August 12^13^ 1961

A source advised July 24, I96I that THOMAS NABRIED
received a letter dated July l4, I96I, from PHIL BART
announcing that the next meeting of the National Executive
Committee would be held August 12-13, 1961, (place not
specified but believed to be New York City) beginning at
10 a,m» The agenda of this meeting is:

1. Unity against reaction and the war danger,
(The ultra-right, KENNEDY and the role of
progressives;,

2, The defense of the Party and the struggle to
advance democratic rights,

3* Press,

The source could not state whether THOMAS NABRIED
plans to attend the National Executive Committee meeting.

The source on July 24, I96I, described THOMAS
NABRIED as District Chairman of the Commimist
Party of Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware and
a member of the National Committee, Gommxinist
Party, USA, The source also described PHIL BART
as National Organization Secretary, Commimist
Party, USA,

This document is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

conbSdential



FD-323 (3-28-60)

In Reply, Please Refer to

FOe No.
~

100-31723

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Rilladelphla> Pennsylvania
July 27, 1001.

Title COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
OROANIZATION

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Letterhead meiaoraridtan dated
July 27, 1961, Philadelphia.

All sources (except' any listed below) used in referenced

communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to youroj^e^^^alidJiescQ^ent s are *°^^ distributed oulsi^



rc^ lxsr; ¥ork.aG0-128814)
" August 2 » 1961

director, !?i31 0SO'-3--69)'"|Fd d : .

CamtMST MXre, ISA

- MmmAL mmrrn " € "

' ileuralttil 7/20/61. Referenced airtel sets fortli
lat ^^'Sies ToFiiiey hmt hem' solaced in charge of all defense

mvlu Ym sioted that it is' not kmm Aether Uim Friedlaiider,
T^iiC) fQmmfly Iieaded Hie defocse work, has been relieved of this
aseigixe-^t csitirely #r is to assist. Toimey.

It is' imperative that tlia Bureau be kmt fully .

apprasoi of wlic^ is res|K»fisiMe for the defense mm of 'the
Coii-jaissist Party. You are instructed to promptly resolve tiics

sarFGSit states of Kitti Friedlaiidar.-

Tolson
BeLmont

Mohr .

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach_

—

Evans
Maione

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Ingram—:

—

Gandy _

—

-~ MAIL ROOM



declassificatiom authority derived from:

ffei autoiiatic declassification guide
DATE 01-10-ZOlZ

F B I

Date: 7/28/61

Transmit the following in PTfA IN TEXT

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIf>
Via

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI ;(lOQ-3.-69)
J

SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-128814)

SUBJECT: USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C '

—

—

Following submitted for information:

NY 2353-S* on 7/26/61, made available informa^IorT
reflecting that JAMES TORMEY has been removed from his position
as Kings County CP Organizer and has been placed in charge
of all "defense woi?k". This source advised that "WILLIAM
ALBERTSON will temporarily become KCCP Organizer. h;S:|<-

NY 2318-S* on 7/26/61, made available information
reflecting that JAMES TORMEY as of that date is the new co-ordinatjDr
of "defense work" for the CP, USA. The source was unable to
advise whether or not MIMI PRIEDLANDER, who formerly headed
the "defense work", has been relieved of this work entirely
or is to assist TORMEYj(^»

(y)

V|^&ireau (100-3-69) (RM)
- (1-100-434917) (Citizenft Cnmmltt.pp for Constitutional LiMMes I
1-New York (100-159^6) ( 1(422) "^J^
1 -New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l4)
1-New York (1OO-93665) (MIMI PRIEDLANDER) (421)
1-New York (100-145082) (Citizens Committee for Constitutional

Liberties) (4l?5

1-New York (100-26603-C43) (KCCP) (422) ^ ^ \

1-New York (100-128814) l/i-A^^rSj-'W ^'

provea: JL_Appro\

TJM: Jmk
(11)

HSREIN IS -^"^T^D EXCEPT



/

FBI

Date: 7/13/61

Transmit the following PLAIN TEXT

Via . AIRTEL RM

TO DIRECTOR, EBI (IOO-3-69)

SAC, m (100-80641)

ryqP,USA-ORGANIZATION
is-c
(CINAL)
(00: N(New Yor*:)

There are transmitted herewith nine copies
of a letterhead memorandum concerning a meeting of the
National Board and invited guests of the CPUSA held in NYC,
on 7/12/61.

The confidential source utilized was NY 2359- S*.
i \

This memorandum has been classified "Conf^ia^tial''
because it contains information from a source the imau^horized
disclosure of which would seriously iinpair the investigation
of the CPUSA and such inpairraent could have an adverse effect
jpn the national defense interests of the country.

4^- Bureau (100-3-69) (Encls;i$^/9) (RM)^ (1 - 100-3-81) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
2 - Chicago (Ends. 2)(RrD)-^

(1 - 100- ) (MORR^-tHILDS)
2 - Detroit (Ends. 2)(Im)

(1-100- )(CARL VTENTERS)
2 - Newark (Ends. 2)(RM)

(1 - 100- )(PAT TOOHEY)

COPIES CONTINUED ME3gB PAGE 1 ^ /O W ^1

NY (100-80641) (415)
•^5: '.-™-^^—,

'J

HCO:KND
e25)

3^. JUL 14 13S1

REQ. RES'D

DATE FORW. l^-^M'
, rv^^ HOW FCB'.y.» 1981 BY_ito:^



# i

NT 100-80641

COPIES CONTINUED

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NY 100-
NY 100-

NY 100-

NY 100.
NY 100.

NY 100-
NY 101.

NY 100-
NY 100.

NY 100-

NY 100-
NY 100-

NY 100-

NY 100-

•84994
•1696
.18065
•16785
•23825
•84275
559
13483
•32826
•48033
•128255
.16021
.56579
-86624

GUS HALL) (415)
ELIZABETH GURLEY Ii'LYNN)(4l5)

JACK STACHEL) (415)
JAMES JACKSON) (415)
BEN DAVIS) (415)
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (4l4)
JESUS COLON) (415)
BETTY GANNETT) (4l4)
JAMES ALLEN) (415)
IRVING POTASH) (415)
'DANNY RUBIN) (4l5)
ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
PHIL BART) (415)

ICPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)

- 2 -
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOILiTIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 01-10-2012

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.B^tle
100-3-69

CO^H^IAL

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 13, 1961

Re: Corranunlst Party,
United States of America -

Organization

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
Information in the past, advised on July 12, 1961, that a
meeting of the National Board and invited guests of the
Communist Party, tJnltes States of America (CPUSA) was
held in Communist Party (CP) Bfeadquarters, New York City,
on that date.

Among those in attendance were;

Ous Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA
Elizabeth Gurley Plynn, Chairman, CPUSA
Jack Stachel, member of National Committee (NC),

CPUSA
Pat Toohey, member of NC, CPUSA, Chairman of New

Jersey, CPUSA
James Jackson, member of NC. CPUSA and editor of

"The Worker"
Ben Davis, National Secretary, CPUSA
Jesus Colon, member of Editorial Staff of "The

Worker"
William L. Patterson, Vice Chairman. New York

District (NYD), CPUSA
Betty Gannett, Educational Director, NYD, CPUSA
Morris Childs, Chairman of International Affairs

Committee, CPUSA
James Allen, member of NC, CPUSA
Irving Potash, Labor Secretary, CPUSA
Danny Rubin, National Youth Director, CPUSA
Arnold Johnson, member of NC, CPUSA
Phil Bart, Organizational Secretary, CPUSA
Carl Winter, member of NC, CPUSA f2?om Detroit,

Michigan.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the prcyperty
of the PBI and Is loaned to your agencyj it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ENCLOSURS



Hes Communist Party,
United States of America -

Organization

The meeting opened with James Oackson being
nominated as chalraan. Gus Hall proposed that the
next National Executive Coinnittee (KEC), CPUSA meeting
be held August 12 and 13, 196I, Hall explained that it
will be an NEC meeting, but some NC, CPUSA members from
the middle west and the east will be invited

»

Bat Toohey gave a report on his recent trip,
to Puerto Rico. Toohey said that he had been received
warmly by the, comrades in Puerto Rico, Kfe said, the
Puerto Rican comrades had arranged three gsnoral meetings
for him as well as a three-day detailed trip all over the
island and particularly in the sugar, coffee, pineapple
and tobacco areas. Arrangements were also made for him
to speak to trade union leaders, leaders of the independence
movement. Nationalist Party leaders and with certain leaders
of thepopular Democratic Party. Toohey related that on.
his own he had arranged meetings with a niMber of former
leaders of the Party, who have split and are now in other
activities.

Toohey said that the Party in Puerto Rico uses
very little material in terms of leaflets and pamphlets
due to a lack of cadre as well as technical and financial
means. He said the only thing he saw being used were
"packets of stuff *^ received from individuals in the
Socialist countries. He said the Puerto Rican comr»ades
were critical of the Party publications in the United
States because they did not deal with Puerto Rico in its
struggle against American Imperialism and seemed completely
oblivious of them.

Gus Hall recommended that Toohey prepare an
article on his trip to be published in "Political Affairs"
and possibly "The Worker. " Hall was of the opinion that a
Foreign Affairs Commission should be set up immediately
and their first task would be to go into the question



-Re: Commimlst Party,
United States of America -

Organization

of Latin America and Puerto Rico, It was decided that
Toohey would prepare a draft of his article on Puerto
Rico and that another discussion be had on it before
publication,

A discussion was held regarding the Party's
defense committee. James Allen suggested that people
be requested, in view of the Supreme Court hearing
coming up regarding registration of the CP, to write
to the Attorney General of the United States to favor
a rehearing. Allen suggested that people be requested
to write the President, Congressmen and Senators in
this regard,

James Jackson said that a post card system
be adopted wherein people receiving the card could detach
part of it iS^yft' would be self-addressed to the
Attorney General. He said such a; system would result
in greater numbers and would indicate certain public
opinion.

In "OThe Worker", an East Coast Communist

weekly newspaper, issue of March 5s 19^1, the

editor of "Political Affairs" identified the

latter publication as an organ of the

National Committee of the CPUSA, published
monthly.

- 3>
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Transmit the following.

Via AIRTEL

Date: 7/28/61

PMIN TEXT

RM

TO

PROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, i?BI (100-3-69)

SAC, NY (100-80641)

^g^^-ORgANIZATIOJa

(CINAL)
(00: New York)

There are transmitted herewith eight copies
of a letterhead memorandum concerning a meeting of
CPUSA fimctionaries and invited guests held in CP
Headquarters^ NYC, on 7/26/61.

NY 2359-S*.
The Confidential Soircce utilized was

The attached memorandum has been classified
"Confidential" because it conbalns information from a source,
the unauthorized disclosure of which would seriously irapair
the investigation of the CPUSA and such impairment could
have an adverse effect upon the national defense Interests
of the country.

Bureau (100-3-69) (Ends. 8)(RM)
NY (100-80640) (CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
NY (100-86624) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (4l5)
NY (100-80644 j (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS) (415)
NY (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
NY (100-1806S} (JACK STACHEI.)?4l5)
NY (100-9369) fl

~1t4l4)
NY (100-23825) BEN DAVIS) (415)
NY (100-84275)^ ;WILLIAM PATTERSON) (4l4)
NY (100-32826) {JAMES ALLEN) (415)
NY (100-128255) (DANIEL RUEEN)(4l5)
NY \lOO-l6785) (JAMES JACKSON) (4l5)
NY (100-16021) (ARNOItD JOHNSON) (415)
NY (100-80641) (415)

3
jr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
JACrKMD
C17)

sy JUL 29 mi

^^^^^^^

BY ff' F- /,



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-10-2012

UNITED STAT^DE^JtfiTMENT OF JuItICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo.

Bufile 100-3-69
New York, New York

July 28, 1961

Res Communist Party,
United States of America -

Organization
Internal Security - C

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable Information In the past, advised on July 26,
1961, that a meeting of functionaries of the Communist
Party, United States of America (CPUSA) and Invited guests
was held at Communist Party (CP) Headquarters, New York
City, on that date. Among those In attendance were:

Phil Bart, Organizational Secretary, CPUSA
Jack Stachel, National Committee (NC) member, CPUSA
Ted Bassett, member of New York District (NYD)

Committee, CPUSA
Ben Davis, National Secretary, CPUSA
William L, Patterson, Vice Chsilrman, NYD, CPUSA
James Allen, NC member, CPUSA
Daniel Rubin, Youth Director, CPUSA
James Jackson, NC member and editor of "The Worker"
Irving Potash, Labor Secretary, CPUSA
Arnold Johnson, NC member, CPUSA

Bassett reported on the recent convention of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). He described It as successful In that a good,
militant program was adopted. He said that one of the more
Important developments centered around the Civil Rights
question. He noted that approximately 750 delegates
went to Washington where two Inportant events took place,
(1) visits to senators and congressmen on the Civil Rights
question and (2) visits of delegations to the White House.

According to Bassett, the New York delegation to
the convention wanted to picket the White House, but a
sharp order came out not to picket under penalty of
suspension from the NAACP,

This document contains neither recommendatlc»is
nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and
Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

CONB^MWIAL^^-::??



Re: Communist Party., United States Of America
Organization
Internal Security - €

William Patterson proposed that the NAACP convention
be discussed by the Labor and Negro Commissions Jointly
and. separately arid that out of these meetings there should
come a list of proposals which not only should indicate
siipport for what has taken place > but should even go
beyond* Pattersons described Adam Clayton Powell *s

speech to the convention as "most Important" and recommended
that it be printed in full in "The Worker.

"

Daniel Rubin commented "we had some Negro youth
comrades there whd were electrifying" but they were
dissatisfied with the "lack of say" in the functioning
of the organization and the failure of the national
leadership to take the lead in the organizing of their
struggle*

James Allen reported on the International
situation stating that President Kennedy «s speech indicated
there are developments of fear 'and panic particularly
in view of the world relation of forces* He claimed the
Presidents Justification of policy is based on
misrepresentation of the Soviet position in relation to
Berlin and Germany* According to Allen, the pu3?po6e
of the Kennedy Administration with respect to Berlin and
the German issue itself^ amounts to moving up to a
position of strength from which to carry on whatever
machinations the Administration may feel obliged to
imdertake*

Allen said that the second main aim of the
"Kennedy line" as developed in his speech on July 25^
1961, is to eraate the necessary atmosphere to get a speed-
up in military mobilization and achieve other donestic
objectives* He asserted that President Kennedy is using
the "so-called Berlin crisis" to speed up the objectives
made clear by him in his defense message of last March
and also to bring in additional proposals. Including
additional appropriations, and increases in the armed
forces* These add up to a further addition to the

2 -



COlp^^TIAL

Res Communist Party^ United States of America
Organization
Internal Security - C

military component of the economy* All things add up
to the Justification of building up the West German
military power.

Allen concluded that the emphasis of the
CPUSA must be on stressing the danger of a world
waTo

Arnold Johnson said a technique must be
figured out on "how to be sharp with Kennedy" and the
CPUSA must show that its proposal is not to increase
war danger but to eliminate a war provocation.

William Patterson said the CPUSA must make
every effort to show this speech is not an expression
of the American people. He posed the questions "Can we get
SANE (Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy) to come forth
and popularize their line in relation to this speech? Can
we get the other peace forces to come forward? What
statements will labor make?"

Ben Davis alleged that President Kennedy is
putting the whole country on a war footing to save the
freedom of two million West Berliners while at the same time
18 million Negroes in America are not being given the
consideration they deserve. He said "this must be
exploited for all its worth.

"

"The Worker" is an East Goaat CoiTimunist
weekly publication.
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iroiMAPOLIS BIVISI©!

jaa© 3Qg 1961
Bmream Pile s ig0-^3'='&F^

PABff - ¥SA, iroiAHA DISTRICT

'

- ' ^ J
Tha '^^wwltoT^ QQYBT^d by the. Indiana llstnet^ CP ^ 'UBAs ^ '

toclMes the aBtii*e state of Indiana o ^ t

125 ^
Tiae 1960 census . tor the state of indiama is reeoMat B o

as 4^662^4980 I X

Headgmar*e2?a
dA^eo ^3 *s* c» ^* G5d csa csj ^^t.ca? C^JS^

!

Tfe© SP at south BeaSj, Indiana, eoatlaiaes to amintain '

a house tspaller located at the Bear of MiiH) BEMET^^s resMencea
1435 mould street, Hilesa Michigan, which Is useS By the Fa?tj
to store smfplieSj, literatmre* and a Mimeograph machine

«

(IP T=lj, Jan© 19* 196l)

II o PRIieiPAL COWOTIST PARTI OFPIGIALS
eOMWIST PAKPf - ISA, ITOIAMA DISTRICT

Ai mmmL-mm

liAMEL BDSM, who resides in Ghicago, I^^^^i^^H^
Chairman anS Educational Director of the mdiaaa ©^M^f^leftg*
and Is a member of the National eommitte©, €P - trsF^^

(IP T-1, jnne 19* 196I} -
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BLOT bae beeE Earned Mldweat eoordinator In steely gp « ISA^^

amd as such will bave cha:^ge of eoordimafclng party work In st;e©l
in both llliEols and Indiana*

(IP T«2, Agrll 21, 1961)
(IP T-3> Hay 22/ 1961)

BLM attended a meetlmg of the state Gonwlttee, GP of
IllliiQiSj? in Chicago on March 19i> 196I0 At this meeting he was
named to serve on an administi^tive committee of the Illinois
SP Blstrict^ which conMittee will meet weekly and cai^ry out
decisions of the Illinois state ^P committee

•

(IP March 21, 196I}
(IP T^3s March 29, 196I)

BLBM attended a mee'ling of the Johnstone eimb of
the ep of Illinois in ehicago^'^on March 30, 1961, at which time
he gave a brief resume of the party work being done in Indiana
and his plans concerning future work in Steel in Illinois and
Indiana under his new role as Midwest coordinator in steels

(IP T-2, April 21, 1961)
(IP April 3i 1961)

BLUM has been greatly disitressed by the illriess of his
wife, TEIA, and as a result his Party activities in Indiana ha.ye
dwindled to almost complete inactivity in recent weeks

^

(IP T-1, June 19^ 19SI)

B o mm BENIETT

BEIEETT is the frganizational and Financial secr^taiy
for the Indiana CP District in addition, be is "The worker"
press Director for Indiana and member of the National Auto Commission
(MAC), GP - ¥SAo

(IP T-1, Jtine 19> 1961)
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Bim^ B00E1A
C9 ££3 «0U C:»CO CC» <» «» i»lC3fi»^(» «^

•BQ.©HSA,. ia Literature, lireotoF for-the Biilam ep Blatyict

'

amd FiBaneial ^@cretaiyyfGi>' tiie;/SQ^th Bend Elkhai^t> ImdlaBa^^ As^ea.c

Ht feas amffared' two heart attackB; dmritig 196I1" and^
his parfey aetlvltles Mve been greatly c\iptail©i.

(IP T°l, jume Ifs 1961)

LYOH is cshairman of the ep Wooiea's Qlnhg gotith

BeMi, iMiaBao

(IP T=6, jime 21;, 196I)

Eo NOHMAN BSBKSIIEE "

BEBKSHIKE is ©haisraaa of th© Elttarfc ©P ©Inb,
Elkhart^ iRfiiapa.

(IP T»7, Jtine 33^ I96I)

Fi^ AIT ABAMS.

IS is the ®?@aaizati6aal s©e^t9.3py ©f , the iai^ Ql

Steel aiid ^©muniity @lmb^ ©ary^ Indiarsi^, and is also a m®mfyer
of the HatiOBal steel eoramission (MS€), 0P - ¥SA.

(IP T°8, jUEe 20^ 1961) ^

BOXI^ is Secretasy.aad' TPeasure2» of 'tlie '<B^ry"&f s^e©l ami
0©ijsamaity .©Imfe^ sa,2?y^.-"iaiiatia5 and. is also' a mmb®r of th® jjatiqisal

Steel qoaaaission, GP - USA.

(IP T-9^ Jaae 22^ I96:
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W

,,4.0 _
.miiW;;:Stat©--eP:-(i!omitt@e

The mdiaiaa st^te 0©im?itte® is t?la® coEtpollog
;b©i3r f®!* the Far^^y in iMlapa,,amd ls.,.:e©i!i>6sed.of the followisss

ElOTEL BLmtp State ChalMaaB
¥111 BWiETT* (^fgaalzatioraal aM Fiiaajaeial see2?eta^
SIM lOQBMi, Lltsmtiai^ ©li^otoi»

lOimi HHKSHIIE

FAiiiE h©bei@k:
J©1I BOXLEf
JOgSPHUE BISI

MO ffi©@tlmgs ©f the afewe coiapitt©©Jiav© tetra heli
f©:r tfee past seyestl months

lo liidlatm Stat© aP loaM

The indlaia- state ©p B^aM ' repoi'tisCLs^ is aoiapoegd qT '

'

MAliSIa BLWl, YAW BES&!Ts aM ©ne addltiQiial IMl'^Mual . iMaa'
ILWamd BiiiET^P meet\:im,s©mth~BiaC siM0M"ii9l©A'is alsQ-'tismllir
inelmded la' the meetliigj ..aii<i'-this"'is eomsldeired to I)® a'aeetiag
of -.the State B©aM. iotet^T, wMa mBI'aM SEMIEM mefXn
Lake' 0©uia'ty to-'iiscsss. pi?©felems rela^lmg^ to 'thataf^a,,"'tM©^' "meet
with eithdx^ AST ABAMS or J©M B©3S.Er aiad> lik©wis@i> ©oaii4©3?
this a State BeaM^etlmgo

(IP T^l, ;pm® 21, 19S1)
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I?o lEETIIiS AH A©TI?IfIBS HELATII®
©H©MIZATI©MAL HATTEHS

It was learned om Mai^ch 29^ 1961^ that ob Marpb 23^
19^1j^ EIAHIEL BLTO discmsseS Party organization in Indiana
In general with party leaders in Indiana 4^ at which time he^

expressed the opinion that he f$lt each member in Qary> Indiana^
shomld he ;re«evalmated in order to determine which field or
piftlcxilar type of party work each member was best fittied
to perfomo At this meeting BLIM emphasized the importance of
dbtainimg additional members within the steel industry* fie

esspressed extreme displeasiire over the attitude of certain
members in the party In Qary> whom he accused of using disruptive
tactics and refusing to cooperate with him in party matters

^

eartalm mmhem of th^ party in Qa,^s Indiana^' .continue to
cos^lain to BLIM over the lack of actual organizational work
being carried on by the Paafty in that area* beum instructed that
Party leaders in 0ary should concentrate on building the party
with ei^hasis on obtaining additional members in steel. If at
all possible J, and to bypass those members who have been a
disruptive influence to Party organization in the past in that
areao

(IP T"li March 29, 1961)

The party in Lake 0ounty, Indiana, arranged fpr ti^0M
PllL©i» a writer for ''The Worker^" to spea^ bef02*e a party gathering
in Qary, Indiana, on March 23i 196I0 Party leaders in CJar^
extremely displeased over the falltzre of so few party members to
attend* PHI*© spoke on the economic problems in this country and
stated that the solution was to establish a society similar to
that in the ¥« So Re aM other socialist coun^

(IP T-8, March 24, I96I)
(IP T-10, March 27s 1961)

A meeting of the oai^ C!P Steel and community elub was,^
held i^ril 23, 1961, in Qary, Indiana, and presided over by
YkW BEMKETTV Discussion cente:^d around the lack of party
organization in the Lake ©ounty area and the continiied decline in
party activity throughout the State of Indiana*
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BEHIETT 03^1^ased the o^lmiGti tbat Me felt Partj
membeFB In steel In the Lalca oomitj area .toa^e Tbeem wastiiig tiieip
time aM efforts hj PE#OBiEg caiadMatea riuming , fbr; mim . ©ffice
..im the ?teel mnioms who thej felt' were amti=»0.©mimiii^ He ~ "

'

folmtei that tme t© the small miimfeer ©f ©opnuiiists; t
their opposition In moefe caeee womld mot affect the eV^mtmal
omtcpiiae of the eleotiomj fla^her^ that paiiiy memtoer^
evemt were going to have to work with tinion leaderslilp regarilees
of who was elected^. BSOjETT felt that the party shoiilS coEceiitrate
om MildiBg the Party amd workimg with mniori leaders particmiarly
om ^Eestiohs where feoth' ^e. party and mnipn^leaders were- in
agreement

«

'
• i ....

BMUTT continued that ha felt oppositipm to non-
Cptpmnist caMiiates for local umion office would only weaken
the party and actually aeeoB^lish nothing o -.

, Memherp',
'

present at this meeting after discmssion agreed that BEMK*T^s
approach to thie question in Steel was coi!#letely log;ical and
they agreed to go along with his suggestion in this matter

o

(IP April 26^ 1961)
(IP T-10> lay 1^ 1961)

It was learned the latter paasrt of Aprils 1961^ that
the Elkhart fp eiufe^ Elkhart j» Indiana^ was eK;periencing difficulty
in getting memhers to attend regular meeting^ ISIM©! BiOKiA^
who in the past haa organisM and in^m
meeti^s of this gr^up^^ ha® bepn umble to par^tieipate in r^
meetings dJiie to ill^ health .ato^ -as. . a :3^^ ra^tiyilsy ' in :th#
Elkhart ©lub has decr^asejd considai^ repQrIimg peri^o

(IP T^Js^ April 24^ 19^1)

It was lea^sised . on - Mj .
22^ '19^1^'

' that at - a " W- m§@ting^ "

;

in ' ia::^^^--^ _,.lndian§.;i^;' on 'May -81^,. 196l^.'"members w0re;;lnstimcted;"t^
aQtlYe iu Bom^ .*yp.@ of mass: organlsafeiohal "worki,-- 'Buch,. Ss\'cliuroh<s:s>'-

paretit-^Te,acher .Assoeiatlons^.
'

, and .other." orgamlsatione^ ami . whem

"

th&i opporfemnity. presented itself : to.; 'pmm^e " the ' party: line where5=».

ever posMMe in theise
,
respe^^^

(IP T«i0j^ my 22^ 1961)
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In ladiama oommentei to the effect ©m April 22^ 196l> that Party
aetiyitJ in iMlam was at a veiy low ebl^o IM&JIIEL . BLIM has not
been as aetire In the ; party woTk in Lake eounty as h^i^tofore i,

due to his wife" a illness j and^, as a rej3t^t> BEMiETT:h^^

attemptei to ketp the Fa^rty activity going in both seuth Bend
and MkB ©pianty^ Indiana^ ai^eae^ Another contributing factor
to the party inactiyityis the fact that SIM©N BOQBIA^ wh© in
the past has been ext^maly active in party affair^^
Bend an4 Elkhart area^ h^g suffered two heart attacks

;
during •

19SI. and^; as a TOsuIti, has. not been able to participate: as.,

in the paste

( IP T«l ^ April 26, 1961

)

(IP T-8i April SS^ 1961

)

The combined ep Steel and eommuhity eiub in La^e.
County^ Indiana^ during the past three months period ha^ met
about once eaoh month o Howeyer^r turnout continues to decrease
and at the past few meetings only five or six metiibef^
present* Little has been accomplished at theM meetings^ and
activity at the present time in i^ke gounty is at a^^^

complete stand sfcill 1 however members continue to maintain contact
with one a^thar^ but there is little organized actiy^^ The
decline in activity in the Lake ©ouhtyy ini^iana^^^^

lar^ly to the fact that llAMKEL BLIM has not been able t©
participate due to the recent illness of ^^^^h^^

(IP T-Xlv Jme 19/1961)
(IP T-9y June 19^ 1961)
(IP T-12^ June 22^ I96I)

V. THE PAKT STAIB IE lEDIAMA SIBSE^IEIT
T© StPipE ©©IRT BieiSIONS^

It. was learned on jume 19^ I961 $ that the ; reefnt supreme
Gourt^ decision requiring the iparty . to

.

register.-has
,

prodic^d
'

'

considerable speculation; as ' to.. what' line, ; the: "Party :wili;;take. 'in

Indiana! however^ as o|* june 19^^ 19611^ ho firm iihe of action
had, been : developed c The consensus ©f

.
opiMom' am^mg" indi^^

leaders seem to be that.' the party in Indian^ would dissolve,^
H©atinga^ if held^ would be. held as ' press Club or I^bor Forto

cn> 9 ^
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me0tl!iigB.<.- MO Fa^fcj fim^®^' as amahi, woiiM be., collecteel-. amd no.

pecoMs would fea jimlmtaim^di ami -if Bueh meetliigs..we3fe.toeli>
.e:^trema eeemFity will fea ©za^eiget^

(P T-1/ Jtime 19^ 1961)

It wag leOTed Jtime 20^ 1961^ that BLIM
eonimaiited that date oonceriaiiig the i^eceEt smppfme gomsSt €lecisi©ni

ami pepoFtefilj atatei .in effect that he. didl'not see. h©w the: Party
in imiiama. QmM Qmtimue to fum©ti©ii* He. felt that there, imB
mo , direct mwtj mgmlza.tlon In opei^ti^n in Imiiana; mis'
f^rtfeemoTC^ slmee tfee. party i^ imiiana

"
hafi -mot heli',.a atate"

aoEventiom tM0 yea^^ In,, hip oplmipE ..legally' there"was 'm© '.offieial.
iMiamagp- Bi^ti^iet im operatiome' le. cpm^idered 'it 'foolish forthe,
party to mglm(^V' mmhem 'nlthlm 30/€^yB,. as.'' aiy ;.lri€|iviimal\^e©

. regieterei .^e^^^d be smfeJeet . to proseemtiom . mMer the; membership
provisiQE ©f tha Swlth. Actb Bl;OM .comiiBmed. that, siiiee there. had.
he'^n m^§F iiTOatiye im, this .matter, it was his opinion that the:
party i^. imdlama. shwM;^.cjQjisider its

ILIM farther epmmeited ' that insofar^ as the" party'"la

lake .eomnty wae eomeerned it was. practically • dlBa,dl¥eS: 4
as a result of -factionalism op the. part of 'certairi" party
im that are^o. BLWi reportedly stated ke would discdntim^ his
party contacts In indlamai^- however," ' will cdntimie;"to; wrSte
occasim^l articles for ^'Th@ Worker«" "He felt that minimi
contacts sho:^ld"fe0 continmei with pai^ir'^members; in ' l^ke' f^
bmt ;mot as Party fyLnctions,*^ Members tiay:be' eomtacted^ far
oontribmtions m& embscriptlons to ,"Tl^e worker" but for n^-' other
reason* He instraatei- on 'the" "afeove^ date 'that thei^ shptli'ba;
mo Eiore meetings i^ Indiana tinder'^ the.'"name '©p or-'tiMe^^
epomsorship of GP - WSA. l^dic^ted. he;win :be' In."'^

some., of the party members from time ''to' time^^howeter^'- only '"to

obtain, newi itais for "worker articles fwhlch ''he will prepare^* '
" "

'

'

that :he ^will n© longer make: any contacts in Indiana as a rapresentative
of the GP - ISAo

( IP T-S, Jmne 2Q, 1961

)

It was learned ^om June 26^ 1961^ that a party ;af.atImgrwai
held in gmth leM^' Indiana^ on jmne 24^; 1961^- at ' ifhlah' tlte: the .

recent supreme' eomrt decision was ..discmssedo It was brought, omf

-10«

\ .
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IP

at thiu mee1;lBg that fe^Ecef©i^'li aw tmtum^ meetlmg wmM be
refa?^i.'to as -mettimg of^^Ttee iMlana Free p^g.E\00Bimitteeoj^
It #as' felt tfeat.te tfeie imaaei»';tfee.^ woi?i fee

dK>ppei, altogetliePi ami m futmre referemce ' will : fee :,mid^ thereto c

flBMB mem m4e for flituFe meetinge ;©f " till® comlfet^e; feoweTer^r

it was emfkasl^ed. tfeiat e^mm^^ mm^tj MeasMyes woulii.' fee ;

mandatory o

(I? T-15^ jume 2^^ I96I)

**11*=
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ORGANIZATION

The following Information unless otherwise Indicated was
reported by SJ T-1, SJ T-2 and SJ T-3:

According to the publication, '^Puerto Rico, Ayer, Hoy y
Manana" (PueitD Rico, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow), by JUAN
SANTOS RIVERA, President of the PGP, the Communist Party of
Puerto Rico was founded in Ponce, Puerto Rico, on September 23$
1934. According to SJ T-1, SJ T-2 and SJ T-3, the PCP is a
communist party in its own right and not a district organization
of the Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA), although
it is based on the same Marxist-Leninist principles of the CP, USA.

The CP, USA has been designated by the Attorney
General of the united States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.

The PCP covers all of Puerto Rico, which has a population
of approximately two and one half million people. However, there
is no organized activity outside of the San Juan Metropolitan
area* Until recently the PCP had no group, section or district
breakdown and all members med& together c>n a weekly basis at the
home of OERTRUDIS ^ELENDEZ, PCP Treasurer and her husband JUAN
BAUTISTA PFPEZ, PCP number. Some records are tept at the home
of JUAN SANTOS RIVERA but for the most part party records are
kept in MELENDEZ ' home .

The officers of the PCP are as follows;

JUAN SANTOS RIVERA - President

OERTRUDIS MELENDEZ - Treasurer

JORGE MAYSONET HERNANDEZ - Secretary of Education

SANTOS and MAYSONET are full time employees of thePCP and
ostensibly are paid by the PCP.

/ 00 3 -^-'69

NOT RECO^'^'^D

128 JUL 18 196?
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Activities of POP Leaders

JUAN SANTOS RIVERA

SJ T-2 stated on June 25, 196I that he feels that JUAN SANTOS
RIVERA Is lllo He believes that an accumulation of worries
have overcome SANTOS. Source stated that he feels SANTOS is
worried about possible contempt action by the U. S. Government
against him and others in connection with House Committee on
Un-American Activities hearings held in Puerto Rico in November
of 1959* In addition to that SANTOS* wife died in early I96I
and according to the source SANTOS lieerns to be entirely
responsible for the welfare of his crigied son. SANTOS* son
was injured in the Korean War and aside from both arms and
legs being virtually useless he is considered a little bit mentally
unbalanced. According to SJ T-2 the son can do nothirig for
himself. Finally, the recent decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court which eventually would require the Communist parties of the
united States to register is believed by SANTOS to also affect
the POP. He and other leaders of thePCP fear imminent arrest
as a result of the supreme Court decision.

SJ T-4 stated on
his home several days

SANTOS at
SANTOS

:b7D

Del ore ana santus was in oea,
told SJ T-4 that the injures he received in New York City in late
1959 were bothering him forcing him to remain in bed. Source
said that he believed that SANTOS received rather severe leg,
hip and head injuries while in New York City.

GERTRUDIS MELENDEZ

As set out above, MELENDEZ is Treasurer of the POP and weekly
n^etings are held at her home.

JORGE MAYSONET HERNANDEZ

MAYSONET, paid enployee of the PCPi according to SJ T-2
Beems to have lost interest in party activities insofar as
originating or instigating any of these activities. Source stated
that he believes that all the members feel that in the absence of
SANTOS, MAYSONET Should be the one to lead the PCP. This,
however, MAYSONET is not doing.

•3-
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POP Front Organization

CONSEJO PUERTORRIQUENO DE PAKPIDARIOS DE LA PAZ
Puerto Rican council of Partisans of Peace)
PRCPP)

A characterization of the PRCPP
Is contained In the appendix hereto.

SJ T-2 stated on June 25, 196I that as far as he knows the
PRCPP is inactive and no meetings have been held for many months.
JOSE ENAMORADO CUESTA is probably the only member of th^RCPP
although in the past ENAMORADO has indicated a desire to enlist
the assistance of university students to further the program of
the PRCPP- ENAMORADO has indicated on various occasions that he
has hotrencountered too much success with the young people.
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Buflle 100^3^69

Structure and Physical Setup

SU T-1 on August 22, 1960, advised that on May 24,
1960, Comiaunist Party (CP) National Headquarters billed tha
Utah District for fifteen copies of GUS HALL's paraphlet, "We
Must Raise Our Sights," Informant stated that at the bottom
of this document v;as an addendux^i indicating the bill had been
returned to CP National Headquarters « The addendum stated:

"3y the way, we're still having problems with ouv
mail. We have a P.O. Box - 2485, but most of our
mail is still going to individual members* homes.
This causes an unnecessary delay in comunication
between yourselves and our Executive Committee.
If you see Mr. Hathaway ask him not to forget us
in Salt Lalie City; especially since he promised us
:iev;s and a decision from the center on a most im-
portant questiona

"Comradely yours,

Robert Archuleta
Treasurer
Salt Lake City, Utah"

SU T-2 on June 1, 19S1, advised Utah is a separate ^ ^
CP district and that there are two CP branches in Utah, locat-
ed at Salt Lake City and nearby Provo, Utah, According to
this informant, mail is received from National CP Headquarters
through Po O* Box 24S5 at Salt Lake City, v/hich was originally
rented by CARL GILBERT, a member of the CP. According to in- ^
formant, prior to August, 1900, GILBERT usually picked up the t3

mail from this post office bo^: and turned it over to CP offi- ^
cials* Since August, 1960, another party has been picking up ^
the mail. Informant stated this post office box has been used o
as a mailing address by the Party in Utah for mailing out ^
literature. Informant stated that CP branch meetings in Utah <j

are held on alternate Tuesdays, while the Utah State Committee S

I ^ o
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cf the CP has usually met once a month. Infomant stated
nOBEET ARaiULSTA at a recent CP meeting stated Utah State
Coimittee meetings in the future would not be held once a
iAoatli but i^ataer v;ould be hold at more infrequent intervalB
when there is buciness to be transacted*

The above information as furnished by SU T-1 and
BU T-2 indicates Utah is a separate CP district.

Biographical Data On
Principal Officers

FREDRICK LES HEUSEE, Sandy, Utah, who was
affiliated with the CP in Utah from 1948
to May, 1955, as a member and officer,
has advised that WAYIIl HOLLEY in 1955 v;as

Utah State Chairaian of the CP; further,
that BEMICE CURTIS at that time was Salt
Lake County Chairman, and that TMODORE
LEROY HOUSTON in 1952 was a member of the
three-man Utah State Board of the CP. In
that year HOUSTON went underground upon
orders of the Party, but returned to Utah
in November, 1956.

SU T-3 on Itoy 25, 1955, and SU T-4 on
February 25, 1957, advised that in 1954
and 1955 HOUSTON was a member of the
Colorado State Board of the CP,

According to SU T-1 and SU T-5, mention
has been made to the effect that in 19S0
ROBERT ARQIULETA was Treasurer of the
Utah CP District,

On June 1, 1961, SU T-2 advised that WAYNE
DALLAS HOLLSY of Mapleton, Utah, was Chair-
jaan of the CP in Utah. According to in-
formant, all principal CP meetings are
handled by HOLLSY as Chairman and he leads
the discussions; furthermore, when matters
are discussed at local branch meetings,
two members of the Utah State Coimittee
v/ho are present usually state that these
Blatters should bo cleared with HOLLEY before
any further action is taken

•

3 ^
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Ee: WAYKE DALLAS HOLLEY

HOLLEY was born Hovember 23, 1910, at Mapetbn,
Utah, Ke is married, has two children, and permanently re-
sides in Mapleton on a small fara with his parents, Baring
the pertinent period of this report HOLUIY has worked rfegula^r-*

ly at the U, S, Steel Mill at nearby Provo, Utah^

SU T-2 on June 1, t3£/i, advised that all major de-
cisions regarding CP activity in Utah have to be cleared
through HOLLEY.

On June 7, 1961, SU T-2 advised there xjas a special
meeting of all CP iiiembers in Utah, which was held at the home
of L# HOUSTON, Sandy, Utah, The occasion was a visit by
SAM KUSH^IER of Chicago, Illinois, who represented National CP
Headquarters and who had been sent to Utah at the request of
the Utah CP over the last nine months. Informant stated WAYNE
HOLIiEY acted as Chairman of this meeting and presented KUSHNER
to the group.

On June 1, 1961, SU T-2 advised that during April,
19G1, HOLLEY, representing the Utah District of the CP, made a
trip to Chicago, Illinois, to cdntact Party officials there
and to seek advice on several problems in Utah^ According to
informant, HOLLEY upon his return stated tha;t members of the
CP at Chicago were so security conscious that he was unable to
contact any member and discuss his problems. It was mainly
because of this disappointment that brouglit KIBHtlBR to Utah as
stated above.

On June 23, 1961, SU T-6 advised that HOLLEY con-
tinues to serve as President of the Public Affairs Forum of
Utah County (PAFUC) , a characterization of which is contained
in the appendix hereto.

Re:. SERNICE CURTIS

CURTIS was born October 19, 1907, in Idaho. She is
married to JOSEPH hMBEQ CURTIS and both reside at 2122
Roberta Street, Salt Lalse City, Utah. For several years and
during the period of this report CURTIS has been regularly
employed as an assistant to Dr. ROY A. DARICE, Psychiatrist,
Salt Lalce City.

« 4 -
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On June 7, 1961, SU T-2 advised CURTIS is Educa-
tional Director of the Salt Lalte City Branch of the CP. ShB
cittends meetings of this branch regularly, sone of them
ueirig :ield in her home, and assigns educational topics for
branch discussion. According to informant, these discussions
daring the pertinent period of this report have been taken
from chapters in the booir entitled '^Materialism and the Dia-
lectical Method" by MAURICE CORNFORTH*

Re; TIBCDCRE LEROY HOUSTON

HOUSTON was born July 24, 1902, at Coulton, Utah*
He and his wife reside at Sandy, Utah, On or about April 1,

1961, HOUSTON was laid off by his employer, the Wilford H,

Hansen Stone Quarry in Sandy, and he is not now regularly em-
ployed. However, he is employed for short periods of time
aad by various neighbors and acquaintances usually doing
carpenter work.

SU T-2 on June 1, 19S1, advised during the past
three months HOTOTON has regularly attended meetings of the
Salt Lalce City Branch of the CP.

On June 7, 1961, SU T-2 advised that a special meet-
ing consisting of all members of the CP in Utah was held in
f^yiBTOE^s home, Sandy, Utah, for the purpose of hearing a talk
by SAM ICUSMEB of Chicago, Illinois, who was in Utah on behalf
of National CP Headquarters.

Re:

^was bor
On November 26, l^b^j, he married

I

thi.^ nnnnig^ nog ha.^^ twn nhiidren. They resiae at [
Jis employed as a

and

also in Salt Lake City, but
since the first week in June, 1961, has been on summer vaca-
tion*

SU T-2 on June 1, 1961, advised
of and regularly attends meetings of the Salt Laise

of the CP. SU T-2 stated that in the nast tliree months several
-Cii

is a member
ty Branch

branch meetings have been held in home. SU T-2
stated that at these branch meeting^ ttid chaxrman usually asks
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for* any business that was transacted at meetings of the Utah
State CoBiKiittee which would affect the Salt Lake City Brat^d-i.

IiiiTormnnt stated
[

is a member of the Utah State
CoEuiittee and usually reports on the business transacted at
meetings of that group.

On May 13, 1931, 3U T-2 advised attended
a CP meeting at Salt Lal;e City, Utah, May' lo, i^^i, 'and at
that time he reported there had not been any State Coimaittee
meetings during^ the pasi; montho According to informant.

^subsequently stated that State Cormnittee meetings
ifL Tiie suture would be held at infrequent intervals; that
meetings would be held when there is business to be transact-
ed*

SU T-7 on March 27, 1961, advised I
|
is one

of the instructors at a series of educational classes which
began in January, 1961, and are being held tv/ice a month for
the purpose of indoctrinating several prospective members cf
the CP, This informant stated that topics for discussion at
these classes are taken from a iniineo^^/apia^cl outline published
by the Educational Department, CP, USA. SU T-7 advised that
on April 11 and 25, 1961,
of these Marxist classes.

was an instructor at two

SU T-8 on May 10, 1961, advised
] J

v/^s an
instructor at the Marxist class held at Salt Lalte City on May
9, 1961,

in uum ikb

was
Id

SU T-2 advised on June 7, 1961, that
present at a special meeting of all CP members
at the home of T» L, HOUSTON on June 4, 1961, at which time
SAM EUSEfJER of Chicago, Illinois, was present and gave a talk.

On April IS, 1961, 3U T-2 advised that members of
the Utah Council For Constitutional Liberties, a characteriza-
tion of which is contained in the appendix hereto^ met at Salt
Lake City on April 14, 1961* This meeting vm.s held to hear
several tape recordings

«

On June 1, 1961, 3U T-2 advised there has been only
one meeting of members of the Utah Council For Constitutional
Liberties in the past three-month period, and that it appeared
this organization would disband possibly this year.

be
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SU T-6 on June 14, 1961, advised that nembers of ^

the ¥MXiC continue to hold regular meetings at Provo, Utah,
on ^.Iternate Tuesdays c Informant stated that approximately
iifteen to twenty people attend meetings of this group

«

SU T-2 on June 7, 1961, advised ia special meeting
of all Communist Party members in Utah was held at the home
of THEODORE LMOf HOUSTON, Sandy, Utah, June 4, 1061, at
which time SMIl KUSSttJSa, ChicagOo^ Illinois, representing
national Comiaunist Party headquarters, stated Ccsamunists
should not cooperate in any way with the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP)« He stated S^VP methods and work only confuse
Comaiunist Party issues* He stated it was a mistake to
allow a representative of the S1?P to give a talk at a
meeting in the fall of 1960o KUSHNSa then mentioned support
of ALBSEIT C« SKINHSa, who was running for office of the
International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
(lUMM&SW). He stated, **As long as a man so much to the
l^sft as SKINNER was is running for office, it was our Job
to back himc"

A characterization of the International Union of
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers appears in the appendix
hereto*

FR3DSRICK LS3 HEIK3SR, Sandy, who an officer
and member of the Communist Party in Utah from 1943 to
May, 1955, has advised that in 1952 ALBERT Co SKINNER was
a member of the Communist Party in Utaho

« 7 -
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Bureau Pile #100.^3-69

The eP> WBk^ State ©f imm^ consists ©hly of
the area wlthiia the State of low^^ except that Batenport
ani Bettenderf , lowa^ are Includei in the Illinois District,
CP, USA* The i960 census lists the ci^rremt population of
Iowa as 2,757^537. The State of Iowa has an area of
56,280 sqmare miles

•

OM T-1 and T-2 ha^re advlsei on numerous occasions
Suring the past three months ths^t they haTe no knowledge
of any GP organisation or CP activities In the State of
Iowa

.

On iJune 20, I961, T-3j> T--4 an^ adviseS they
are not aware of any CP activity Qn the campus pf the
University of Iowa or in the vicinity of Iowa City, lowat
l*iey added they did not know of any GP member in the
Iowa City, Iowa, area.

\

3^

NOT RECORDED
192 JUL 27 'riei
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QROMIZATION

Bureau Pile 100-3-69

The ISA i State Of Kebraeka, conslstiB only of
that area within tl^e geographlpal limits of Nebraska.
Newspaper articles reporting the results of the I960
census indicates present population figures for Nebraska
as l^^O^t^SSS. Nebraska is shpwn as having an area of
77>237 square miles according to a recent edition of
a road atlas.

Conflientlal Informants m H-l Tf2 have
advlse<l on numerous oecaslons during the past three
months there is no dlstrlpt organization of th^ CP in
the State of Nebraska and no CP 9ffi<?iU^i or organi^aef
represents the State of NehJi^aska at the present time.
These sources have advised there have bei^n no Of meetings >

functions^ fund or literature drives in Nebraska daring
the past three months

,

Confidential l^ormant OH T-3« a self-admitted
CP member from the middl^ 1940*8 to 1955 « advised June $6,
196I4 there have been no dues collect ic^ns of any kind
concerning CP membership since 1955 or 1956 and^hat no
CP organization of any kind has existed in the Omaha,
Nebraska area since 1955.
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In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JTJffflCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1340 West Sixth Street .

Los Angeles 17, California
July 12, 1961

' DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOKATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-11-2012

COMMONIST PARTY ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS

A source who has furnished reliable information in
the past advises that following her return to the United
States from a trip to the Soviet Union in late June DOROTHY
HEALEY, Chairman,. Southern California District Communist
Party, met with the Communist Party National Executive Com-
mittee in New York City. HEALEY has reported to the Southern
California District Executive Board as a result of this meet-
ing that the following program is to be followed by the Party;

The Party will not dissolve and has- no intention
of dissolving but will stand up and fight with every means
possible to reverse the recent Supreme Court decisions. GUS
HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, will make a trip throughout
the United States to speak ^t public rallies on the Supreme

k^i^ Court decisions. :
•

' "/

I lI^ \ W^^^^^^^^
jare campaign against the decisions will be develoj

> >*aroim aVfCommittee for the Preservation of COT^j^LMtlonal
I J^^C;"l^
^i^l^^ Kbuildlng toward a mass rally in Ne^ York this

;ees are:
fall.

The minority opinion of Justice HUGO BLACK is to be
reprinted in a pamphlet which is to be distributed in large
quantities.

DOROTHY HEALEY reported that GUS HALL had indicated
to her that between now and October a complete reorganization
of the Communist Party will be undertaken which will tighten
the. structure and security of the party from top to bottom,
HALL stated that a small Executive Board that could readily
be called together should be formed in each district in order
to make prompt decisions on. organizational matters. ,

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI, ; It is the property of the FBI and Is
loaned to your agency j it and its contents are not tq be dis-.

tributed outside your agency. . ;

SNCLOSIJES'-.

C 0 N F I^XJEHrfll A L
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMMT
HSHORAiniUH

I DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-=69) DATE; ^/^^^

FHXiU \li SAC, CHICAGO (100='33741)

SUBJECT: '^CP, USA, = ORGANIZATIOH

(OOsHY)

EXTREME CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HERll
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTIT? OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE,

Enclosed herewith for the Bioireau are two copies of aa
informant's statement dated July 25, 1961, containing informa-;
tion orally furnished on July 25, 1961, by CG 5824°S*. who' hiis.

ftirniRhed reliable information in the past, to SASP |

I and I I This information was . reduced to
writing on July 28 , 1961 , and the original report is maintained
in Chicago file A
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2^Bureau (Enc. 2}(RM)
7-Buf fala. (RM) .

(1-100-11933
(1-100^4379-69
(1-100-4379-88
(1-100-10454
(1-100-
(1-100-
(1-100-

2-Detroit (RM)
(1-100-13740
(1-100-13420

CNF:MDW
(see page ii for

(MILT ROSEN)
(CP, USA - Organization)
(CP, USA - Factionalism)
(MORT SCORER)
(FRED LMJ, short and stecky)
(DICK Um. from pmffa.lo^

(HELEN WINTER)
(CARL WINTER)

1 .copies)
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4?-New York (RM)
1-100-
1-100-128814
1-106-128817
1-100=>128821
1-100-26603
1-100-26018
1-100-84275
1-100-9595
1-100-
1-100-48033
1-100-
1-100-16021
1-100-54555
1-100-
1-100-
1-100-67234
1-100-
1-100-34665
1-100-15946
1-100-
1-100-93665
1-100-
1-100-95550
1-100-
1-100-
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l-lOO"
1-100-
(1-100-16785
1-100-
1-100-
1-100-9369
1-100-
1-100-
1-100-18065
1-100-
1-100-21431
1-100-56
1-100-56579
1-100-12959
1-100-68063
see page ill

USA - Brief)
iCh\ USA, New York District - Organization) (7-6)
(CP, USA, New York District - Membership)
(CP, USA, New York District -Factionalism)
(CP, USA, New York District) (12-14)
(LOUIS WBINSTOCK)
(WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
(WILLIAM VEINSTONB)

3ph)
(lEVING POTASH)
(RADZI)(PH)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON)

(RUTH SHULMAN)
(GEORGE MORRIS)
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(UIMI F&ISDLANDSR)
I

" .^"1-

(PAUL ROBESON, JR.)
(JESUS COLON)

1

n.ANWY—f rmrni .Snsaex or Esseg County)

(DONNA, a social worker from Manhattan)

(BEN LNU , from Westchester County)
(MILDRED MC ADORY EDELMAN)
(JACK STACKED
CMAECEL SGHERBR)
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July 25, 1961

Oa July 15, 1961, a meeting of the New York District
Communist Party iCP) ,State Committee and iEvited guests was
held at Adelphl Hallp New York.

LOUIS WEINSTOCK chaired the meeting and the following
were observed as being in attendance:

LOUIS WBINSTOCK
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
HILTON ROSEH of Buffalo
WILL WEINSTONB
ALEX KOLKIN (ph)
IRVING POTASH
RADZI (ph) , a Russian
ARNOLD JOHNSON
EVELYN WIENER
HORT SCHERER of Buffalo
ESTHER CANTOR (UNGER)
JUNE GORDON .

RUTH SHULIIAN
GEORGE MORRIS
LENA SCHERER
JIM TORMEY
FREDj LNU, of Buffalo, short and stocky
DAVE SALES
MIMI FRIEDLANDER
PAUL SCHWARTZ.
PAUL ROBESON, JR.
JESUS COLON
ARTHUR KNIGHT (ph)

,
Negro, from Manhattan

SHEVRA, (ph) ; female, wife of one AARON, a
, , printer. She is believed to be

Section Organizer in Yorkville
LANNY (believed to be from Sussex or Essex County)
MIKE CRENOVICH
JIM JACKSON .

DONNA, a social worker from Manhattan
JOE BRANDT
TED BASSETT
BEN,. LNU, from Westchester County, white, an old-timer

- 1 -
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DICK, LMJ, from Buffalo
HIL2)R£D MC AOORY EDELMN
MTtlB LOTPKIN, Buffalo
BETTY GANNETT
BEN DAVlSp JR.

All of the above individuals participated in the dis-
cussion, an<i also attending this meeting were the following:

MORRIS CHILDS, Chicago
EQBLEN WINTER, Detroit
CAiEtL WINTER j Detroit
JACK STACHEL
MARCEL SCBERER
MARTIN YO#G
MIKE DAYIDOW
PHIL BART
CONNIE BART
CMRA BODIN
PAULINE ROGERS
DA^ CARPENTER
ERIC BERT
HARVIN MARKHAN

The Chairman, LOUIS WEINSTOCK, opened the meeting by
introNiticihg WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, Acting Chairman of the New York
District. PATTERSON* s speech noted that the meeting was an

Iextraordinary one called because a small group or minority in the
District had called for the liquidation of the Party following
the Supreme Court decisions and had continued to violate the
Marxist-rLeninist concept of democratic centralism after the CP,
USA, Nati4anal Board had refused to liquidate the Party and had
set a line of a "fight back'^ canq>aign.

PATTERSON then referred to the report of GUS HALL to
the New York District Board wherein he detailed charges against
ABE UNGER, the reasons for his suspension by the National Review
Commission, as well as the order to the New York County Executive
Council to dissolve.

' PATTERSON said that HALL'S report represents the thinking
of the CP, USA, National Board. He added that the decisions of
the higher bodies of the CP, USA, transcend those of the lower

/ bodies. He said that there is no such thing as deviation and that
\ democratic centralism must prevail in order for a monolithic Party
\to operate.



. SEC^

Following PATTERSON'S report, three motions were
offered which are as follows:

1) To endorse the PATTERSON report;

2) To endorse the motion to bring the New York GP
structure in line with all other sections of the Party. (In
effect, this motion called for the endorsement of the National
Review, Appeals and Auditing Commission to abolish the New York
County Council;)

3) To endorse the motion that the State Board meet
with the National Board to review the leadership in the New York
District and to strengthen it so that the leadership can carry
through the line in keeping with the CP national policies.

A leng%)iy discussion on the motions followed,
participated in by approximaltely forty individuals.

MILT ROSEN

It was

As leader for the opposition, ROSEN opened the rebuttal
to the report. His remarks were in the same vein as were his
remarks made before the New York State Board.

WILLIAM WEINSTONB

WEINSTONB attacked ROSEN'S line. In doing so, he noted
from LENIN on freedom of speech in the CP wherein LENIN, in effect,
states there is no such thing as freedom of speech in the CP~that
the Party must come first.

ALEX KOLKIN (ph)

KOLKIN supported the National Board line.

IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH commented that it was a sad thing in the
Party when. a comrade had to be asked to make a choice for or
against the CP,

RADZI (ph)

RADZI spoke against the decisions of the National Board.

« 3 «
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ARNOLD JOHNSON

SE^ET

JOHNSON appealed to everyone to get together in the
interest of Party unity* He, himself, attempted to follow a
middle course while at the. same time indicating that he supported
the National Boai:'^ Ijliae,

EVELYN WIENER

WIENERS s speech was approximately the same as was
made before the New Yorkf^tate Board. She spoke along ^n anti*-
Party line and in full support of ABB UNGERo

LOUIS WBINSTOCK

WEINSTOCK supported the National line and called upon
the opposltidn to quit fighting.

MORT SCHERER of Buffalo

SCHERER objected to putting labels on people who do
not vote with the leadership of the Party/ He supported the
opposition led by the ROSEN faction.

ESTHER CANTOR

CANTORIS speech was approximately the same as she made
before the New York State Board. She spoke out against the CP,
USA, National leadership. -

JUNE GORDON

GORDON stated that she, in the past, had been allied
in support of the opposition against the National leadership.
She, however , stated that she now knows this opposition was
wrong and is reversing herself and supporting the National
leadership.

RUTH SHULMAN

RUTH SHULMAN spoke in support of the New York leadership
opposing the National leadership

«

GEORGE MORRIS

MORRIS supported the National leadership.

« 4 «



LENA SCHERSR

SCHERER spoke on behalf of the National Review, Appeals
and Auditing Coxtaaission. She gave the New York State Committee
a report chronologically on the handling of the 'ABE UNGBR case.
She, of course, suiipt)OJ?ts the National leadership.,.

JIM TORMEY

TORHEY violently attacked the New York County leadership
and the opposition of ROSEN and lent his support to the National
position.

FREP from Buffalo

FRED is short and stocky and made an emotional attack
on the leadership and specifically on GUS HALL. He is allied
with the ROSEN faction.

DAVE SALES

SALES supported the National leadership.

MIMI FRIEPLANPER

FRIEDLANDER supported the National leadership.

PAUL SCHWARTZ

SCHWAR'n; attacked the National leadership and indicated
his support for the ROSEN faction.

PAUL ROBESON, JR.

ROBESON attacked the National leadership of the Party,
saying that he had no confidence in this leadership. He offered
to resign from the New York State Committee and told the Committee
he had made the same offer to resign from the National Committee.

JESUS COLON

COLON supported the National position.

ARTHUR KNIGHT (ph)

KNIGHT is believed to be from the Manhattan County
Executive group., He talked about the continuing internal struggle
in the Manhattan Council, but it was difficult to understand
KNIGHT and at this time it is not possible to recall the position
he took for that reason. g



SHEVRAj a female and believed
to be the wife of ome AARON of the Party
printers organization

This in^iiyidual is believed, to be a Section Organizer
in Yorkville and took an ant i--leadership position. She was very
emotional ' in speaking against the National leadership,

LANNY (ph)(LNU)

This individual is believed to be from either Sussex
or Essex County and previously attended the New York Board
meeting. He is believed to have been formerly in the New York
County Party leadership. He supported the National position
and said that he is convinced that the New York County action
was wrong in its failure to support democratic centralism within
the Party.

MIKE CBENOVICH

CRBNOVICH supported the New York County and the ROSEN
position against leadership.

JAMES JACKSON

JACKSON » in his time, ripped into the New York County
leadership and, of course, supported the National leadership.

DONNA (LNU)

This person is believed to be a social worker from
Manhattan. - She spoke. in support of the New York County .leadership
but admitted that she was wavering and she claimed that she lacked
full information on the dispute.

JOE BRANDT

BRANDT said that this meeting was the first time he had
ever spoken at a New York State Committee meeting. He said that
he gave full support to the National leadership. BRANDT then
gave certain information concerning the current status, of the new
Party defense committee being very careful at this meeting, however,
to indicate that it was not strictly a Party defensfe committee^
but that it was instead a very broad organization. He indicated
chat he wanted to present the new defense organization as a non*-

Party organization,
f « 6



TED BASSETT

BASSET]? .sup>-»ted the Matiomal leadership position!.

BEN (LM)

This imdividml Is white $ aE
to be from Westchester CwBty* He said
of a State Couiittee mesmber who was aba
favor of the National position.

DICK from Buffalo

-timer^ and believed
was. speaking oe' behalf

He spoke as in

DIGK gave aia aEti~leadership speech amd indicated his
support of -the ROSEN positioE.

MILDRED MC ADORY

.lie ADORY gave an extremely iEflammatory speech, charging
that there was white chauvinism in the CP« She followed the line
of BEN DAVIS but during the voting later abstained from voting,

HATTIE LUMPKIN of Buffalo

LUMPKIN talked about the dangers of a Party split.
She spoke in support of the National position; however, in her
talk she appeared to miss the point of the. discussion. LUMPKIN
left the meeting before voting took place,

BETTY GANNETT

GANNETT, supported the National .position,

BEN DAVIS

At this point, DAVIS asked for the floor. He informed
the State Committee of his position of non-voting at the New
York State. Board meeting. He said he was critical of PAUL ROBESON

»

JR, for offering to resign, from the State Committee, DAVIS V,

speech was rambling and in the course of it he indicated a. back-
handed support to the opposition while at the same time indicated
he was giving support to the National leadership, DAVIS later
abstained from voting on the three motions.

It might be added that during his speech DAVIS indi«
cated his reason for. not voting was that. he does not want to,
at'this time, evaluate the leadership of the New York County
organization, ^CR^



LOUIS WBIHSTOCK

WEINST(K::K, as Chairman of the meeting^ then took the
floor and reminded the New Tbrk State Committee that it is still
$10,000 short in its Press Ftand :Dri¥€» He asked the Committee
to extend the fund drive and to support it vigorously,

WILLIAM L, PATTERSON

PATTERSON then summarized the meeting and indicated
that he thought the meeting had some positive results* He said
that he regrets that such a meeting had to be held at all; however,
he believes the Party was strengthened as a result of the meeting
although at this time he did not know how the vote would go.

PATTERSON referred to the few people by name who at one
time had opposed the National decisions but who had at this
meeting stepped forward and indicated a break from the opposition
leadership. He urged those who had not followed this example
to do so by studying the results of the discussion and at the
same time reviewing their past positions and the reasons for
them*

Concluding, he said that political degeneracy has a
real meaning and an opposition, as it develops, takes a logical
course. He said some people who started out and said they were
opposed to the leadership position Idter said they were following
a correct line. He reminded those people that these positions
cannot be reconciled«»you can not fight the leadership and at the
same time have a correct Party line.

PATTERSON next directly addressed PAUL ROBESON and
said independence is not a virtue in the CP-«howeyer, collectivity
and unity are," and he called for ROBESON to re-examine his
position.

Next, PATTERSON called for a voting on the three motions,
above described. The vote was as follows:

A
Vote on all of the motions before
the State Committee

19 for
9 against
5 abstaining

On the consultative x^te on the same three motions:



28 for
5 agaliist -

7 abstali filing

BEN DAVIS* vote is in the five abstaining on the State
Committee 70te»

X



DECLASSIPICATIOIJ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC D E C LAS S I F I CAT I ON GUIDE
DATE 01-11-2012

UNITED STATES (l|^ERNMENT

Memorandum
BIEECTOR, FBI (IOO-3-69) date: 8/3/61

FROM

subject:

SAC, NY (100-128814) ^^J^i/bk^':

CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C " r^^
(00; New York)

Reurlet, 8/2/61, concerning current status
of MIMI PRIEDLANDER in CP defense work.

On 7/30/61, NY 2318-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, -reported that ELIZABETH
GURLEY PLYNN stated that JIM TORMEY has taken over CP
defense work and that MIMI PRIEDLANDER is working at the
defense office.!^ , ,

(u)

- Bureau (lOO~3-69) (RM)
- NY (100^1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN) (415K
NY (100-93665
NY (100-15946
NY (100-128814K^nTU

MTTVIT gRTRDLANBTCR) (421)
[(422). „ - V

:KMD

EG-M

/a 0 -3^ ^ f^

6 AUG 4 1961
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ORGANIZATION

On July 13, 1961 SD T-1 advised that the San
Diego County CP (SDCGP) consists cf one club which meets
every other week. at the homes pt its various members.
SD T-1 further advised that Executive Board meetings
are held as re(|uired, generally either on alternate weeks
or immediately 'precMlmg the club meeting. The officers
of this club are as follows

1

Chairman I£E MAJOR (also
delegate to Southern
California District
Committee) .

Secretary Treasurer
and Mfenibership Director MORTIMER ALTMAN

"People's World"
Director

Delegate to the
Southern California
District Negro
Commission

Literature Director

The "People's World"
Communist newspaper.

CHARLES JAQUES

BEVERLY MAJOR

JAMES FOREST

(PW) is the west

HOT KECORDUD

cJla^UG 3 J961

On May 9, 1961 SD T-3 and SD T-4 advised that the
second CP club, which had been organized and headed by
JAMES FOREST^ had ceased to meet. Informants explained that
there was a difference of opinion between LEON and LILLIAN
HASKELL on one hand and the other members on the other, hand,
as to the advisability of attending open meetings such as
PW Fund Raising affairs. Th6 HASKELLs were opposed to any
of the club menjbers attending such meetings and ^Si an they
could not have their way, the club ceased to meet. FOREST
said he would try to organize another club but as of .June , 29*
1961, according to SD T-3 and SD T°4 no progress in this
direction has been made.



SD 100-741
MGsmmk

Imperial County

On June 5^ 1961 SD T-7 advised that during the
I96G CP registration^ four meiiJberB were registered In
Imperial County, The Informant could risfc Identify these
members by name noy did he know any details concerning the
organisation of the CP in Imperial County,
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"^OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10
SOlO-104^1

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

subject:

date: 7/26/61

CCS^) Florida* Spaciai. #4pnts assi^ei to. Co^emiet .

-'
.

top0£t:imee 'of. tMs isatte aid 'ore fuXty" mm^ ©S '^u Eiim®.s*@

mil- '
<3C^" -b7D

-astivity* It 1® felUs however,: stiatl l^ili se ttifs

sasfe logical K©src» to fca contacted tSie €f ^mmm it® . /

sativitg? ^^m% isi Florida, as .s*s©i:SiaB felaey mafee :,

Glie Hiaffli atea» ;ltiis &ifoi®®^^ !&»ilsbBS rell^te feifoismn-

r^aebj WlmtM* She Is cst^csf^l'. cultivate pei-aoos ©lio to
CI!? taafflbergi to l^tat i« tSie e^aae; elis €f In flosltla; fesglns .

•

Ij^QBpecfe for fit? in^!at5ers!ilp»»
;

iSOT RKCORBEJD

AUG 3 .1961
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NY 100^131666

DETAILS: o
.ORGANIZATION
Bureau FiH^^100-3-69
New York File 100-8o64l

A, Structure of the
Southern Region^
Cornmunist Party
(CP)y USA

The Southern Region of the CP,USA encompasses
ten Southern States, namely Alabama^ Florida, aeorgla,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Garollna, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia ^ In addition the state
of lyiaryland is considered a border state and not officially
a part of the Southern Region, until the present re-
organization of the Southern Region is completed

*

B« Principal Leaders
in the Southern States

JAMES JACKSON

"The Worker" December 20, 1959* reported that
JAMES JACKSON at a meeting of the National Committee (NC)>
CP,USA, on December 14, 1959^ was elected National Secretary
for the South,

"The Worker" January 31 ^ I960,
announced that JACKSON had been appointed
by the publishers as editor of "The
Worker*

"

"The Worker" is an East Coast Communist
weekly publication.

162 AUG 8 I95i
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GEORGE MEYERS

At a meeting of the National Negro Cornnilssion (NNC)
CP, USA, held in Baltimore, Maryland on February 25, 1961, GEORGE
MEYERS announced that, in I960, he had been made responsible
for CP organizing work in the South and that JAICE GREEN had
been assigned to help him.

(NY T-1, 2/27/61)

At the 17th National Convention,
CP,USA, held in New York, on
December 10-13, 1959, GEORGE
MEYERS was elected a meraber-at-
large to the National Committee (NC)
CP,USA.

(NY T-2, 12/14/59)

JAKE GREEN is a member of the NC,
CP, USA.

(NY T-1, 2/27/61)

Set forth alphabetically by state are the principal
leaders of the various states which comprise the Southern
Region.

Alabama
lARY WTIBUR I^NOX is the principal CP leader for the

state of Alabama.

(NY T-3, 6/2/61)

Florida

There are no known leaders of the CP,USA, in the
State of Florida.

-3-
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Georgia

There are no known leaders of the GP^USA^ in
the State of Georgia^

Louisiana

Ihe principal leaders of the CP in the State of
Louisiana are;

SAR6EANT GAULPIELD,
Leader of the CP Farm Group

WALTER ALBERT EVANS,
Leader of the CP Longshoremen ^s Group

{m T-4, 7/61)
Mississippi

There are no known leaders of the CP, USA in the
State of Mi3Si3siK?i.

North Carolina

There are no known leaders of the CP, USA, in the
State of North Carolina,

South Carolina

There are no known leaders of the CP,USA, in the
State of South Carolina*

Tennessee

There are no known leaders of the CP, USA, in the
State of Tennessee.

Texas

AUGUSTIN ESTRADA is the Chaiman of the Texas State
CP Committee.

(NY T-5, 6/30/61)
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JGKM STANFORD is the Execiitlve: Secretary of the
Texas State OP Commltt&ei

(NY T-6s 6/3¥6l)

Virginrla

The principal CP leaders in the State of Virginia
are i

LOUIS KAIS
Chairman and District Organizer

juANiTA :<m&mL
Resident Director

CLARENCE JAWS
Resident Director and
Acting Treasurer

(NY T-7> 3/61)

C

e

,

Miscellaneous

On March 28, 1961, JAKE OREEN, at a meeting in
BaitimQre, Maryland, reported on a trip he had made to Virginia
the previous weekend* GREEN stated that CLARENCE JAMES, at
a meeting of the Richmond CP, stated that the National CP
leadership was ir^eady to write off the South. GREEN said,
if this were true, he saw no purpose in making trips to the
South*

GEORGE IViEYERs, who was present, said he did not
recall such a statement and that the National leadership
felt that big things could be done in the South, and would
not dare to write it off because GUS HALL would not
accept it.

GREEN commented that, apparently, there was little
activity among CP members in Virginia and that they were
holding no discussions of value. Ke said it appeared that
some of the CP members in Virginia were close to the
revisionists

e
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MEYERS remarked that LGtJ and MARY KALB^ Virginia
GP members> had gone to the South to help organize that
area and were faithful to the GP. He said that LOU KALS
had been a Party Organizer in the trade union movement in the
South for many years. GREEN stated that he felt LOU KALi:
had made a big step forward in helpihg him contact former
Negyo .Party members in Virginia and that the groundwork
for future contacts had been made by KALB. It appeared to
GREEN that OP members in Virginia had not seen their Negro
comrades in many years.

MEYERS felt that GREENES trip had been worthwhile
and that he now had something to report to the National
leadership MiSYERS approved of GRFiSN's approach to
former Negro fteiabers^ which was to ^peak of the Negro
American Labor Gounoil (KALC).

JSffiiYERS inquired as to how the KIdMS felt about
Who should be responsible for reorganising the South.
According to GRSEN^ the indications were that either he
or MEYERS should hav^ that responsibility, but that a Negro
was necessary for soine cohtacts. In response to
a question fror. JVEY-I-IS, GREEN said that the KALES would not
be opposed to -as the Organizer.

MSYERS stated he had discussed organization in the
South with New York on many occasions and had suggested that
JAMES JACKSON be relieved of responsibility for work in
the South because of his other responsibilities and because
JACKSON could not move about freely^ due to a court order.
MEYERS pointed out that he could travel freely, but that
the N^tioncil leadership would not make him solely responsible
for the South e

GREEN stated that he would tiot refuse, if asked^to be
the Organizer, and said that whoeve*? organized the South
would have to spend a great deal of time making contacts
and visits of a week or ten days.

^6-
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In response to a question by ly^^ SREEN stated
that he if^culd work: with him if ffiiiEliRS^ was to fee in^ charge
of the South,

.4t. thii3 meetings a discussion took
,
place ^concernirig

a possible meetihig of ^Barty .members from tf3:rginia ^ith
0US Hftli. MEYERS stated her would, attempt to set up such
a meeting.

(NY T-li^ .3/29/61)

. mMl KALB is a m^iinber of
the C? of Virginia.

(??Y T-?, 1/30/61)

pn April 22, I96I, a meetiA5 of a Virginia CP
Delegation took place with GUS HAI.L in New York City.
Present at the meeting with 'GUS HAI;L vrex*e HALL,
LOUIS and MARY KALB, ARCHIE and JUANITA KSSTSR, and CLARENCE
JAMES. At the caitset of the meeting, GUS HALL gave a report
on the status of the CP in which he stated that, during the
period of the ^.ttacks against the Party and revisionism, th^y
had found themselves completely disorganised and, at one time,
almost broken up as a Party. The retiult was that they not
only had to fight for survival as an organization, but there
was fighting aii^ong themselves over pox&xtj to maintain
themselves as a Marxist - Leninist organisation.- He
reported they had overcome part of vhis situation and faith-^
ful members had held together with a smaller organisation
being built whf>jh I3 now on the upgr<-:de. He pointed out
that this group is not yet a legal party aod that they still
have to function as an illegal organissationa He said that
in this fight for survival they lost Bight of v/hat they
had in the South and that he did not Iznow until recently
that there wae. any kind of Partjr crganissation still
functioning in the South.
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MARY KALB commented that the reanon fore* requesting
this meeting wa^j due to the fact that they have felt for a
long time that the Party in the South has been neglected.
She said that, when CLARENCE JAMES attended a meeting of the
NNC, CP,USAj» and had reported that a delegate at thii^

meeting had pointed out there, were differences of opinion
within the NC^ as to whether the Party could be built in the
South at this tlmej they thought it v/as time to try to
do something about it. She stated they had asked for this
meeting in order to try to get some action. She added that^
over the years, many national officials of the Party have
agreed with them on the importance of the South, but they had
never done anything about it with the result that they in the
South felt divorced from the Party.

GUS KALL agreed that the South has lacked attention and
on the importance of the South, and inquired vrhat the
Southern people wanted done.

CLARENCE JAfffiS presented the proposals and points
of discussion which the Virginia Delegation had prepared
and these proposals were as follows

:

1. A need for a full-time Organi'^er ba.sed in the Souths

2. Meetings of the Southern Regional Committee (SRC)
be I'eBumed.

3. An Immediate assessment be put on the entire CP
of 10 cent of Party duos to cover the finance
of :;^oDuj.luing the Pax^ty the Soiich.

4. Assistance be provided for the Party in the South
on literature distribution.

5. A weekly column on the oouth be printed in
"The Worker".

JAMES, in his report, also mentioned the following:
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ihey had found in the Sduth one of the most Important
areas for struggle. The problems peculiar to the Souths
which affect the entire nation^ must be solved if they ar6
to have Socialism in this country* New objective conditions
are arising in the South whereby the Negro people have stirred
the nation with their struggle for liberation. There is a
loosely connected movement In, the South taking on the
appearance of a broad united front action^ which is
evidenced ty the positions and actions being taken by church
organizations and liberal forces. Tfee delegation. based its
conclusions that there are grounds ifor Marxist ideas and
influence on these developments. In order to develop
the necessary xinity between the Negro and white and Negro
and labor, they must reactivate the Party in the South because
it is the only force which can bring about this unity.

ARCHIE NESTER commented that h^, v^^uld develop the
need for work in the South by stating that the Bourgeois
Revolution was never completed in the Saitoh which must be
done if they are to bring Socialism to America. He stated
the South offers a real challenge and the CP must devfelop
as the vanguard leader or the South will turn to fascism^

MARY KALB felt that the Organliser for the South
must be based in the Souths but stiii have ties in the
North with the NO. Itiis Organizer must live in the South and
understand what is happening in the Southern picture from
day to day. She felt that this person should be a„member
of the NC, the NNC, and have authority to carry out
responsibility in the South. She also felt they should
have a Southern Commission in the NC similar to the NNC or
the Farm Commission ^

GUS HALL commented that he agreed with the proposals
that had been made and said that mojiey is no object and can
be raised. He said that the real problem was getting
qualified personnel.

A discussion took place as to who would be a qualified
Organizer. GUS HALL stated that GEORGE MEYERS would be
satisfactory, but that his wife would not allow him to leave
Baltimore.

-9-
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Following the luncheon breaks the meeting resumed
vdih further discussion as to who might be available to work
as an Organiser in the South* GUS HALL stated that he felt
they could work out something,

HALL inquired as to what the Virginia CP Delegation
had in mind for meetings of the SRC, and MARY KALB pointed
out that she felt, as did others, that Baltimore would be
an ideal place. GUS HALL pointed out that it would be
difficult for some of the members of the NC to go to
Baltimore and MARY KALB stated that they could come to New
York because these meetings v;ould i?.ot be held too often,
GUS HALL commented that, if necessary, they could establish
meetings in Chicago for people from Texas and other far-South
states*

GUS HALL also stated that he felt they could
accomplish what the Virginia Delegation desired.

GUS HALL .

"The Worker", December 20, 1959>
reported that GUS HALL, at a meeting
of the CP,USA, NC, on December
14, 1959^ was elected General Secretary
of CP, USA.

ARCHIE NSSTER

ARCHIE MESTER is a member of
the CP of Virginia.

(NY T-7> 4/28/61)

(NY 2/13/61)

SYLVIA HALL

SYLVIA HALL commented recently
that she no longer is involved in
the Party's Southern Region.

(NY
-10-
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SYLVIA HALL is the Educational
Director of the West Side
Section, New York County CP.

(NY T-9> 6/23/61)

At a meeting of the National Board, CP, USA, and
invited guests in CP Headquarters, New York City, on
May 10, 1961, there was some discussion on the Party's
work in the South. GUS HALL noted that the Party was
beginning to re-establish work in the South. He said the
South is becoming a more decisive area in national politics
and felt the KENNEDY Administration will move in this
field, andlhat the Party should take steps to force it to
move faster.

JAMES JACKSON also spoke, and his comments included
the following:

The main source of Party losses in the South was
migration as a result of continued forays by national, state,
and city vigilante committees, like the House Committee
on Un-American Activities, which eliminated important
cadre from South. There are forces operating in the South
outside the orbit of the Party, which are doing important
work. He noted first and foremost, the Southern Conference
Educational Fund (SCEP) .stating that they should think of
it from the standpoint "of new potential for that organization
and a place of assembly".

They must face the realization that the Party
cannot function openly in the South, but should give open
expression to its presence. The day to day functioning
of the people should be through a non-Party organization*
Rather than attempt to service all the Southern states
from CP Headquarters, they should select three or four
states where, 'if progress 1^ made, all would be affeoted.

JACK STACHEL stated that 4Ja evaluation should be
made of the South and an attempt made to get more direct
information from that area. He said the national office
should give more political and financial support to the Soath.

(NY T-10, 5/10/61)
-11-
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"The Southern Patriot," a monthly
publication, shows that it is published
by the SOUTHERN BONPEEEM EDUCATIONAL
FUl©, INC. (SGEP).

"The Southern Patriot" was cited as an
"organ" of the SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR
HUMN WELFARE (SCHW) by the Committee
on Un-American Activities, House Report
592, on the SCHW, June 12, 194?.

The SCM was cited as a Communist front
by the Committee on Un-Americari Activities
House Report 592, June 16, 194? •

An amendment to the charter of the SCKW
changed the name of that organization to
the SCEP, and listed its purpose as being
to improve the educational and cultural

. standards of the Southern people in
accordance with the highest American democratic
institutions, traditions, and ideals. The
amendment was dated April 26, 19^6.

DuEieg^the time tiie .SCHW was in^ existerice, CP members
were members of and liiorked .actively in the 3CHW, However,
since the formation of the SCEP, rank and file
CP members have not been encouraged to work in
the SCEP • The SCEP is a progressive, liberal
oi'ganization, vihich th© sosir^a considers a CP front
organization because it has gone along with the
CP on certain issues, particularly on the racial
question, and through the years, certain CP
members in the New Orleans area have been assigned
to work in the organization to fu:i?ther CP principles*

m the past the source considered JAMES DOMBROWSKI,
the Executive Director of the SCEP, to be a
Communist, if not an actual CP member, because
he followed Communist principles.

-12-
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Many people who are officials and members of the
SCEF, while liberal in. their views ^ are by no
means Communists.

(NY T-4> 5/18/60)

JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL was elected to the NC, GP^TJSA
at its 17th National Convention^, December
10^13, 1959.

(NY 12/14/59)
JACK STACHEL is a member of the
National Board, CP,USA.

(NY T-2, 4/20/61)

An enlarged meeting of the National Executive Committee,
(NEC), CP,USA, and invited guests took place at CP Headquarters
on May 2?, 28, 1961^ 5n F^y SS.. I96I, PHIL BART stated that
the National Board had decM^M hhat a plan of work for the
second half of 1961 should be prepared and discussed. He said
that this plan would be based on a concentration approach
to their work which has been neglected for a long time.
He said the Party should direct itself to the Party club
noting that there was a need to di-aw attention to a number
of minimuin uniform procedures essential to the functioning
of a Party club. Such proGedures must include regular
club meetings. In connection with Party building, it has
been proposed to set up specific objectives for the Party*
He said the proposals for the second half of the year
are to reinstitute and re-establish the partial organization
in 50 cities throughout the United States where the Party
has either existed up to now or where there had been an
organization previously.

(NY T-11, 5/27 and 28/61)

-13-
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PHIL BART

PHIL BART is the National
Organizational Secretary^
CP,USA

•

im 1/12/60)

A meeting of the NNC, GP^USAj, was held in New York
City on April 8 and 9j 196I. At this meeting, proposals
were submitted by WILLIAM L. PATTERSON that a national
estimate be made of possibilities of CP work in the South
and that the Negro Commission discuss possibllitiee in
the South. These proposals were passed by the Commission,

(NY T-12, 4/12/61)

''The Worker", January 31 ^ i960,
reported that WILLIAM L» PATTERSON,
at a meeting of the New York State
CP Committee, was elected a Vice-
Chairman, It stated further that
PATTERSON also is a member of the

NFafcional Committee, OP, TISA^.

At the April 8, 196I, session of the NNC meeting,
CLARENCE JAMES gave a report during which he mentioned the
following:

The Negro people, particularly the students^
are on the move in the South and are moving ahead of the
Communists who should be the vanguard leaders. The Party
should be giving the correct answers toward Negro-white
unity, which must be given, if the Negro liberation fight
is to be won. The Party must be rebuilt in the South and
Negro-white unity broiight about if there is to be
Socialism. Ihe South needs the help of the Negro Commission
in rebuilding the Party in the South.

(NY T-7, V17/6I)

--14-
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On April 26, 1961, a Negro from Florida met with
JAMES JAGKSON at CP Head(|Uarters> New York City . JACKSON
Inquired as to Cuban-Negro relationships in Miami and as
to how the community was reacting to the influx of Cubans
and Cirt^ans taking. Jobs normally held; by Negroes, He also
asked if there was any political awakening in Miami and was
told there was no activity as far as Negroes are concerned.
He was also told that leadership is needed in Miami and
also about the way Negroes have been shunned by the Party
in Miami. JAGKSON suggested to his visitor that he seek
to rally the Negro people around a non-partisan political
group which would take up issues pertinent to the Negro.

The necessity of political work among Negroes
also was discussed.

NY T-13
May 1, 1961

HQSEA HUDSON visited New Orleans j Louisiana, in
May, 1^61, and indicated that he had made this visit on
instructions from the Party and also intended to visit
Atlanta, Georgia> possibly Aiabama> and said he would visit
a sister in "Carolina**. Daring this visit, HUDSON said
that the CP is concerned about the Piarty In the South and
indicated; tllat GUS HALL has stated that the CP will again
become active in the South under the leadership of a white
man who resides in Baltimore, Maryland. HUDSON said that
HALL pointed out that whoever goes to the South to re-organize
the CP should not try to **rush things ** since that has always
been a problem in the South. The Party desires that former
CP members be brought back into the Party.

HUDSON visited SARGEANT CAULPIELD on May 13, I96I,
and he Indicated that CP leaders wanted CAULPIELD to attend a
conference on the South which would be held in New York in the
future.

NY T-4
May 20, I96I

- 15 -
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At the 17tii Natlorial SonveiiMGn,
USA, held in New York Gity on Deceiriber

IG-IS, 1959. HOSEA HUDSON, who ai?tended
the Convention J was defeated for re-eleGtlon
to the National Coimnlttee, CP> USA.

NY T"2
December l4, 1959

At a CP Club meeting in San Antonio, Texas, on
June 9> 1961, the main discuis sion concerned the recent
Supreme Court decision requiring the CP to register all
members . JOHN STANFORD stated that he is preparing a
statement to be mailed to people in Texas explaining
the CPs position on this decision. The statement will
reflect that the CP was in Texas before the Soviet Union
was formed and, therefore, the CP was not foreign
inspired or foreign connected^ This statement will be
furnished to CP Headquarters In New York City to be
mailed from there if the Headquarters is agreeable,
STANFORD intends to compile a mailing list of 5OO
persons In Texas, and the National Office of the CP
has requested a mailing list of 500 names for Texas,

HUNTER PITTS O'DELL
JACKSON, who is in change of

NY T-6
June 16, 1961

is the assistant to JAMES
the South for the CP, USA.

NY T.14
March 10, 1966

HUNTER PITTS O'DELL has quit the CP and is
officially considered by the CP, USA, as being out, but
he is still on good terms with the Party and will work
with them.

NY T-2
June 1, 1961

- 16
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DETAILS:

In this report the COMMUNIST PARTY, USA^ will be
referred to by the abbreviation CP, USA. The New Jersey
District of the CP, USA,Jvill be referred to as the NJCP.

(Bureau File 100-3-69)

M T-1 advised on June 21, 1961, that the NJCP covers
the geographical area of the State of New Jersey

.

A. HEADQUARTERS

NK T-1 advised on June 21, 1961, that the headquarters
of the NJCP are located at 5 East Alpine Street, Newark, New
Jersey.

NK T-2 reported on May 4, 1961, that the NJCP leader-
ship was considering the possibility of opening a book store to
serve as a center for NJCP activities.

to April 28, 1961, M T-4 reported that LEW MOROZE
was making inquiries preparatory to purchasing a book store or
card shop in the area of Irvington or Newark, New Jersey.

M T-5 advised on March 9, 1961, that LEW MOROZE
is the State Secretary of the NJCP and a member of
the State Board, which governs the NJCP on a day-
to-day basis. ^ / f>

LEADING FUNCTIONARY (F THE NJCP ^^o7Bi(mDiD
201 AUG "2 1961

B.

PATRICK TOOHEY
Member of the National Committee, CP, USA __,

Chairman of the NJCP ' <»

Residence: 11 East Union Street, Bound Brook, New Jersey
Unemployed
(Source; NK T-2)

During the period of this report, TOCKIEY has traveled
extensively in New Jersey, meeting with clubs of the NJCP, to

t

o'l
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encourage registration of members and completion of fund drives.
(Source: NK T-1)

During May, 1961, at the request of the National
Office, CP, USA, TOOHEY conducted a "fact-finding" and
"inspection" tour of the CP of Puerto Rico,

Since the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States in June, 1961, adverse to the CP under the
Smith Act of 1940 and the Internal Security Act of 1950, TOOHEY
has been active in meeting with national leaders of the CP, USA,
to formulate an attack on these decisions and to develop a firm
CP policy with regard to the decisions*

TOOHEY has heen in conflict with an element of the
NJCP which is dissatisfied with CP preparations for and reactions
to the Supreme Court decisions* The leadership of the CP, USA,
has given TOOHEY assistance on this conflict. (Source: NK Tf-3)

C. CHANGES IN FUNCTIONARIES

NK T-2 advised on April 12, 1961, that at a meeting
of the State Secretariat of the NJCP, also known as the State
Board of the NJCP, on April 11, 1961, it was announced that
JACK OSTERWEIL had returned to Newark. After some discussion
of the fact that OSTERWEIL had gone away and left his Party
work without notice, it was decided to ask OSTERWEIL to attend
the next meeting of the State Board to explain his position.

On April 27, 1961, m T-2 advised that JACK OSTERWEIL
attended a meeting of the State Board on April 25, 1961, as a
guest* (STEBWEIL acknowledged that he had been in error in
going to the Soviet Ibilon without giving proper notice to the
Party but stated that he was now prepared to return to the
Party and to Party work,

NK T-1 advised on October 26, 1960, that JACK
OSTERWEIL, a member of the State Committee of
the NJCP, had gone to the Soviet Union and would
no longer be available.

D. ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS

On April 6, 1961, NIC T-1 advised that LEW MOROZE
had state<l that there was little activity by the NJCP outside
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of Essex County, MQROZE specifically mentioned the following
areas where there was no accomplishment:

Bergen County
Passaic County
Hudson County
Camden County
Mercer County
Middlesex County

NK T-1 advised on April 19, 1961, that the CP
organization in Plainfield, New Jersey, in Union County,
had ceased to function,

KK T-2 advised on May 10, 1961, that LOTTIE GORDON
informed a meeting of the State Board on May 9, 1961, that
she had been unable to obtain any commitments for CP activity
in Elizabeth, New Jersey, in Union County LOTTIE GORDON
refused to return to that area.

NK Tr5 advised on March 9, 1961, that LOTTIE
GORDON was recognized as a member of the State
Secretariat of the NJCP,

NK T-2 stated on May 10, 1961, that it was reported
to the State Board on May 9, 1961, that the situation in Mercer
County was depressing from a CP view. CP members there have
refused to meet with the state leadership.

NK T-5 reported on May 19, 1961, that a CP club was
organized in Ocean County, New Jersey, on May 12, 1961. Seven
members attended the first meeting*

NK T-5 further reported on June 6, 1961, that the
CP club in Ocean County, New Jersey, elected the following
officers on May 26, 1961:

WALTER BARRY, Chairman
CHARLES JOHNSON, Secretary and Treasurer
RALPH LEFSKY, Assistant to the Secretary and Treasurer

E. MAY DAY OBSERVANCE

NK T-7 advised on May 3, 1961, that an observance of
May Day was held on April 29, 1961, at the Ukrainian Home,

4
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723| South 14th Street, Newark, New Jersey. PAT TOOHEY, the
opening speaker, contrasted the life of the unemployed in the
United States with the luxurious life led by the handful of
wealthy American capitalists. TOOHEY stated that Socialism
was advancing throughout the world*

A Chinese colored film was presented dealing with
the 1959 celebration by China of the 10th anniversary of the
founding of the Peoples Republic of China.

F. SOCIAL GATHERING ADDRESSED BY GUS HALL

NK T-5 reported on June 1, 1961, it was announced
at a meeting of the State Board on May 31, 1961, that a social
gathering would be held at the Ukrainian Hall in Newark, New
Jersey, on June 2, 1961, with GUS HALL as the featured speaker.

NK T-1 advised on June 27, 1961, that GUS HALL
is the General Secretary of the CP, USA.

On June 7, 1961, NK T-S reported that the social
gathering was held for GUS HALL on June 2, 1961, at the
Ukrainian Home. Approximately 65 persons attended.

GVS HALL delivered a speech in which he detailed
progress in racial integration, told how the Socialist nations
now prevent imperialists from controlling international
relations, and pictured the CP, USA, as an effective, although
small, organization. HALL claimed that the CP, USA, had
emerged from the isolation which had formerly hampered it.

G. REACTION TO DECISIONS OF UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT OP
MB 5, 1961, la^FAVORABLg TO CP, Wa, IMdM 5MiTO AUrW
1M6 AND INTBitilAL SEmiTY ICf dF 195^

On June 14, 1961, M T-5 reported that an enlarged
meeting of the State Board of the NJCP was held on June 13,
1961, attended by the four regular members and four other
members of the HJCP. The meeting dealt with recent Supreme
Court decisions adverse to the CP, USA, under the Smith Act
of 1940 and the Internal Security Act of 1950.

The meeting was informed of emergency discussions
which had been held at the National Office, CP, USA, to

5
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devise a policy to deal with the decisions. It appeared that
the leaders of the CP, USA, felt these decisions would give
rise to further prosecution of leaders of the CP, USA, and
that the Government hopes that the rank and file membership
of the Party will desert the Party. To combat such prosecutions
the CP, USA, was reported as establishing a defense committee
in New York City. A national fund drive will be launched for
a $50,000 defense fund, and a publicity campaign will be carried
out to inform the public of the position of the CP, USA. The
Party definitely will not register as required under the
decisions. The Party "press" will be consolidated into one
organization under administrative control of the defense
committee in New York.

PAT TOOHEY Stated that in New Jersey a defense
committee will be formed. Decisions of this defense committee
will be furnished to chairmen of individual CP clubs by personal
contacts. TOOHEY expressed the opinion that it appeared the
best course of action will be for CP members to drift into other
organizations, with the CP, as such, possibly becoming defunct.
The fight against the decisions could then be carried on by the
individual members from these other organizations, which may be
"front" groups or legitimate organizations

i

TOOHEY further informed the enlarged meeting of the
State Board that the CP organization in New Jersey must be
"tightened," and the Party will drop those who fail to attend
meetings or fail to perform required tasks.

TOOHEY detailed the reaction of some NJCP leaders to
the decisions. He mentioned that DAVE VINES apparently holds
the national leadership of the CP, USA, responsible for the
adverse decisions, and VINES* future course of action is unknown.
TOOHEY also claimed that LEW MOROZE and LOTTIE GORDON had panicked
and had arbitrarily cancelled a State Board meeting scheduled for
June 6, 1961, which subsequently had to be reinstated by TOOHEY
at the last minute. A Marxist class being held in Paterson,
New Jersey, was also cancelled.

TOOHEY stated that a definite policy and plan concerning
future CP meetings will be formulated by the defense committee
to be formed in New Jersey.

NK T-2 reported on October 5, 1960, that DAVE
VINES resigned from all positions of leadership
in the NJCP on September 29, 1960.

6
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M T-3 reported on July 5, 1961, that on June 29,
1961, the national leadership of the CP, USA, assigned JAMS
ALLEN, a functionary of the National Office of the CP, USA,
to assist PAT TCQHEY in dealing with the "New Jersey leftists"
headed by DAVE and LOTTIE GORDGSI.

NK T-2 advised on January 11, 1961, that DAVE
GORDQSf was a member of an educational subcommittee
of the NJCP.

An explanation of "left-wing" factionalism appears
in the section of this report headed Factionalism on page tt>^

NK T-2 further advised on July 5, 1961, that an
enlarged meeting of the State Board of the NJCP was held on
June 29, 1961, at L and G Hall, 110 Clinton Avenue, Newark,
New Jersey, JAMES ALLEN of the National Office, CP, USA,
attended. The meeting decided:

1. To set up a defense committee with headquarters
in Newark, New Jersey, to serve as a general cover for CP
defense efforts and other activities A full-time worker will
be assigned to lead this committee.

2. To launch a campaign for $6,000, half of which
will go to the National Office, CP, USA.

3. To issue quotas as to the number of persons each
CP club must send to a national defense rally in New York City
scheduled for August 5, 1961.

NIC T-2 stated that at this meeting on June 29, 1961,
PAT TOOHEY and LOTTIE GORDON bitterly attacked one another.
TOOHEY demanded the elimination of factionalism from the NJCP
and the ouster of those who because of fear had advocated an
immediate underground and had criticized the national leadership.
LOTTIE GORDON responded by attacking "bureaucrats," defending
her right to criticize, and challenging TOOHEY to oust her
from the NJCP leadership.
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ADMINISTRATIVE

ORGANIZATION

(Bureau File 100-3-69)

I
Reported on 6/21/61 that the NJCP ©Kpected

to give notice on 7/1/61 to the owner of 5 East Alpine Street,
Newark, New Jersey, of its intention to vacate its space at
5 East Alpine Street by 7/31/Sl. -

Cover Page
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DETAILS:

AT SAM. FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

^.^^^^^MIZATION

Ae, Territory

As previously reported^ the Northern California
District of the Communist Party, USA (CP), comprises the
area of the northern part of the State from the California-
Oregon border on the north to the northern boundary of Kern
County on the south

o

Bo Facilities

The CP^ Northern District of California^ maintained
a suite of offices consisting of tvio rooms, 4lO-4ll, in the
Garfield Building, 942 Market Street, San Francisco. During
the period of April through June 196I, these offices
v/ere used to receive mail and no meetings of Party
fxmctionaries v^iere held at this location. No regular
working hours have been maintained at these offices, and
MICKEY LIMA, Chairman, Northern California District, stopped
by occasionally to pick up the mallo (SF T-5j 6/3O/61)

Co Activities of CP Functionaries

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, recently elected National
Chairman of the CP, USA, visited the San Francisco area during
the month of April and May, I96I, and spoke at many CP group
and county meetings

0

FLYNN spoke at a public meeting at 150 Golden Gate
Avenue, San Francisco, on April 29, 196le At this meeting
FLYNN spoke of her eight month trip to the Soviet Union and
Eastern European coxmtrles and had high praise for the^„

B'iMG 7 1961'
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Socialist aoci^sty, PLYNN also announced at this meeting that
while visiting the San Francisco area she has attended 16
•major CP meetings in areas such as San Jose^ San Mateo,
Petalima, Marin and Sonoma Counties. PLYNInF also stated that
she had attended numerous breakfasts and luncheons and had
appeare^^n television and radio programs

o

(SF T«^Vl/6l)

ALBERT (MICKEY) LIMA

MICKEY LIMA attended a meeting of the San
Francisco County CP Committee on April 6, 196l,at which he
gave a report on the unemployment situation* LIMA stated
that there are many things for the unemployed people to do
to improve conditions if they are Twilling. LIMA stated that
the CP must show these people that there is no need to endure
such hardships placed on therr^ by this capitalistic government
and Its many industrial stoc^eSo
(SP T-8, 4/12/61)

MICKEY LIMA attended a meeting of the Northern
California District Committee on April 22, I96I, and gave a
report on a proposed educational program for the district.
(SF T«l, V28/6I)

MICKEY LIMA presided over a meeting of the Northern
California District Committee on May 19^ I96I, and gave a
report on the Negro rights in the United States and the CP
policy as it related to this topic

«

(SF T-1, 5/22/61)

MICKEY LIMA attended an extraordinary session of
the National Executive Committee, CP, USA, at New York City
from June 9 - 11, I96I, which considered the ruling of the
United States Supreme Court with respect to the status of
the CP, USA, under the Internal Security Act of 1950,
(SP T-30, 6/9-11/61)

- 11 -
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AL RICMOND

AL RICHMOND, Executive Editor of the "People's
World" (PW)j is a member of the National Committee, CP, USA,
and the Northern California CP District Committee,

The PW is a West Coast Communist Newspaper
published weekly in San Francisco.

AL RICHMOND attended a meeting of the San Francisco
County CP Committee on April 24, 196I, and gave a report on
Cuba and the CP strategy in this regard, (details of remarks
reported in section D, infra), (SF T-13^ 4/25/61)

AL RICHMOND was the principal speaker at a PW
conference at Park Manor Hotel, Los Angeles, California, on
May 20, 1961 a This meeting was sponsored by the Southern
California Committee for the PW and RICHMOND spoke on the
crusading policies of a paper o (SP T-31^ 5/24/61)

ROSCOE PROCTOR

ROSCOE PROCTOR is a member of the National Committee,
CP, USA, and the Northern California CP District Committee,
He is employed as a warehouseman and is currently serving as
Chairman of the Northern California CP Negro Commission

.

PROCTOR gave a report on his work on the Easter
Peace Walk Demonstration at a meeting of the San Francisco
County CP Committee on March 20, 196lp He spoke on the
outlying counties he visited for the purpose of encouraging
participation in the Peace Walko (SP T-8, 3/24/61)

PROCTOR attended a meeting of the Northern California
District Committee on April 22, 1961, and gave a report on
the Easter Peace Demonstration 0 PROCTOR stated the demonstrations
were not as large as he had hoped for but they were the largest
in the nationo He stated that all CP clubs participated in
some way either actively or by influencing others to join the
demonstrationo At this meeting PROCTOR was identified as a ^

member of a subcommittee preparing CP education classes

o

(SF T-1, 4/28/61)

" 12 -
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ROSCOE PROCTOR was in attendance at a meeting of
the Northern California CP District Comnlttee on May 19^
1961. (SP T-1, 5/22/61)

JUANITA WHEELER

JUANITA WHEELER attended a meeting of the Northern
California District Committee on April 22, I96I, and was named at
this meeting as a member of a subcommittee preparing a CP
educational program. (SF T-1, 4/28/61)

JUANITA WHEELER attended a meeting of the San
Francisco County CP Committee on May 8, 196I, and gave a
progress report on her work in scheduling CP Marxist classes.
WHEELER reported that the classes would soon start and would
concern the fundamentals of Marxism and the agreement of the
81 nation CP conference in Moscow during December, 196O,
(SF T-8, 5/12/61)

JUANITA WHEELER was in attendance at a meeting of
the Northern California District Committee on May 19, 1961,
(SP T-1, 5/22/61)

JUANITA WHEELER called a meeting at her home, 4l5
Chenery Street, San Francisco, on May 31, 196I, for the purpose
of organizing a Congress on Racial ' Equal!t* (COI^E) Chapter in San
Francisco. WHEELER mentioned at this meeting that thar'e was
no prior existing chapter of CORE in the City of San
Francisco and she believed that they could get a charte** from
the national office. (SP T-8, 6/1/61)

D. Special Meetings on Organizational Matters

A meeting of the San Francisco County CP Committee
was held at 2431 - 15th Avenue, San Francisco, on March 20,
1961. HERB NUGENT, Chairman, opened the meeting with a
report on the PW f\md drive. He then turned the meeting over
to ROSCOE PROCTOR who gave a report on his work in behalf of
the Easter Peace Walk Demonstration. (SF T-8, 3/24/61 -

SF T-13, 4/4/61)

- 13 -
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A meeting of the District Committee of the CP of
Northern California was held in the offices of the PW on
Saturday, March l8, 1961, and the following people were present

BARNEY DE VETO
JOHN DRAKE
JOE FIGUEIREDO
IRVING PROMER
NOEL HARRIS
KETOY JOHNSON
MICKEX LIMA
BOB LINDSEY
ELIZABETH NICHOLAS
HERB NUGENT
ROSCOE PROCTOR
LILLIAN RANSOME
JOE RAPPAPORT
AL RICHMOND
GEORGE SANDY
WALTER STACK
DOUG WACHTER
SAUL WACHTER
JUANITA WHEELER
JIMMEE WOOD

MICKEY LIMA opened the meeting and stated that he
was going to give a report on the meeting of the National
Executive Committee. (SF T-1, 3/24/61 - SF T-10, 3/24/61)

On April 6, 1961, the San Francisco Cotmty CP
Committee held a meeting. GEORGE SANDY, Business l^Ianager

of the PW, made a short report on the progress of the PW
fund drive. ARCHIE BROWN gave a report on the nation's
economy and employment in Northern California. ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN, who was a guest at this meeting also spoke
and stated how honored she was on being elected National
Chairman of the CP. (SP T-8, 4/12/61 - SF T-13, 4/10/61)

- 14 -
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The Northern California CP District Committee on
April 22, 1961, held a meeti.ng at the offices of the PW, 8I
Clementina Street, San Francisco. The first item on the
agenda ms a report by MICKEY LIMA on the progress of plans
to conduct CP educational classes. ROSCOE PROCTOR gave a
report on the peace demonstrations conducted during the
Easter Week. He stated that the demonstrations were not as
large as they had hoped for but that they were the largest
in the nation. PROCTOR stated that the participation of
young people and Negro people was outstanding and that all
clubs of the CP participated in some way either actively
or by influencing others to demonstrate. LIMA then gave a
report on the Cuban situation and stated that the United
States prestige had hit a new low and that the KENNEDY
Administration had undone in three days all that had been
accomplished during the prior three months. (SP T-l^ 4/28/61)

A meeting of the San Francisco County CP Committee
was held in San Francisco on April 24^ 196I, AL RICHMOND
gave a report on the Cuban situation* RICHMOND referred to
the Peace Demonstrations regarding Cuba which had taken
place at the San Prancis'co Federal Building, RICHMOND
praised these demonstrations and stated that it was correct
policy for the CP to take part in them^ RICHMOND stated
that President KENNEDY and the capitalist press are now
developing a policy of direct intervention in Cuba and are
preparing the United States people to accept this policy.
RICHMOND stated that they must understand this and do what
they can to minimize it. He stated that while the United
States Government would prefer to operate behind a front of
Cuban counter revolutionaries^ President KENNEDY has stated
that the United States will go it alone if necessary.,
RICHMOND stated that they must prepare for a fight for
world peace and try to get the United States policy reorientated

»

RICHMOND stated that they have two factors to consider:

lo The CP has a deep respect toward Cuba and was
properly angry at the attack against CASTRO, The CP was

- 15 "
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correct in the demonstrations at the Federal Building and
must consider how to get the workers to take the proper
attitude toward CASTRO,

2* The CP's long, range prospective must be towards
averting further attacks on Cuhap The biggest problem is
to counteract the United States Government propaganda on
Communism in Cuba. The American people must realize that
an attack on Cuba is made at a risk of World War III.
(SP T-13. V25/61)

JUANITA WHEELER at a meeting of the San Francisco
County CP Committee on May 8, 196I, gave a report on the
CP educational program. WHEELER explained that there has been
a delay in starting the Marxist classes due to the incarceration
of HY LUMERj, CP National Functionary ^ who was to assist in
planning the prograra. WHEELER stated that the forms
previously distributed to County Committee members were
Inadequate due to the fact that many people who applied to
attend classes did not write out their full names and used
initials. WHEELER stated that this made it impossible to
Identify and approve these applications and requested that
the forms be filled out again with the name in full. WHEELER
stated that it had been proposed by the District Committee
that the first few classes be centered around the 81 '

Nation " CP conference and the fundamentals of Marxism^
(SP T"8, 5/12/61)

At a meeting of the Northern California CP District
Committee on May 19^ 196l^ MICIOSY LIMA gave a report on
Negro rights in the United States. After LIMA*s report
the following proposals were adopted

s

lo That Party members will .make an effort to
work with CORE and the Negro American Labor Council whenever
and wherever possible.

- 16 -
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2. Party members xmIII try to spare the organization
of protest meetings as sixggested by ARCHIE BROWN.

3o The Party Board or Staff will prepare a
statement of protest on the reapportioning bill since it is
organized in such a way that it deprives the minorities of
true representation

o

4. That all counties and outlying areas propose
names of persons to serve on the Negro Commission and the
Board will finalize the appointments

o

5« That there be discussion in all the counties
and Clubs on the question of Negro rights

«

6c That there be discussion in the Board and then
in the District Committee on the problem of jobs for Negroes.

7« That the Negro Co.mmission review the forces of
those in the Party and those outside but sympathetic in
relation to mass activity and how to get them working.
(SP T-1, 5/22/61)

Eo CP Defense Policy

MICKEY LIMA met with CP representatives of outlying
counties on June 1?^ 1961^ and briefed them with regard to
CP policy on the recent United States Supreme Court decisions <,

LIMA told them there were still things to be worked
out when the panel of attorneys meets at New York the following
Friday^ June 23 , 196l^ and when they knaw where they stand
they can work out mass activities on a local level* In the
meantime^ the Party is taking the positions

A. Marxist"Leninist ideas are accepted in the
world and they are within their civil rights
to advocate them*

" 17 "
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Bo They must \mite '*left consciousness" to fight
for "our" right s. This will be done through
extensive mass communication, coupled with de-
termined legal action.

C, There must he no lessening of their mass work.

Do They must continue their announced policies
among the membership*

E. They have a "Citizens Committee for Constitu-
tional Liberties," 22- 17th St,, New York City,
3j, No , Room 1425, which is already set up and
has published a pamphlet concerning Justice
BLACK'S dissent, A committee of local people
in the Northern California area will try to
organize mass activitie s not to JPight for the
rights of Communists, but to fight for the
rights of alio Further, the Citizens Committee
will solicit national sponsors for a Civil Rights
Congress to be held the first week in August,

A hall will be reserved for I5OO to 2000 people.
LIMA told club representatives to recommend
names for national sponsors of the national
conference

0

P. He urged defense cornmittees in each area to
support ARCHIE BROWN and to tie this in;
mobilizing additional people around BROM^

Go LIMA stated "We don^t intend to go underground,
but at the same time we don't intend to lay
additional burdens on individual members,"
He said that (probablv referring to the
Department of Justice) they are in no position
to move concerning membership registration now,
that the Party expected an order to be handed
down for the organization to register July 9th,

- 18 -
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after which they would have thirty days, and
the next step would be directed at individuals

>

but that the attorneys did not see how
individuals could be charged ^ since in member-
ship cases individual acts must be proved

o

(sp T-28, 6/17/61)

MERLE BRODSKY, Organizational Secretary, East
Bay CP Region, on June 21, 1961, commented concerning a
recent conversation he had with VINCENT HALLINAN pertaining
to the moves the CP must take in the immediate future.

. . BRUDSKY declared that both
he and HALLINAN are agrc^ed that the CP should call a
convention and take another form. The new organization, as
evisioned, would continue to be pro- Soviet in nature.
BRODSKY indicated that HALLINAN stated that he would be
willing to write a manifesto and become the leader of such
a group, if such is agreed upon by the national officers
of the CP, which BRODSKY felt to be unliksl^..

The formation of this new organization, as evisioned
by HALLINAN and BRODSKY, could be the result of calling
together a group of people by HALLINAN and present Party
officers, with an agreement in advance that HALLINAN head
the group, BRODSKY also revealed that HARRY BRIDGES had agreed
to head a Marxist-labor organization when in the recent past
the CP was talking about such an organization. BRODSKY
indicated the CP is continuing to explore means of ^ivoiding
compliance with the law and will explore every possible
avenue of action • BRODSKY indicated that he intended to
place the HALLINAN proposal before the District Board*

- 19 "
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VINCENT HALLINAN Is a San Francisco attorney who
was Independent Progressive Party candidate for President
in 1952. His estate has been used for annual fund-raising
picnics for the PW and the "National Guardian" (NG)^
established by the American Labor Party in 19^7 as a
"progressive weekly."

HALLINAN attended the U-2 trial in the Soviet Union
in i960 as a guest of a Russian Governmental agency^ and
supported the candidacy of FARRELL DOBBS^ Socialist Workers
Party candidate for President in i960,

HALLINAN and his wife co-authored a booklet
published by the American Russian Institute (ARI) of San
Francisco in 1960^ contrasting the cultures of the United
States and the Soviet Union, the foreword of which book
described him as the head of certain independent socialist
political groups o He visited Cuba on a ten-day tour in
December, 1960^ and upon his return was reported by the PW
as having held a press conference seeking to counter the
flood of "hate Cuba propaganda. " He has been identified
as one of the leaders of the San Francisco Chapter of the
Fair Play for Cuba Committee , a pro-CASTRO organization

«

HftRRY BRIDGES is President of the International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, (SP T-4j 6/21/61)
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A. AREA COVERED BY COMMUNIST PARTY, USA,
CONNECTICUT DISTRICT

The Commimlst Party, USA, Connecticut District, (CP, USA,
Connecticut District), is more commonly known as the CP
of Connecticut (CP of Conn.) or the Connecticut CP (Conn.
CP), and will be referred to herein by its more commonly
known designations.

The State of Connecticut comprises the entire area of CP,
USA, Connecticut District. The 1950 census conducted by
the United States Census Bureau of the United States
Department of Commerce, reflects that the population of
Connecticut, as of 1950, is 2,007,280,

B. ADDRESS

On June 21, 196I, NH T-1 advised that Post Office Box 108,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, continues to be assigned to the
CP of Conn,, and that rental for this box is paid for by
JACOB GOLDRING,

On June 26, I96I, NH T-2 stated that the CP of Conn, has
not rented a Post Office Box in the New Haven area under
the name of the CP of Conn, or the Conn, CP,

NH T-2 also stated that SIDNEY TAYLOR receives his mail at
his residence, 120 Valley Street, New Haven, Connecticut,
and does not have a Post Office Box issued to him in the
New Haven, Connecticut area,

, ^ ^

C. OFFICERS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CONNECTICUT

1. State Officers and Functionaries
NOT RECORDED

a, SIMON SILVERMAN (SIDNEY TAYLOR) 198 AUG 3 1961

SIMON SILVERMAN is more commonly known by the ^ti^8«^SiS^Y
TAYLOR and will be referred to herein by his more commonly

^1

I

MOM

known name*
4,

66 AUG 7 1961
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On June 26, I96I, NH T-3 stated that SIDNEY TAYLOR then
resided at 120 Valley Street, New Haven, Connecticut^
and that he was employed as a plumber's helper by the
Eastern Plumbing and Heating Company j» 3 Edgemere Street^
New Haven, Connecticut

«

On April 8, 1961, Special Agents of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation observed PHIL BART at New Haven,
Connecticut, where he was seen conferring with SIPNEY
TAYLOR.

As set forth hereinafter, NH T-4 advised on April 13,
1961, that SIDNEY TAYLOR attended a meeting of the Connecticut
Civil Rights Bail Fund Distribution Committee (CCRBFDC)
held at New Haven, Connecticut, on April 9, 196I0

As will be reported hereinafter, SIDNEY TAYLOR attended a
CP meeting at Wallingford, Connecticut, on May 3i> 196I,
at which time he stated that on May 7^ 196I, consideration
would be given concerning the possibility of assigning an
individual from the New York, New York area to Connecticut
as State or District Organizer

•

b, JACOB GOLDRINg

On June 21, I96I, NH T~6 advised that JACOB SOISRINa, also
known as JAKE GOLDRING, then resided at II83 Old Town
Road, Bridgeport, Connecticut, and that he was self-employed
as a carpenter* According to the informant, GOIDRING worked
for various individuals and contractors in the Fairfield
County, Connecticut area, depending upon the availability
of work.

NH T-4 advised on April 13^ I96I, that JAKE GOIJDRING attended
a meeting of the CCRBPDC, held at New Haven, Connecticut, on
April 9^ 1961

o

c. ROBERT CHAMPION EKINS

On June 21, I96I, NH T-7 stated that ROBERT CHAMPION EKINS
resides in Apartment A-1, 54 Myrtle Street, Hartford,
Connecticut

•

Mrs. MARY MCJLLANEY, Secretary in the Personnel Office, Whitney
Chain Company, Hartford, Connecticut, advised on J\me 21,
1961, that EKINS is employed by that company as a Senior
Draftsman.

5*
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On June 21 , 1961^ a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation observed that in addition to Ms work at
the Whitney Chain Company, EKINS also works in his spare
time as a sculptor in his studio at 1029 Main Street,
Hartford, Connecticut,

On March 8, 196I, NH T-8 stated that as of that date, EKIHS
was in possession of a letter written over the hand-written
name of GUS HALL as General Secretary, and prepared on
stationery bearing the letterhead of the CP, USA.

This letter, dated February 17, 196I, thanked IKINS for his
message of condolence on the death of "Comrade EUGENE DENNIS
National Chairman ©f the CP, USA. The letter assured EKINS
that the CP, its members and leaders, would continue to
vork in behalf of the people in the spirit ofMlIS' militant
self-sacrificing life and work.

During the afternoon of April 8, 1961, shortly after PHIL
BART was observed by Special Agents ©f the Federal Bureau of
Investigation conferring with SIDNEY TAYLOR and SIDNEY
RESNICK at 120 ¥alley Street, New Haven, Connecticut, the
automobile of ROBERT EKIMS was observed parked in the drive-
way of the residence at the above-mentioned address,

d. SIDNEY RESNICK

NH T-3 Stated on June 26, 196I, that SIDNEY RESNICK then
resided at 122 Valley Street, New Haven, Connecticut,

On June 28, I96I, NH T-9 advised that RESNICK was then
employed as a Compositor by the Columbia Printing Company,
150 Welton Street, New Haven, Connecticut,

On November 22, I96O, NH T-8 stated that during late i960,
SIDNEY RESNICK informed ROBERT EKINS that on November 12,
i960, CLARENCE HATHAWAY, Political Analyst of "The Worker",
would speak at 37 Howe Street, New Haven, Connecticut, con-
cerning, "The Results of the i960 Elections and the Outlook
for the Future". RESNICK requested that EKINS "help out
on this" since it may be the only affair "we'll probably
have this year or for most of the winter". According to
the informant, RESNICK was of the opinion that HATHAWiff
may be a drawing card with some who remember the "better
days" of the CP.

On April 13, 1961, NH T-4 advised that on April 9 ^ 1961
SIDNEY RESNICK attended a meeting of the CCRBFDG, held at
New Haven, Connecticut on that date.

6.



As previously set fortli^ Special Agents of tJie Federal BiJireau

of Investigation oteeerved PHIL BART at New Haven^ Gonnectlcmt^
on April 8;, 1961 at which time he conferred with SUMEY
TAYLOR and SIDNEY BESNICK^

NH T-10 advised on April 9* 196l, that on that date^ PHIL
BART said that he had been in contact with SIDNEY RESNIGK
on April 8, 1961*

2* Other Officers

ac State Board

Diiring the period of this report, no additional luf^matloE
has been received indicating the identity of any additional
individuals who are Members of the State Board ©f the CP
of Conn*

bo Mlseellaneous

On May 3» 1961^ NH T«5 stated that a CP of Conno meeting
was held at Wallingford, Connecticut, on that date at
which SIDNEY TAYLOR and SIDNEY RESNIGK, among ©there ^ were
present a

During the meetings ^ TAYLOR discussed the need for a CP
Organiser in Connecticut • He said that for anyone t© do
an effective Job as organiser, such position would have to be
tindertaken on a full-time basis* TAYLOR stated that anyone
who takes the Job will become publicly identified as such
and as a result thereof, would probably be fired from any
employment which he might obtain.

Informant further stated that according to TAYLOR, arrange-*
ments had been made to have a representative of the
"National Office" at New York, New York, come to New Haven
in order that the matter of appointing a full«time CP Organizer
for the State of Connecticut laight be discussedo

On May 7, I96I, NH T-10 stated that on that date, PHIL BART
said that he had attended a meeting at New Britain, Connecti-
cut on that dateo BART said that the "situation" in
Connecticut was very bad and that the CP of Conn, was going
through the "I956 « 1957 period"

•

D> ACTIVITY

NH 100-9851 #
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On April 13^ 1961^ NH T-4 stated that on April 9^ 1961^ a
meeting of the CCRBPDG was held at 37 Howe Street ^ New
Haven^ Connecticut^ which was attended by SIDNEY RESNIGK^
JAKE GOLDRING and SIDNEY TAYLOR^ among others o JAKE
GOI^RING^ Co-Chairman;, called the meeting to order o Bmring
ensuing discussion by those present , it was decided that
$500*00 would be sent by the Committee to the "Cleveland^
Taft-Hartley Conspiracy Victims" and that $100<iOO would be
sent to ARTHUR MC PHAUL^ a Michigan resident « It was
announced that as of^ April 1, I96I, the Committee had a bank
balance of $3^659eOtf Ind that with the above-^mentloned
disbursement^ a balance of approximately $3^000oOO would
be maintained

e

GOLDRING said that the amount of $1^350oOG was ©utatandlngj
that $l^GOOoOO was to be distributed in the Hartford and
Mew Britain Connecticut areas j and that $350oOO was to
be distributed in the Fairfield^ Connecticut areao It was
agreed that a period of two years would be allowed for bond
holders to claim outstanding money. GOLDRING Bald that the
next meeting of the Committee would be held In the Fall of
1961^ at which time an attempt would be made to ascertain
how much money had been distributed.

NH T«5 advised on May 8^ 196I that a CP meeting was held
at Walllngford^ Connecticut on May 3, 196I0 At that tlme^
SIDNEY TAYLOR said that on May 7, 196I a representative
of the CP^ USA^ would come to Connecticut in order to
discuss the possibility of assigning an Individual from the
New York^ New York area to Conneotleut as Stat® or Bistrlct
Organiser

•

During the meeting^ SIBNEY RESNICK gave a political report
touching on events in Cuba^ especially pertaining to the
Invasion of that country. RESNICK said that the attempted
Invasion of Cuba resulted in a great "people's victory" and
a severe blow to the United States imperialists

.

On May 19, 1961, NH T«ll advised that on May 6, 1961^
SIDNEY RESNICK commented that "everybody" had been pleased
with the appearance of LOUIS WEINSTOCK at New Haven^,
Connecticut, during the preceeding week« The Informant
did not elaborate on the significance of RESNICK' s remarko
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(New York Pile 100-8064l)

This section was prepared by Special Agent (SA)
JOSEPH V. WATERS.

Location of National
Office of CP, USA

The National Office of the Cormnunist Party is
located on the third floor at 23 West 26th Street^ New
York City^ and has been maintained there during the
interval between April 1^ 196I and June 30^ 19ol. The
CPUSA is listed in the Manhattan Telephone Directory at
this address^ its number being Murray Hill 5-5755-

(NY T-30, April 1 to June 30,
1961)

The National Office of the CP occupies the third
floor of the three story building at 23 West 2Dth Street

,

New York City, A large room at the front end of this floor is
used for meetings of small groups of the Party »s leadership
To the rear of this meeting room there is a reception room
also used for office work and the rest of this third floor
is occupied with offices of various sizes utilized by the
leadership. GUS HALL and BENJAMIN J. DAVIS maintain desks
in the large meeting room at the front end of the floor and
others of the leadership are assigned space to the rear. There
is additional space in a penthouse on the roof of the building
which is suitable for use as an office and conference room^
but this space does not appear to be utilized on a continuing
basis at this time.

The New York State CP has its offices on the second
floor of the building and on that floor there is also a meeting

(

.
NO'^ PE^TORDED

201 JUL 28 1961
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room at. the front of the building as well as a reception
room and Individual office space*

The main floor and basement are the quarters of
"The Worker'' , The main or first floor provides office space
toward the front and behind this is a large room used for
editorial purposes and it contains a suitable amount of
reference works used in preparation of the weekly issues of
the paper. the basement "The Worker' maintains
equipment/aaaressing copies of the publication as well as
additional office space and storage of additional reference
material that is not necessary for use on a daily basis.

The CP J USA and the New York State Party do not
identify themselves on the outside of the building as tenants^
but "The Worker" maintains a sign on the building indicating
its location there. "The Worker" also keeps a stand on the
front steps of the building offering the latest issue of
"The Worker" to passeis-by who are invited by a sign to help
themselves to a copy without charge.

(NY T-31
May 20, 1961)

Status of Proceedings Under
McCarrsn and Smith Acts

On June 5^ 196l, the United States Supreme Court
announced its decision in the appeal of the CP against the
findings of the Subversive Activities Control Board. By a
five to four decision, the court found that the Party was
required to register with the Attorney Genera.1 of the United
States as a Communist action organization pursuant to the
provisions of the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950.
The Supreme Court on June 5, 196I, affirmed the conviction
JUNIUS SCALES under the Smith Act provision covering membership
in the CP.
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On June 5$ 196l, a statement to the press was
issued in the name of GUS HALL as General Secretary of the
CP* This declared that the Supreme Court had struck a
crushing blow to democracy and the Constitution by upholding
the membership clause of the Smith Act and the registration
required by the Mc Carina Act. The decisions were said to
be a dragnet aimed at intimidating the fo.rces of peace,
democracy and social progress isrithout regard to political
affiliation. The "bare majority of the court" and the
reactionary forces for whom the court was said to specie
were declared to be mistaken in thinking the CP can be
prevented /fciriS^ing out its "clear and present duty" to
def.eod aeraocracy and peace. The claim Was made that the
CP 13 a legal political party and would be derelict if it
did not fight for its legal rights and existence.

(NY T-30
June 5. 1961)

GUS HALL, ELIZABETH GURLEiT FLYNN and BENJAMIN
J, DAVIS held a press conference at the National Office of
the Party on June 8, 1961.

On this occasion, HALL said that it was not a
farewell press conference and with reference to the decision
of the Supreme Court in the case of the Party, said that
the Mc Carran Act was never passed with the idea of compliance
but is a "diabolical fraud" passed for the purpose of setting
up apparatus for policing all opposition and political
parties,

HALL announced that attorneys for the Party had
been instructed to file an application for a rehearing
and stay of application.He asserted that they were not
going to be informants and were not even going to hide
behind the asserted fact that the Party has no membership
list. He said that they would not betray the confidence of
a single member or supporter and as officers of the Party -
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would px;efet' to live in prison for the rest of their
lives/tSin Betray the trust of one member or supporter/

Upon being asked in the course- cf this press
conference how many Party members th^re are^HilLL said that
there were 10,000 as of a year and a half before, at the
time of the Party's IJth National Convention and had
increased somewhat since then,

HALL was also asked whether in the event of war
between Russia and the United States he would support the
latter and he responded that the question was hypothetical
and said that they firmly believed no such war would ensue
and further that there would not be a world war of any
tj^pe.

(NY T-1
June 8, 1961)

On June 8, I96I, a meeting of the New York State
CP Board and others was hejd at Adelphi Hall, New York City,
and was addressed by WILLIAM L, PATTERSON who reported on the
action of the Party of the Supreme Court decision

o

PATTERSON said the finding of the court was an
imperialistic weapon useable against any group advocating
a progressive program. He remarked that the decision came
after a meeting of President KENNEDY with KHRUSHCHEV and
constituted a repudiation of everything that may have come
out of that meeting* He declared that the Party v;ill not
register but will campaign to defeat the decision. A
department was to be set up to conduct this attack and a
campaign for a $50,000 fund would be launched

a

(NY T-32
June 8, 1961)

On June I8, I96I, PHIL BART addressed a meeting
of the New England District CP Committee at Chelsea, Massachusetts

;
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and said with reference to the decision of the Supreme
Court that the Party has no membership list and even if it
did, would not file it. He also said that the Party
certainly was not going to hide and has no intention of
going underground » Ch the contrary, it is to fight for its
legality oK.e declared it imperative that there be unity and
that the Party mobilize its forces to fight back. He
pointed out that a review of the decision had been requested
and there was great need to work on the issues involved,
particularly by non-Party people, observing that if the Party
fought alone it would be a lost cause,

(NY T-33
June 19s 1961)

IRVING POTASH addressed a large meeting of the
New York County CP Council on June 21, 196I, at Adelphi Hall,
New York City, and said he was there to explain the thinking
of the CP National Committee vjith regard to the Supreme Court
decisions. He saw them as an attack on the civil liberties
O f every 6me but served to prove that the bourgeoisie is
being pressed, . It is now necessary that the Party find ways
to strengthen and build the Communist movement. He also
said that the membership should not discuss action to be
taken in the light of these decisions ?3ince the leadership
was the"i discussing^^rat ttelr attorneye, POTASH vjould welcome
suggestions from individuals but discussions at a lovrer
level x^rould be reckless. Later at this meeting ABRAHAM UNGER
offered that the Party should dissolve as a tactical
measure. POTASH interupted, charging that UNGER was reckless
and the matter should not be discussed there. He also said
that the members would not tolerate such action with respect
to a serious matter, especially by those fully aware of
the recklessness involved,

(NY T-3^
June 22, 196I)

-8-
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A press release of the CP dated June 11, 196l,
claimed that the statement of Attorney General ROBERT
KENNEDY with reference to the Supreme Court decisione^was
an evasion of the meaning to the American people. The
statement said that the Attorney General was trying to
conceal the fact that enforcement of the law means
liquidation of the Bill of Rights and is an attempt to
suppress the movement for peace , social progress and
democracy. DenSal was made that Party members are foreign
agents and it was said that they would not embrace
a lie and register under the Mc Carran Act.

The statement in this press release said that
regardless of ondfe attitude toward the CP the broadest action
of labor aftd the people is necessary to restore the Bill of
Rights in order that avenues of peaceful democratic change
may remain open.

(NY T-31
June 20, 196I)

Supreme Court Decision
Unemployment Compensation
for Party Employees

"The Worker^*^ June 18, 1961, published a statement
attributed to the National Office of the CP, USA, on a
decision of the United States Supreme Court which reversed a
New York court finding that employees of the CP were
excluded from unemployment compensation in that State.

This decision was said to show the contradictory and
illegal character of the earlier ruling by the court
requiring registration under the Mc Carran Act.

-9-
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Stay/Registration By CP Under
Mc Carr^nAct Granted by
Supreme Court

On O'une 23, 1961, the United States Suprenie
Court by Justice FRANKFURTER granted a stay to the CP
eliminating the immediate necessity of registration by
the CP under the Kc Carraa Act until such time as a re-
hearing of the case might be had. On the same date, June 23,
1961, the Party issued % press release making the point
that their petition argued that the registration order
violates the Fifth Amendment and that a proposal of the
government to effect another form of registration vjas an
effort to circumvent the lawb flouting of the Constitution.
The proposal of the government was said to expose unworkabllity
of the act and its jbcompat Itality with the Bill of Rights.

However, it was pointed out that the fight against
that act and others is far from won. It • was noted that
the Supreme Court's decision with reference to the membership
provision of the Smith Act still stands and a petition for
a rehearing in the case of JUNIUS SCALES was denied and he is to
serve a sentence of six years.

(NY T -30
June 23. 196l)

'*The Worker of June 25, 1961^ reported that the
CP had filed a petition for a rehearing in the Mc Carr^n
Act case and also noted that an open letter to the American
people had been issued and was being published as a paid
advertisement in the ''New York Times'' and the "Washington
Post" and was being distributed as a broadside in the
hundreds of thousands.

This open letter was also published in the June 25,
1961 tissue of "The Worker" and was addressed to" Fellow

-10-
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Americans." It claimed that voluntary associations were
being made subject to licensing by the Federal Government
and activity on behalf of a legal party Is to be treated as
a crime, according to decisions of the Supreme Court with
reference to the McCarmn and Smith Acts.

The letter went on to say that the Party had taken
steps to request a rehearing by the Supreme Court and at the
same time was placing Its case before the highest court
of all^ the ^ar of public opinion.

The reader was urged to advise the President, the
Attorney General and the Congress that America wants an end
to '''these fasclst-iuee laws".

Composition of CP
National Board

The National Board of the CP, USA, has the
following members:

. PHIL BART

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS

ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN

GUS HALL

CLARENCE HATHAWAY

JAMES E. JACKSON

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

HYMAN LUMER

IRVING POTASH

JACK STACHEL

-11"
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This Boar(3 has supplanted the Secretariat of
the Party ,which has been abolished.

(NY T-35
April 20, 1961)

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS

In March, I96I, JACK STACHEL proposed to GUS HALL
that BENJAMIN J, DAVIS be assigned to organization and trade
union work in order to familiarise him with those fields
and thus.- equip him to be ai all -around-leader of the Party.
STACHEL has observed that DAVIS, as National Secretary,
claims not to \mo\i what his duties are and therefore, he
should become chairman of the Organization Bureau with
PHIL BART as Organization Secretary. STACHEL went on that
the organization commission consisting of DAVIS, BART and
himself could meet regularly and be responsible for the day-
to-day organizational work. DAVIS, STACHEL said,
should participate in trade union work which is the most
important work in the Party, STACHEL pointing out that he was
not minimizing Negro work. STACHEL said that HALL was
agreeable to this proposal and that DAVIS was told about
it.

(NY T-29
March 28, I96I)

JAMES ALLEN

JACK STACHEL on May 10, 196I, stated that JAMES
ALLEN was then acting head of the Education Department
replacing HYMAN LUMEH.

(NY T-36
May 10, 1961)

-12-
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It is to be noted that on February 20, 19^1 > the
United States Supreme Court denied certiorari in the
case in which LUMER and others were convicted for violation
of the Labor Management Relations Act. LDMER had been
sentenced to a term of I8 months but had not begun
serving his sentence pending this appeal. He is now
scheduled to begin his sentence in August, 196l.

WILLlAI/i POSTER

By circular letter dated June 5^ 196I, PHIL BART
advised Party members that it had been learned that WILLIAM

POSTER was then in very serious condition, his health
then having taken a turn for the worse. His family Is said
to be with him. No further information was available
concerning POSTER according to the letter, but it was
deemed desirable to provicfe- iifcraiation on the serious state
of his health.

( NY T-37 and NY T-38
June 9, 1961)

It may be noted that POSTER departed the United
States for the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
to secure treatment and has been in Moscow for that purpose.
CLARENCE HATHAWAY

At the end of the week of June 11, I96I5 CLARENCE
HATHAWAY was scheduled to leave for Minnesota according
to GUS HALL. It was indicated that HATHAWAY was suffering
from extremely bad health and was compelled to give up most
of his Party duties.

(NY T-35. June 13. 196I)
HENRY WINSTON

On June 30^ 196I, President KENNEDY commuted the
sentence of HENRY WINSTON to the timete has already served
and WINSTON was freed on that date. However, WINSTON has
been treated for a brain tumor which had cost him his
sight and his condition has been such that the restoration
of his health is considered unlikely.

-13-
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Consideration Being Given
to Postponement of l8 th National
Convention of Party

The CP^ USA> has been scheduled to hold a National
Convention by the end of 196l» However^ efforts are being
made In an unobtrusive way to promote/"request from below"
to postpone a convention It Is hoped that this request will
appear to be spontaneous^ T^e thinking Is that there are a
number of tasks confronting the Party which must be c4J??*led

through that/8'onventIon Is not needed at this tlme^ and post-
ponemesjt of a convention for a year would not affect the
future of the Party • It is believed that a convention would
provide an opportunity for struggle and discussion reflecting
a lack of confidence in the leadership and postponement
would assure security for the leadership for another
year.

(NY May 22, 1961)

.14-
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Press Drive Launched

By letter dated April 20, 196I, addressed "To All
Districts'-, signed by PHIL BART, it was announced that "The
Worker'^ staff had discussed the status of the fress circulation
drive and the conclusion had been reached that the farty
must help involve the membership in the drive.

The letter set out that a committee had beoaset
up to coordinate the campaign nationally for the party and
its members were LOUIS WEINSTOCK, JACK STACHEL and PHIL
BAET. This committee was to arrange meetings for all districts
of the party on the East Coast as well as in New York. The
meetings would involve a number of people active in connection
with "The Worker" as well as others who should give leadership.

Further it is proposed that a National Press Day
be held on June 3^ 196I0 Following this, on June 9, I96I, there
would be press conferences in New York and Chicago to hear
reports on the experiences of the month and outline activities
for the period ahead.

I-

(NY T-35. April 2^1, I96I)

By letter dated May 5. 196I. PHIL BART advised all
National Committee members of "The Worker" circulation drive
and proposed to culminate this activity by a National Press
Day on June 4, I961.

(NY T-35. May 8, 1961)

Celebration of May Day

A rally in celebration of May Day was observed on
May 1, 1961^ at Washington Square^ New York City.

The Bureau of Special Services of the New York City
Police Department,,^ estimated an attendance of about 1200
people at this rally^ however^ half of these persons offfii^

'

from cassident groups

.
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LOUIS WEINSTOCK was Introduced as a speaker and
was greeted with boos by a group of students in front of
the speaker stand. WEINSTOCK declared that they wished
to hold a peaceful demonstration and he exclaimed "Itong

live internationalissfil Long live solidarity! Long live peacei"
He went on to describe May Day as an American Jioliday celebrat-
ed in the same way throughout the world. He said it is a
celebration of the unity of the American people with the
working people of the world.

Another speaker was JAMES E. JACKSON who was
questioned by the group of students about the situation of
Hungary. He responded that this was the sane as what took place
in Cuba, saying that Americans, notRussians^ intervened in
Hungary, Other parts of his speech were Inaudible because
of a failure of the public address equipment.

(Special Agents of the
Federal Bureau of Invest-
igation)

Appearance of GUS HALL at Nev/ark, New Jersey, on June 2, I961

A reception and dinner in honor of GUS HALL and in
observance of New Jersey Press Freedom Week was held on
June 2, 1961 at the Ukrainian Home, Newark, New Jersey, with
about 100 attending,

GUS HALL told this gathering that in order to
understand what is going on in the world one must realize
that a new epoch is at hand. Before the two World Wars^
capitalism and the monopolies were in power and made the
decisiolBaSPhat the balance of power has shifted and the
Socialists and anti-eolonialists are deciding. Capitalism
and S^erialism are engaged in a holding operation but meeting
defeat after defeat ^ as in Cuba and Laos, while the forces
of Socialism are victorious. HALL said that no peopfe want

"16-
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to be governed by an outside force and the exploitation of
Africa and Asia by England and Prance and the monopolies of
the United States is turning those places to Socialism as the
best means of solving their problems,

(NY T-.39. June 5. 196I)

National Plan of Work by the CP

In a memorandum on a National Plan of Workj it was
reported that the National Executive Committee has adopted a
Plan of Work for the period July to December^ 1961, The
approach to the plan was said to be that of developing a
policy of concentration as a means of carrying out the
plan^ the Party being required to strengthen its base,
primarily am-ong the working class, the basic workers in the
major industrial centers. The aim of the plan is to create
procedures essential to the functioning of the Party club.

In the Plan of Work stress is laid on the building
of a united front on all levels, it being said that every club
and comrade must help develop worker activity around the
unions, mass organi2;ations, and communities, and at all times
they must keep in mind the need of combining mass work and
the building of the Party, Increasing the circulation of the
press and extending influence among the masses. A concentration
policy requires that the Party direct its energies to the
most important sections of the working class, the Negro people
and the youtha Regularity of meetings of Party clubs is
recommended** These would be held twice a month if possible
with consideration being given to the needs of a club. Regular
dues payments should be collected with a quarterly control.
The ideological strengthening of the membership and leadership
is essential to development of more effective mass work, and
the Educational Commission has drafted a plan for this purpose.

According to the National Plan of Work, it was said
that the Organization Bureau is to be responsible for
checking on the plan and reporting to the National Board,

-17-
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Coimnittees are to hear progress reports on the plan monthly,

and members of the National Board and staff shall be designated

to help in particular districts*

(NY NY T-38 - June 9^ 196l)

Meetings of CP Leadership

An Informal discussion was held at the National
Office of the Party on April 4, 196I, and BENJAMIN J. DAVIS
observed that a National Secretary has no function in the CP
and he thought the post should be abolished. He said the
Harlem area of New York is theoretically a concentration
point and believed that the Party should station someone there
who has a "high mass potential o" He thought he should be
installed in other than a Party office. DAVIS said that
it is his opinion that the Party has no one in New York
in charge of Negro work^ observing that WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
has limited capacity inasmuch as he reaches the age of 70
in August^ 1961

•

JACK STACHEL said that Harlem should be discussed
at another time and PHIL BART observed that problems will not
be solved by an office in Harlem. He saw a need to re-establish
confidence in collective leadership of the Party^ of whom
DAVIS is one J and that leadership is needed now. STACHEL
remarked that for the past 15 years there has not been a
unified leadership of the Party and that that cannot continue,

DAVIS commented that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, who is in
charge of Negro work in the Party, decides for himself what
role he is to play in the Illinois District leadership, but
there is a reluctance to permit him, DAVIS, to see what he
might do in the very important area of Harlem.

(NY T-1, April 4, I961)

A meeting of the CP National Board, and others was
held on April 5. 196l, at the Party's National Office and on
this occasion JAMES ALLEN characterised the defense budget
proposed by President KENNEDY as essentially an EISENHOWER budget
with emphasis on missiles, and described as a most cfengerous
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aspect of this defense program the emphasis on limited and
guerrilla war. He asserted that the Party must continue
to show the necessity of -banning war and the danger of
expanding a small war into a big one.

HYMN LUMER reported that the Education Commission
had discussed the Civil War Centennial to develop plans with
relation to it. He urged that the occasion be used to
bring to the American people the real character and place
of that war in struggle for democracy and equal rights in
the United States today.

(NY T"l, April 5. 1961)

At a meeting of several of the leaders of the
CPUSA, on April 7, 19ol/at the CP National Office, JACK
STACHEL stated that the giving av^ay of foreign aid including
military aid actually took money from the people and handed
it over to the monopolists in the form of profit j resulting
in lowering the living standards and increasing danger of
war. The Party, he said, must prove to the people that a
war economy not only creates war danger but is a danger to the
liberty and liveiiUood of the people.

With reference to the KENNEDY Administration, STACHEL
said that its policy is one of monopoly - capitalism, and forgetting
this is a departure from Marxism and working class policy.
The question today, he said, is not what will the President
do, but rather what can the people make him do.

JAMES ALLEN observed that plans of the Socialist
world envision a position of absolute superiority in
ecconomic growth by 1975 or 198O, however, one will not
have to wait that long before this is felt in a decline
of imperialism and monopoly-capitalism.

(NY T-1, April 7. 1961)
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The National Board and others met at the Party's
National Office on April 12, 196I;, and this began with a
heated discussion of the text of a cablegram being sent
to KHRUSHCHEV congratulating the USSR on launching a man
in space.

BENJAMIN J, DAVIS said he was^ satisfied with
the message prepared by GUS HALL but PHIL BART and JACK STACHEL
had changed the wording with disregard of DAVIS* feeling,
and that it had been satisfactory as originally written,
DAVIS claimed that STACHEL had no right to change the cablegram
without discussing that change with DAVIS and therefore
STACHEL' S action was considered by him to be chauvinism.

STACHEL rejoined that DAVIS was always shouting
chauvinism but probably did not know its meanijqg .

IRVING iOTASH said the cablegram should have
been shown-;': to DAVIS after change was made as DAVIS is
National Secretary. He said he hesitated to agree with the
characterization of the action as white chauvinism/

After some further discussion in which shouting by
STACHEL and DAVIS took place DAVIS agreed that/tne. point
of view of FQTASH was that of the majority of those present,
CiC. he was agreeatfe to letting the matter rest.

Later in the meeting, DAVIS reported on the John
Btmti Society, describing it as demons tra,ting reaction to
the growing struggle and strength of the labor movement,
Negro people and advanced forces as well as the growing strength
of the USSR aad the Socialist Camp . He urged that the Party
call for complete exposure of that society^ claiming that there
is evidence to the effect that its members believe in violence
and de^siared.oifiiawing and prosecution should be called foi?.

(NY T-1 April 12, 196I)
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Several of the leadership of the CPUSA met on
April 17^ 1961, at the National Office of the Party and
BENJAMIN J, DAVIS opened the meeting^ declaring that the
action in Guba was an act of murder and would not have taken
place without the backing of American imperialism.

After some discussion by those present, GUS HALL
brought it to a conclusion by stating that responsibility for the
invasion must be placed in a major v/ay on the administration
and the danger to world peace must be pointed out by the
Party.

(NY T-1 April 1?, I96I)

A meeting of the CP National Board was held on
April 19. 1961, at the Party's National Office and GUS HALL
described the Cuban situation as serious and critical in the
struggle for peace. He went on to say that there will be
more such crucial moments in this period and no long Intervals
of tranquility. He said the failure of the Cuban invasion was
a serious blow to the prestige of the United States and the
administration. He said it was crucial for the Party to do
anything to stop any future involvement by the Armed Forces of
the United States in the Cuban invasion.

The National Board decided that a meeting of the Nat-
ional Executive Committee should be scheduled for May 27,28,
1961.

(NY T-2, April 19, I96I)

On April 26, 19^1, the National Board of the Party .

met at its National Office and the meeting was opened with
WILLIAM WEINSTONE presenting a summary of the French-Algerian
situation. He said that the French Generals had miscalculated
as did the Central Intelligence Agency and the administration
in Cuba.

PHIL BART said that the invasion of Cuba was carried
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through by the Central Intelligence Agency and those forces
had been withdrawn and were again under American military
control in Puerto Rico. He went on to say that there is

no assurance of direct action against Cuba in the immediate
future but there may be some economic steps taken against
it» As a result of the failure of the invasion there will
be many expressions of a pax^tisan point of view and the
CP must participate and find forms for expression.

GUS HALL said it is necessary to initiate some act-
ivities among the Puerto Ricans in order to convince them that
their soil should not be used for war or aggression « ^At a
later point in the meeting, JACK STACHEL informed that at the
first meeting of the task force for organizing the work
of the center, he had proposed BENJAMIN J. DAVIS as chairman
of the Organization Bureau and become one of a committee of
three having the responsibility for execution of all policies
coordinating the work of the center* STACHEL said that DAVIS
has had a different approach to this work.

DAVIS told the meeting that the position of the
National Secretary is not needed and the position of chairman
of the Organization Commission does not appeal to him*
He suggested that his role should be discussed by the National
Board in Executive Session and he said he would propose that
he go to Harlem to re-establish the relationship of the CP
with the Negro people.

GUS HALL commented that DAVIS had been offered a
number of important posts and had rejected them all* He said
the point has been reached at which DAVIS will become a part
of the leadership or not and the question would be placed
before the Party's leadership. He said no member of the
Board can continue without specific responsibility.

The meeting was concluded when GUS HALL recommended
that HYMAN LUMER be relieved of all his assignments until he
finishes his term in prison. He also urged that the question
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of DAVIS be resolved In the very near future^ saying that it
was a serious question affecting the entire leadership of
the Party.

(NY April 26, I96I)

The National Board of the Party met at the CP
National Office on May 3^ 1961, and it v/as decided to hold
a meeting of the National Executive Committee on May 27,28,
1961

-

PHIL BART reported on efforts being made to convey
the policies of the CP to the inasses« He noted a proposal
to hold 50 to 100 meetings during the period May 15, through
June 15^ 1961, with those meetings being of a general nature
in order to reach the masses, special attention being given
to youth. It was proposed that a series of campuses be
selected where meetings could be arranged.

There was some discussion of the election situation
in New York and the role to be played by the CP in Influencing
the election of candidates dedicated to a broad economic
and social program.

CLARENCE HATHAWAY suggested that there should not
be exaggeration of their ability in this situation and
that they should not project the idea that the Party is a
decisive force in terms of its membership and influence. He
said that the greatest possibility of influence lies in
pressure in community groups concerned v/ith school issues
and segregation, tenant clubs and peace groups. HATHAWAY
said if the Party runs its own candidates, the situation will
be much as it was in the national campaign v^hen the
entire Party was mobilized for the gathering of signatures
in given areas and thus was unable to play a role in the
general campaign.

The meeting reached no decision on whether or not
to run candidates of the CP.

(NY T-1, May 3. 1961)
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An enlarged meeting of the National Board was to
be held in New York on May 6^ 1961, to hear a report and
discuss the topic of the current situation in the trade unions
and the work of the CP in this connection. IRVINO POTASH
was scheduled to provide this reports

(NY T-35. May 1, 196I)

The minutes of the meeting of the Board on
May 6^ ISSlj, reflected that this meeting held a discussion
of new developments in the labor movement. Following the
discussion^ among the motions adopted was assignment of a
committee to prepare a resolution or statement on the basis
of the discussion at the meeting for circulation in the
Party.

This would be drafted and discussed by the Trade
Union Commission and approved by the National Board. This
document would then be sent to all districts and clubs and
ways would be found to publish it in "Political Affairs" and
in "The Worker. " The: Edua::»U'^ Department was to prepare a
discussion outline for clubs on this subject.

(NY T-4, May 15. 1961)
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A special meeting of the National Board of the CP^
USA^ was scheduled for May 9> 196I. This meeting was to
take up the question of the duties of BENJAMIN J. DAVIS.
This meeting was also to take up the question of abolishing
the title of National Secretary j, an office which had been
created for DAVIS

-

(NY T-35
May 1, i960)

The above -mentioned meeting of the National Board
was held as scheduled on May 9, 1961, and it was concerned
entirely with the matter of DAVIS.

GUS HALL opened the meeting with detailed criticism
of the work of DAVIS « To this, DAVIS responded by making
charges of bossism, chauvinism, right wing influence and
favoritism. He claimed he had not been given a chance to
work in Harlem, nor was he allowed to work in the New York
District. He charged that JACK STACHEL was responsible for
the bad newspaper '*The Worker '' and charged STACKSL with
chauvinism with reference to him. CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT spoke
after DAVIS and attacked him, warning DAVIS not to inject
the Negro question. WILLIAM L. PATTERSON asserted DAVIS
had no mass influence and was not the same person as he was
a few years before. He observed that the people in Harlem
now did not know DAVIS.

HALL said that DAVIS is of the belief he is going
to open an office in Harlem and a^Jt as advisor and saviour
and that people will come to him. He is badly mistaken. He
went on that he had tried to get DAVIS to work and no man
in the party has been given so many opportunities. DAVIS,
he said, cannot claim he is cooperating and at the same time
create opposition and refuse to accept definite assignments.
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HALL pointed out that If DAVIS cannot work with the Negro
Commission, he could not see how DAVIS could work in Harlem.
If he were to work there, he would have to work with others
and not by himself.

DAVIS had no supporters at the meeting, but no
conclusion was arrived at. DAVIS was told to consider the
situation, and was given two weeks to cease opposition and
accept assignments.

(NY T-35
May 10, 1961)

The party >s National Board met on May 10, 196I,
and at this meeting, GUS HALL^ in opening discussion, said
that the Party must revitalize and revamp its literature
apparatus. He saw a tremendous opportunity to move in the
literature field, especially among colleges and youth. He
thought that the CP should use modern advertising methods
and promotion ideas and use college papers. He saw need for
a publication committee under the educational department
which would handle long range planning. He expressed the
opinion the party should set up an "Alexander Trachtenberg
Foundation'' as owner and promoter of the publishing houses
of the Party.

ALEXANDER TRACHTENEERG agreed that there should be
a start as far as publishing is concerned, but pointed out
that there is an obstacle in the way of limited personnel.
To this, HALL replied that a weakness has been that no one
knows what is available and said that their institutions
would not be saved by cutting down, but rather by promotion
and expansion.

The meeting also engaged in some discussion of the
Party's work in the South, GUS HALL noting that the tarty
was beginning to re-establish work there and he observed that
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they v/ere not starting from scratch which he said surprised
him. He said the south is becoming a more decisive area
politically and he believed that the administration would
move in this area and that the CP should take steps to compel
it to move faster.

JAMES JACKSON said the Party must realize it cannot
function openly in the South, but should provide indication
of its presence. The Party he said, should function through
a non-party organization,

JACK STACHEL proposed that an evaluation should be
made of the gouth and an attempt should be made to get more
direct information from that area. He thought that the
National Office should give more political and financial
support to the South.

(NY T-2
May 10, 1961)

On May I6, I961, a meeting of the staff of the
leadership of the CP, USA, was held at its National Office
and this meeting heard a recommendation by IRVING POTASH that
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS be censxjped by the National Executive
Committee and warned that If his present course of action was
continued, he would be relieved as National Secretary.

JACK STACHEL proposed that the NEC recommend to
the party's National Committee that DAVIS be removed from the
NEC. A meeting of the Board to deal with this question was
tentatively set for May 23. I96I,

PHIL BART reported on a plan of work adopted by
the Organizational Bureau. Among the proposals mentioned by
BART were that party building would be centered around the
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club, dues payments would be established on a regular basis, and
the objective set of , reconstituting the party organization
m fifty cities throughout the country, attention would be
given to strengthening existing youth clubs > Integrating
youth in other clubs and increasing youth membership by
fifty per cent in I96I.

(NY T-2
May 16, 1961)

The National Board of the CP^ USA^ meeting, on May 17,
1961, according to minutes of that meeting/ was concerned with
a report on developments in agriculta^^e and on legislation
before Congress on that subject. Motions were passed aimed
at increasing activitj^ of the Earty in the agriculture fields

JAMES ALLEN reported on developments in Laos and a
motion was adopted to request ''The Worker'^ to carry an ex-
posure of CIA with reference to para-military activities in
colonial and semi -colonial countries by the Pentagon and
CIA.

BENJAMIN J, DAVIS reported on activity carried on
by "freedom Riders*' and -a motion was passed to the effect
that DAVIS was to be responsible for a committee to meet at
once to consider a program of action and meetings by which to
influence labor, Negroes and other organizations as well as
.party activity in that matter,

GUS HALL reported that CLARENCE HATHAWAY had suffered
another disabling attack (presumably of asthma) and had to
be hospitalized, his condition being such as to affect his
work in the New York District, Recommendation was made to
the New York District of the CP that WILLIAM PATTERSON become
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acting chairman of that district. It was also proposed that
IRVING POTASH be designated National Representative to work
vrith the leadership of that district.

(NY T-4
May 23, 196l)

Several of the leadership of the CP^ USA, met at
the party* s National Office on May 22, I96I, and this meeting
was concerned principally with activity in connection with
the ''Freedom Riders" in Alabama. JAMES JACKSON urged that
editorially , "The Worker seek to enlist the support of the
broadest forces in the country, particularly trade unions,
to assume responsibility for action on behalf of the Negro
people. He urged also that the CP attribute responsibility
to the administration for meeting the challenge represented
by the action of the Alabama authorities. Pressure should
be brought on the administration to make pederal intervention
sufficient in force to meet the situation.

. IRVING POTASH recommended a demand for a Federal
injunction against the Governor of Alabama to prevent incita-
tion to violence and that the CP explore the possibility of
action by the UN. He also suggested general membership
meetings of the party be called through ''The Worker" in order
that p^ty members might Initiate activity in. their own
organizations.

(NY T-1
May 22, I96I)

The National Board of the party and others met at
the CP National Office on May 24, 19ol. This meeting opened
with discussion of activity by the CP in support of the

" Freedom Riders '^
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GUS HALLj in a discussion of the administration,
said there is no thought of putting CIA under any control
or downgrading it^ but on the contrary, it would be built
up. He described the CIA as ''the main area of influ-
ence and control that monopoly and capitalism and the
military has in government''.

ESTHER JACKSON reported on the magazine ''Preedomways'^
and isaid the magazine needs the aid ehd support of all party
members in supplying the names of clergymen, trade unionists,

NAACP leaders and white people.

The meeting agreed that the magazine was of value
and suggestions ivere made that the party should assist in
building it.

(NY T-1
May 24, 1961)

A special meeting on May 26, I96I, was to be held
by the National Executive Committee for the purpose of
discussing the project of publication of "The Worker'' twice
a week,

For\ May 30, 196I, a second meeting was scheduled
to again consider the matters discussed at the meeting on
May 9. I961, with reference to BENJAMIN J. DAVIS.

(NY T-35
May 19. 1961)

The National Executive Committee of the CP met
at the Party's National Office on May 26, 196I, and there
was discussion of the issuance of ''The Worker'' twice a week
and the ultimate objective of publication of the paper on a

v

\

\
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daily basis at a future time* The l^rty representatives from
the Midwest were in opposition to the proposal of semi -weekly
publication because of the suggestion that the Midwest edition
of "The Worker'^ be abandoned. It was decided that the pro-
posal of semi -weekly publication be approved and would
begin on Labor Day. The matter was put over for a further
discussion at the meeting of the full NEC on May 27 and 28, 1961,

Thereafter^ the meeting was moved to the Chelsea
Hotel, Attendance at this meeting was limited to NEC members
and at this time GUS HALL reviewed the case against BENJAMIN J.
DAVIS^ pointing out DAVIS* failure to perform assignments and
his unfriendly attitude toward the leadership. DAVIS denied
being at fault , A subcommittee consisting of HALL^ JAT/ES
JACKSON and JACK STACKEL was appointed to prepare a statement
of the issues - concerning DAVIS. DAVIS was instructed to
prepare a reply. The discussion vias scheduled to continue
at the NEC meeting on the following day,

(NY T-35
May 27. 1961)

At the opening of the enlarged NEC meeting, held
at the Party's National Office on May 27 and 28, 196I, the
agenda was announced as a report by GUS HALL covering the
Alabama situation, the coming meeting between President
KENNEDY and KHRUSHCHEV and the latest developments in:the
labor situation. Other topics that would be discussed would
be youth ^work in connection with party building and the press.
There was also to be a report on the approaching conventions
of the NAACP and other Negro organizations.

GUS HALL noted that six ..months had passed since a
meeting of Marxist leaders of the world and history had shown
the correctness of the conclusion of that meeting. The
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administration he said^ had been in office four months and
had already become old with many characteristics of adminis-
trations in office a long time. He said for the coming

period, the center of gravity would shift to the KENNEDY -

KHRUSHCHEV meeting. HALL vient on to say that from the time
KENNEDY agreed to the meeting, the relative position of the
United States, world ^capitalism and reactionary forces has
deteriorated* The Cuban defeat vras a contributing factor
and was a blow to United States imperialism from which it
will never recover.

HALL also said that the party's electoral policy
was correctly based on a statement of LENIN of years ago,
"The most important thing is to bring the masses into motion,
thereby enabling them to accumulate experience within a
short period of time"'. He said their policy did not isolate
them as individuals and as a party. With reference to Cuba,
he said developments there should be an inspiration and they
should ask whether there is a possibility of mobilizing
people to defend Cuba and HALL thought the answer was in the
affirmative

.

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS said he considered one of the
main attacks of the American ruling class against the CP to
be not terror, Jailing, Illegality and so on, but the attempt
to convince the Negro people and the working class that the
CP is not necessary. He saw the party's role as the creation
of possibilities of people to liberate themselves by infusing
them with the understanding and knowledge of Marxism - Leninism.

MORTIMER DAI^IEL RUBIN, in the course of his report
on youth, recommended that v/ithin the following four months,
every district committee and club discuss the application of
suggestions for strengthening youth work along general lines,
a party commission be established to work out a program on
youth needs, the National Board of the Party strengthen the
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National Youth Commission with the addition of adults and
consider strengthening other Commissions by the addition of
youth and the Board consider how much and how to make
additional substantial contribution to youth work.

PHIL BART, reporting on P^arty organisation, noted
that the National Board had decided that a plan of work for
the second half of 196I should be prepared and discussed*
He noted that it had been proposed thatoa plan of work be
drafted, taking into consideration a few of the more impor-
tant questions of organisation. He said that in the plan
presented at this meetings they would confine themselves to
the following: First - The plan would be based on a concen-
tration approach to v;ork too long neglected. The areas of
concentration, the industries and places for such work would
be worked out by the 41e*riGts. Secondly - He said the party
should direct itself to the club, pointing out a need to
attend a number of minimum procedures essential to the
functioning of a club. He noted that there had been proposals
to re-establish Party organizations in fifty cities where the
Party has continued to exist or where there had once been an
organization.

BART said that the Organization Bureau is to be
responsible for checking up on the Jferty's plan of work and
is to report to the National Board. Members of the Board,
the National Staff and National Committee are to be given
specific responsibilities.

The meeting approved publication of a mid-week
edition of ''The Worker'' as a step toward daily publication
and to regard the continuation of the Midwest edition of
''The Worker" as a separate question. The draft plan of work
submitted by PHIL BART was approved unanimously.

(NY T-1
May 27 and 28, I96I)
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The CP National Board met on May 31, I96I, at the
Party's National Office and heard a report by HYMAN LUl^ER
on the economic situation in the United States- LUMER said
that the country has been going through a series of economic
cycles since the end of the war without a major crisis. This
has taken place on the basis of a growing instability and
stagnation,

JAMES ALLEN proposed establishment of an economic
research committee to formulate an economic program.

JACK STACHEL proposed that LUMER *s report be accepted
and sent to National Committee members and to the districts
and that a accompanying letter incorporattig the proposal of
ALLEN be sent. Both proposals were unanimously adopted.

(NY T-1
May 31. 1961)

On June 6^ 196l> a meeting of several of the leader-
ship of the CP, USA, took place at the party's National
Office J^ALL reported on the significance of the Supreme
Court/ r=5quiririg registration of the party, pursuant to the
Mc Carran Act. HALL said there would be a meeting with the
party's lawyers on June 7> I96I, and a meeting of the National
Executive Committee on June 10 and 11, I96I.

HALL said that the seriousness of the situation
created by the decision cannot be over emphasized, but he
perceived a good opportunity to xvin in view of developments
in the world, and said the javty can mount such an offensive
that the blovj can be turned back. He said the party must
show the broad masses of people the connection between the
decision and the struggle for peace, equality for the Negro
people and the struggle of the working class. He proposed
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an open letter to the people^ which letter would have an
historic understanding and content and suggested that such
a letter be published in the *'New York Times" and a fevj

other newspapers 0

In conclusion^ HALL recommended establishing a
fund of $50^000 *'to re-establish our basic constitutional^
democratic rights."

(NY T-1
June 6, 1961)

An enlarged meeting of the NEC of the Party was
held on June 10 and 11^, 19ol> at the National Office of the
•Earty. The agenda was announced as a report by GUS HALL
with a sub-report by CARL WINTER on the legal aspects of the
ruling by the Supreme Courts, a sub -report by HYMAN LUMER on
action and program and^ lastly, a discussion on these items.

GUS HALL said that their approach would be that
all questions cannot be resolved at this time. He saw in the
decision of the Supreme Courts a new stage in the general
crisis of world capitalism and asserted that the ruling is
proof that democracy is an obstacle in the path of. capitalism.
He went on to say that the |arty must make the most extensive
and largest single effort as far as legal action is concerned
as well as a campaign that is educational;, agitational,
political and propaganda,

CARL WINTER discussed the legal aspects of the
Supreme Court decision, noting that two laws were involved.
The Smith Act and the Internal Security Act of 1950, the
Mc Carran Act* He saw compliance with the latter law as
self-denudation as a criminal and as an agent of a foreign
power. He noted that the party has instructed its attorneys
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to ask for a stay and rehearing by the Supreme Court, these
attorneys being Instructed to state that the jarty officers
cannot or will not be able to comply with the lav/ in view
of the Fifth Amendment.

HYMAN LUMER reported on action and a program and
spoke of a special committee to be set up with himself as
chairman and JAMES TORMEY, ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN, PHIL BART
and CARL WINTER as members. A part of the work of this
committee would be to raise a $50^000 fund.

LUMER proposed that there be an immediate publication
of literature, a pamphlet setting out the dissenting opinion
of Supreme Court Justice HUGO BLACK, special folders of
material to be sent to labor leaders, youth and others, and
preparation of a pamphlet on the nature of repressive legis-
lation. In answer to a question^ LUMER said that in some
cases, the party would be identified with this material and
in other cases it would noto

The session on June 10, I961, adOTDted the reports
of HALL and LUMER.

The session of the meeting on June 11, I96I, was
devated- to discussion of activity to be undertaken
by the I&rty in its defense/

(NY T-1
June 10 and 11, I96I)

the
A meeting of the Executive of/ Midwest Membership

of the National Committee of the CP, USA, was held on May 19,
1961, at the headquarters of the CP of Illinois, in Chicago.
This meeting decided that the Midwest members of the National
Committee would meet on June 11, and the agenda would include
the press and a report on automation in the steel industry.

(NY T«35 ^ ,

May 19> I96I)
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The Midwest members of the party's National Committee
met in Chicago, on June 11 ^ I96I, and CARL WINTER said that
he had been detained in New York for discussion of the situa-
tion created by the decisions of the United States Supreme
Court and discussion would be conducted in the light
of those discus sions o He said they would also discuss the
Midwest edition of "The Worker^'. He noted that those gathered
at the meeting were responsible for the circulation of their
press and hence interested in the threat to freedom of the
press and their ^^scu^lon^ould concern the upholding of
constitutional rights making it possible to defend themselves

«

CARL WINTER observed that the Supreme Court decision
was a new stage in the history of the party and it should be
seen against the background of the crisis of capitalism and
the rise of Communist and peoples' parties.

WINTER went on to note that one thing noted at
the meeting of the leadership of the Partjr was the necessity
of making a new start on many questions. The personal
attitudes, habits, hostility and other poor aspects that
were developed in the past few years within the party cannot
be tolerated* Where necessary, drastic steps will be taken
to stop such things-

He said it has been emphasized that they have to
avoid excesses of the past and are not going to dash into a
whole number of things resorted to in 1950. None of the
03ccesses that resulted in incapacitating the organisation will
be used.

There will be no organisational llquidation^he said,
and tiofeltjg i;dai be closed up . There will be adjustment of the
use and distribution of forces, but there will be no closing
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up of the shop cv scattering of forces. There will be no
deep freezes J no up^botings and no departures.

WINTER said that on the contrary^ the decisive
task is to guarantee political and organizational effective-
ness by "digging in'', that is ^becoming part of the mass forces
in unionS;^ in Negro gg?v^iUpe .

in peace groups and the like.
This,he said, is not the equivalent of ''dispersal".

lAThat does all this mean^he asked a^^d said that
the party is definitely not going underground and is not
accepting an illegal status. Where there is a question
of adheririg' to old f crms making It possible to prove any-
thing against -anybody in the organizational structure,
the reactionaries are going to be deprived of anything to
work on.

(NY T"40
June 11, 1961)

The National Board of the party and others met at
the party's headquarters on June 21, I96I, and heard, a report
by JAMES ALLEN on the danger from "rightist forces". ALLEN
expressed concern over the growth of the John Birch Society
and said this and simlliar organizations cannot be considered
crackpot. He called for a united front to help develop a
broad program to ward off danger from the "right".

HYMAN LUMER said that the party's "open letter"
seeking support of the American people was accepted for
publication in the "New York Times''. (This appeared in that
newspaper on June 22, I96I,) LUMER said 75 thousand copies
of the letter had been printed and distributed and will be
printed in many other papers.

(NY T-1
June 21, 1961)
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On June 23 > 1961^ an enlarged meeting of the CP
National Board was held in a conference room of the Statler-
Hilton Hotels New York City. The principal topics of the
meeting were a discussion of defense of the 'pm^ty and a
report by DOROTHY HEALEY on her recent trip to the USSR-

GUS HALL said that the stay granted by the Supreme
Court had not materially changed the problem faced by the
CP, but represented only a postponement of action by the govern
raent. However, he said that tha stpy was a victory and
during the meeting, a statement for the press was prepared
describing that such .is ^'a partial victory for the people
who are defending themselves against an untenable law".

The meeting decided to postpone for four or five
weeks, the giant defense conference of groups opposing the
anti -Communist Supreme Court decisions. The conference had
been tentatively scheduled for August 5, in New York City.

(NY T-35
June 24, I96I)

The party* s National Board and others met at the
CP National Office on June 28, I961, and there was discussion
of the possibility of the CP running candidates for public
office* It was agreed that if a candidate were named, support
vrould have to be secured from ''left forces''. With reference
to the mayoralty election in New York City, it was suggested
that the split in the Democratic party in that city might make
it possible to set up a ''left liberal party ' of some strength.

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS said he favored having party
candidates, that a determined fight should be made to show
that the 'Earty is not surrendering all its constitutional
rights

.
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GUS HALL reported on the Berlin situation> saying
the Party should keep the question in focus until it is
resolved and that it will be solved in one way or another
Without postponement. He admitted that the question as not
an easy one for the Party to handle > but pointed out that
Berlin cannot continue its present status due to the buildup
of VJest Germany as an armed camp. He said it is the Job of
the E^^ty to fiM arguments to convince the American people
of the/ne|oieSation and to find where the self interest of
the American people lies,

(NY T-1
June 28, 196I)
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III Reply^ Please Refer to

File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Philadelphia^ Pennsylvania

July 20, 1961

Meeting of the District Eisecutive
Committee, Commiinist Party of
Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware (CPEPD)

On July 19, 1961, a source advised a meeting of the
District Sxecutive Committee, CPEPD, was held on July 11, 1961
at 3409 Race Street, Pbiladelphia, Pa* The one-point agenda idr
this meeting consisted of a report by BETH LEIB, CP Youth leader,
which concerned the broadening of the scope of the Socialist
Youth Union (SYU)

•

BETH LEIB*s report dealt with the activities of the
SYU and desired Party approval of its future plans. According
to LEIB, the role of an SYU is to contribute tonass activity,
build Negro-white unity, and recruit future Communist members.
The SYU has done all this as evidenced by its participation in
the peace march, the Freedom Riders, the sit-ins, and various
picket lines in the Notth. The SYU has also reeipuited a large
number of youths.

LEIB stated the main weakness of the SYU was its
failure to work in the community. LEIB recommended the SYU
broaden its activities to include the community, concentrating
on workers and Negro church youth. They presently plan to in-
crease their Negro membership and participate in any community
activity involving youth. An area in North Philadelphia has
been selected as the main concentration point.

According to LEIB, the SYU now has about twenty
members of which sixteen are Party youths. The CP Youth Club
is broader than the SYU. The SYU plans the above action to
correct its weakness.

C 0 N F IXE N T I A L

CLOSUEE f ^



Meeting of the District Executive
Committee^ CPEPD

After some discussion, LlIB stated she felt that
youth work, like labor and Negro work, must be directed by
the Commimist Party

•

After further discussion, THOMAS NABRIED, District
Chairman, CPEPD, proposed October as 'TTouth Month" in the
Party*

The above activity and designation of October as
••Youth Bfonth" was accepted by the^ District Executive Committee,
CPEPD.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI* It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency*



SOCIALIST YOUTH UNION OF PHILADELPHIA (SYU),
aka Youth For Equality and Peace (YEP);,

Sunday Study Group Winter Discussion Series
19^7-19^8

A, source on October h,^ 1957 advised that MORTIMER DANIEL
RUBINp a Communist Party member and Goinmunist Party youth leader 5, on
October 3p 1957 p stated there is a Youth Club in Philadelphia com-
posed of children of progressive parents 5 which has no r^al organiza-
tion, but meets as a study group o On October 30s, 1957 p this source
furnished a mimeographed outline of scheduled meetings of this group
received from DANIEL HUBIN^ which bore title, '^Winter Discussion
Series 1957-58c" This source on January 7p 1958? and February 3,
1958p advised that the Youth Club^j Communist Party of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and Delaware (CPEPD)^ assumed responsibility and formed a
committee consisting of the Youth Club^s Executive Committee^, plus
club member AARON LIB30N to prepare proposals for the formalization
of the above group^ then referred to as the "Sunday Study Group o"

This source on March ^ 1958^ advised that on February lij,^ 1958, the
educational director of the Youth Club stated the Youth Club's
proposals to the Sunday Study Group had been presented to that group
by AARON LIBSON and generally acceptedo.

Another source on March 19^ 1958^ advised the above group
at their March 2p 19^8 meeting^ adopted a constitutione At their
March 16^ 1958 meeting the group elected officers including AARON
LIBSON as President and adopted the name Socialist Youth Union of
Philadelphia (SYU)^, which was proposed by DANIEL RUBIN c This source
on May 28^ 1958^ furnished a copy of the SYU constitution which
stated the SYU was an independent tfid unaffiliated socialist educa-
tional organizationo This constitution also stated, "While we
welcome the fact that at least 9505,000^^000 people are building
socialism or have already established it in the UoSoSoR*, People^s
China^ etCo^ we do not feel compelled to endorse or criticize every
action these nations have taken or are taking oca The avoidance of
a hydrogen holocaust between the capitalist and socialist world is
also of crucial importance to uso'*



A third source on April 2^, 1958, advised that DOROTHY
RUBIN, wife of DANIEL RUBIN and a member of the Fourth Congressional
District Section Committee, CPEPD, representing the Youth Club,
reported to a meeting of this Section Committee on April 23? 1958^
and gave a report on CP youth which included a report on the SYUo
She stated the purpose of SYU was to train young selected progress-
ives for ultimate development into good Marxist-thinking CP members
who will be capable of assuming leadership in the CPo

On December ^5 I960, a fourth source advised that the
SYU had recently changed its name to Youth for Equality and Peace
(YEP)o

On January 6, 1961, the fourth source advised that the
SYU had changed its name to YEP, then decided against YEP and
reverted to SYU pending a new nameo On May 11, 1961, this source
stated the SYU continues to function in Philadelphia and has a
choral group called the Young Peoples Polk Chorus of Philadelphia,
which is composed of SYU members and is led by SYLVIA WEINBERG, an
SYU member « This group uses the name Young Peoples Polk Chorus of
Philadelphia in order to appear before other than left wing organi-
zations o

« 4 -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Philadelphia y Pexmsylvania

July 20, 1961

Title CPDSA - CBGANIgaTION

Character INTBEINAL SECIEITY - C

Reference Letterhead memoraudiiai
dated July 20^ 1961, at Philadelphia^ Peniisylvania

•

All sources (except any listed below) used in referenced

comnrunication have furnished reliable infoimation in the past.

This docurnent contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the" property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency,; it and its conienls are not to be distributed outside
your agency. •
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(Ciflle 100^3500) C^jJ^^^^ ^ I

A, Geographical Breakdown

The Ohio District Headquarters of the Coiomunist

Party, USA (CP) is at Cleveland, Ohio, The Cincinnati
Division territory covers roughly the southern half of Ohio,

B« Qrganigational Structure

There are no offices or paid employees or full
time CP organizers within the territory of the Cincinnati
Division. , —

II. GP ACTIVITIES , CINCINNATI AREA

Organized CP activity in the Cincinnati, Ohio area \

centers around the Cincinnati CP Club. The Cincinnati \
Club maintains contact with ANTHONY KRGHMAREK, Chairman of

_

the Ohio CP District^ Cleveland, Ohio.

Source: CI T-1, 7/6/61.

Conmiunlst Party activity in the area of Cincinnati, ^
Ohio, during the past three months has been limited to contacts \
between individual members and by mail with KRCHMARK

,

Source: CI T-1, 7/6/61.

DAVID BROWN, Organizer of the Cincinnati CP Club,
stated he drove to Cleveland, Ohio, over the week-end of g
June 26, 1961, to visit with ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, Chairman of the 3
Ohio CP. BROWN wanted to talk to KRCHMAREK about the recent |
decisions of the Supreme Court concernin|g the Communist Party.

BR013N said he was unable to contact KRCHMAREK in Cleveland either
by phone or personally. ^_ -

Source: CI T-1, 7/6/61.
\0d^S.,^S$-^
NOT RECORDED

„ 2 ^62 AUG 8 196L

AUG 161961
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During May, 1961, the Cieclnnati CP Club received
literature from ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, Chairman of the Ohio CP
District, Cleveland, Ohio o The literature ^a® received
through the mail and consisted of a four page mimeograph
statement entitled, "Counter Revolution in Cuba", which
attacked the United States for "imperialist" invasion of
Cuba. The stat^ent was self^identified as being issued by
the State Board of the Ohio Communist Party. There was also
received a leaflet called "Hands Off Cuba" issued by the
Communist Party of Ohio, P, Oo Box 1165, Cleveland, Ohio.
KRCfMAREK also sent a copy of "Party Affairs" published by
the National Ccmmlttee of the Couwai^lit Party , 23 West 26th
Street, ISm York 10, New Yorko

$tturces CI T«2j 5/25/61o

111* CP ACTIVITIES, OHIO VALLEY AREA

Organized CP activity in the Ohio Valley area centers
around the Ohio Valley CP Section, The Ohio Valley CP
Section consists of the Wheeling, West Virginia CP Alub and
the Steubenville , Ohio CP Club. GENNE KBHN is Chainaan of the
Ohio Valley CP Section and receives directions for the
operation of the Section from ANTHOHY KRCHMAREK^ Chairman of
the Ohio CP District, Cleveland, Ohio.

Sources CI T«3, 3/15/61.

KRCHMAREK also meets with the Steubenville Steel
Club, Steubenville, Ohio, at infrequent intervals during
which meetings he discusses CP programs , passes out CP
literature and accepts cash donations from the members of
the Club.

Sources CI T-3, 5/12/61.

A characterization of the Steubenville Steel Club
is contained in the appendix hereto

«
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GENNE KUHN, Chairsaan of the Ohio Valley Communist
Party Section, has obtained a Post Office Box at Wheeling,
West Virginia. The box is being used by KDHN as a return
address for the distribution of Gonamunist Party literature
to members of the Steubenville, Ohio Communist Party Club
and the Wheeling, West Virginia Communist Party Club.
Communist Party literature is also being mailed out to the
general public using the Post Office Box as a return address

c

The return address being used is as follows?

"A GOODWILL SERVICE
P, 0, Box 574
WHEELING , WEST VIRGINIA"

Source: CIT-4, 4/28/61.

ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, Chairman of the Ohio CP District,
attended a meeting of the Steubenville Steel Club,
Steubenville, Ohio, on April 29 , 1961 « KRCHMAREK told those
present that he had planned to bring GUS HALL, General
Secretary of the Conimunist Party, to this meeting as a surprise,
but that HALL had been unable to attend o KRCHMAREK said he
believed that when party affairs settled down^ HALL would be
able to attend a meeting of the Steel Club/

Source: CI T-3, 5/12/61.

ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, Chaiiman of the Ohio CP District,
discussed the Cuban situation at a meeting of the Steubenville
Steel Club, Steubenville, Ohio, on April 29, 1961, KRCHMAREK
said that the victory of CASTRO forces over the counter-
tevoluntionary forces should be a lesson as to the Socialist
power of the world today • KRCHMAREK pointed out that the counter
revoluntionary forces of the most powerful imperialistic force
in the world were defeated in a few days.

KRCHMARBC explained that it was impossible for the
CASTRO government to move ahead with the revolution until the
forces that would hinder it were eliminated. He said that the
BATISTA regime had to be eliminated first. Then the next step
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was the nationaligation of the properties of the large
corporations and ei^oslng the class of native exploiters.

KRCHMAREK stated that the danger of war with
Cuba is still present but hope for peace is being
strengthened daily by the support other worker's countries
are giving to CASTRO

.

Sources CI 5/12/61

^

KRCHMAREK, Chainnan of the Ohio CP District,
urged tnembers of the St^ubenville Steel Club, Steubenville,
Ohio, to read an article in the April, 1961 edition of the
"World Marxist Review", entitled "Monopoly Militarism in the
13, S. Ao" and the ^^Anti«Monopoly Struggle in Canada."

Sources CI T«3, 5/12/61,

A characterization of the "World Marxist Review"
is contained in the appendix hereto.

At a CP meeting in Steubenville, Ohio, on April 30,

1961, ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
J
Chairman of the Ohio CP District,

discussed the fact that during March, 1961, he spent some
time at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio ,

speaking to the
students* KRCHMAREK related that he ms warmly received by
the students at Antioch and that he was treated with respect

«

He said he was given elegant quarters and his expenses of $68
were paid by a student group o He explained that he debated
with a professor on economics before a gathering of students
and expected to be put on the defensive at the questioning
period 0 KRCHMAREK said, however, it turned out that the professor
was the one put on the defensive and he, KRCHMAREK, went to his
rescue several times « KRCHMAREK said his talks were warmly
received and he sold many books on Marxism, KRCHMAREK stated
he distributed literature widely at Antioch and most of it was
paid for by the Antioch students.

Source: CI T-3, 5/15/61

«
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GENNE KUHN, Chairman of the Ohio Valley Communist
Party Section, scheduled a meeting of the Section for
May 7, 1961, and indicated that the meeting was being called
because of some very seriats developments. One of the
numbers of the Ohio Valley Section thotnght that KDHN was
upset because some of the members had not attended a meeting
of the Section on April 22, 1961

o

Sources CI T-4, 4/28/61.

A meeting of the Ohio Valley CP Section was held
on May 7, 1951 at Bellaire, Ohio. Some members of the
Wheeling CP Club attended but no members of the Steubenville
CP Club showed up. GENNE KUHN, Chairman of the Section led
the meeting* The group read an article from a book written
by GUS HALL, General Chairman of the CP, The article was
written about the role of the CP and the way the CP should
work. One part of the article dealt with the means to work with
the masses.

Source: CI T«4 and CI T-5, 5/15/61o

At a meeting of the Ohio Valley CP Section held on
May 7, 1961, at Bellaire, Ohio, GENIE ICOHN, Chairman of the
Section, stated she spends about $82o00 per month sending
out pamphlets and various literature. KOHN said that this
could not continue and that each member of the Section would
have to help in the future.

Source: CI T-4 and CI T-5, 5/15/61.

At a meeting of the Ohio Valley CP Section held on
Kiy 7, 1961, at Bellaire, Ohio, JIM COBB passed out announce-
ments of the re-opening of the One World Book Shop, 2014 East
105th Street Cleveland, OhiOo COBB said that party literature
may be purchased at this store

o

Source: CI T«4 and CI T«4, 5/15/61.
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UNITED STATES GOVEmENT
MEHORAHDUM

EXTSEHE CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
HANDLING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE
IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE. SINCE THE INFORMATION
SET FORTH CAN READILY BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE SOURCE BECAUSE OF
THE FORM IN WHICH IT WAS RECEIVED. IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY
PARAPHRASED IF FQUND NECESSARY TO SET FORTH IN ANY INVESTIGA-'
TIVE REPORT

On July 31, 1961, OG 5824-S*, who has fur&lshed-
J:allaJiL£—inf ormatlon in the past, made available to SA|_ ]

be
hlC

a tkree^page handwrltteB letter prepared by SLIZABETB
GURLEY FLIfNN, Chairman Coiomanist Party , USA,
from New. York City dated Jualy 26,, 1961.

^
CP, USA), mailed

Tbia letter was photostated by the Chicago Office aad
the origlaial wa@ retursaed to the source ob August .1, 1961 • One
photostat of this letter has been retained by the Chicago Office
and mde an exhiiiit in CGfile 100«33741«'1B3( >• Two photo-
stats each this item are enclosed - herewith for the Bureat^^.and
New York. ^

:

^
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^) (BH)
(ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)

a

a
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O
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Copies: (Con't.)

[2>Nev Haven (ISLfo)(BH}
(1-100- (CAELWIHTSR)
(1-100- (HELM WIHTSR)

15-NeW York (RM)CKac. 2)
(1-100-54965 (JOIN ABT) (1-100-27452 (ROBERT THOMPSON)
(1-100=
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(1-100-1696
(1-100-13472
(1^100-84994
(1-100-16021
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Set forth below are the verbatim col^tents of this
letter except for the minor deletion of personal data or
that information i?l3iieh tends to identify the source and has
no investigative perti!aency • The information appearing in >^
the parentheses was supplied by the source on July 31, 1961: [ff

"July 26 ^ 1961 -

"What a horrible business about Gil (Green) I As far
as we have . been sible to ascertain he is en route here. (New York)
- a torture these hot Summer days. He will be landed at West .

St. John (Abt) is assumed bail will be $500000 The N.Y. Fed
attorney wanted to raise it but, we understand, Wash, (Washington)
said no. So he should be taken to court Sat if they get a judge .

to sit. Otherwise he'll be stuck there till Bonday, I heard
Ben (Green) is coming in. Poor Lil (Green) - this must be a
frightful shock and disappointment to her. . G. (Gus Hall) will

\ come straight through, I believe from S.F. (San Francisco) B*s
I
(Bob Thompson) trip is off. Winny (Henry Winston) I presume

7 will return here. Gil should be in Chicago by mid-week, at this
j rate. Poor guy I What a punishment they have put him through -

/ it*s pure sadism. I listened to J.K. (President John F. Kennedy)
' last night. What a poor speaker and uninspiring personality,

telling us 'guns not butter* is to be our fare. I felt as if I

were in a kindergarten, listeu^ng to teacher droning along. He
was cautious on some points .^^^^^ ^

"I was not well yesterday at the office - asLight chest
pain. What a fuss! Jack gave me a nitroglycerine pill and it
stopped, But I had already taken two of your digestion pills -

so I think they did it and am not worried. Bill S, promised to
tiike that unsightly partition down so I can get some air there.
Ben (Davis) voted yes on that. We were unanimous.

^^^^
JL--:^P^^

"Helen (Winter) & Carl (Winter) returned to CoimT^Will
see Michele over the weekend. Then they, go home. He put over
successfully what Hy (Lumer) & I proposed originally, to put Jim
T. (Tormey) in complete charge. Arnold (Johnson) is very sore -

but it can?t be helped. He is working with Joe B. (Brandt). We
plan he should go out on a tour, to build up the project. ^This
takes a load off my mind. Now little sister is my only worry

- 3 f^^r\iiAfli^p[{f^'^'
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Am going to U,No Cuban July 26th celebration this afternoon «^

we all have invitations. So I decided to skip the meeting toda;
and try to get a L^©^.t for a Jew honrs before going to the

9 » W O « « 0 0 o«»o»*o* •. • • •-» •

on
: today

"Just called Ben (Davis) . The partition is gone ? —
^Hurrah! I said 'Tou see what happens when we vote unanimously?*

"Elizabeth"
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
^ FBI AUTOIIATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

^iDATE 01-13-ZOlZ

UHITED STATES GOVERNMEMT
MEMORANDUM

DIRECTOH, FBI (100^3-69)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-3374#)

SUBJECT: ^Cgi^IIHlSTJiAKEX,wJlSA^

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN THE HANDLING AND
REI*ORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN INASMPCH AS A
HICaiLT PLACED INFORMANT WAS INVOLVED AND MUCH OF THE MEETING

be
:b7C

VAS CONDUCTED TffitOU6H tH^ E^CriA!?6^ OF NdT^S Aj^bm MtVmtim
OF A BLACKBOARD. ANY REFERENCE TO THIS MEETING AND THE PRO- .

CEEDINGS Af tBlS MEETING WOULD TigNiD TO iWstttt A HlfeHLt l^tACfeb

INFORMANT. '

'

" '

^

~ "

There is enclosed herewith for the Bureau two copies of
an informant statement dated July 18, 1961 containing infornation
orally furnished on July 18, 1961 by CG 5824-S . who has furnished,
reliable information in the past to SAs| jtA

I

This information vas reduced to writing on
AUKuai ^. lapj. gnq the original report is located in Chicago
file A

| I
.
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July 1961

It will be recalled tb^t the initial meeting of the
newly constituted Foreign Affair® Committee of the Communist
Party (CP)p USA, was held in Hew York on July 17, 1961.

The following individuals are members of the
Foreign Affairs Committee:

MORRIS CHILDS Chairman
JAMES ALLEN Secretary

Members

GUS HALL
^IK JACKSON
PAUL NOVAK (of the "Morning Freiheit")
MIKE DAVIDOW
ABE MAGILL
SUE WARREN (FRANK)
JESSICA SMITH
DAVE CARPENTER (MASON),

There is a possibility that someone from the Party
youth organization may be added to the Foreign Affairs Committee
of the Party

o

There is also a possibility that ARNOLD JOHNSON will
be added to this Committee

«

A report has previously been ftarnished o^ the July 17,
1961 meeting of the Foreign Affairs Copaittee.
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JOm STMfOlB ^ppem^B t© ^S(0):tjrftlOTe as the' m^ln
CP lead©!* Saii A2rt©^i(fi>. He eoiatlmi^is Ms effoists to
reorga-Bi^e the CP 1®. tfeigi a^©^^, Mid is a^e of th© Saim

STAIFOID is- thm m.mmt±w(§ BmT^t^ry the CP ©f T@:^^s.

S^A T^l.:C4/2@/eiJ

of the Stat© Committee of tfee CP off Terns ^ dis€iiiiB©(id th©
potential CP MeMbei^sfeip ©f tw© iBdi^icivials md© ^ te^ratiiti¥e

agreeM@Ht that tooth shemM ba ii(S©eptad« The m^ttef' of splittiiSii
the SaB -teit(Diii@ CP gr@^p m^s thmn dis©MS©d« It w^s ^gwm^
that the Sm Mt©Bio CP groiuip wotM be split liato tw© septate

SA T^l

It wliB IsarBsd trom JOm STAIFOID that ^ meeting
off the CP cMb mmt April 23, 1961, im S^n Mx^tonlo

,

A CP ctafo meatlBg w^b held Sa^ AntoiEl© ©ssi May 3,
1961o. Si^e© tooths]^ CP ©lufe hmd beam f©™ed isji Smia ABtoBi®,
it was decided to #la©t mm oitlcmrs tm this CP cltab meeting

May 3, liSl. At this mestiag, J0I1 STAWOBD was
eleeted- eoos^dimtOT of the two CP etobs %n Sm Aatoaio^,
one other mmahm ®f this ©luife wm ©leeted to the Ct0(S)irdiMtiag.

Comlttea. It wm updas^'stood that th^a ©tfee^r CP mlnh in SaiE^

Aatoaio' is to elect a mmbair tco) tin© CooiMiBSttiBg CO)Mittaec
Thus the c©aimittea wlll c@aslst ©f tfe^©e indi^idiuEls JOHN
ST&WQW tod two oth^s.

SA T^l (6/2/611

At a CP gTOHp meetisig held in S^n MtQmxo on May 26,

1961V" an eleetiosE of office^^ h^M. JOHN STAITOBD was
elected SSiicrtioMl BiTmatoT, md JllK SIGM, SE„ was
elected, ChaiMte

a
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A TBpmt glvm. tfemt JMIM SMM^, Mo had app^©Mhed
OB6 bt the m©mfe€^ic^^B of tMe ^'hib' (^m^^mrM.':!^^ SASSj^ JE.^s
desiTB'"to imTgB thQ tw^^ f--P clMhSy mMB'lg the €m€'SMM. 'is" xn^
and the g^otap' M(i©ti:^g tMM timBo Mtm dls©tES©ioBi 'ob" tMs"
mattOT, this gr©tsp decided timt th^' gT^ps" O)^^ cl'abs"^hoiaM
not be merged for se(c^imi:tf T^Bm^^ns' iind ^Ibo for the benefit
of the CP, M2B©ljc;bj B?mis4t:i.iairig' Pw^ gi^c/aps^ SIGM', JB'o

wo^ld be fowed to a po^^itiwii ©f Is^d^s^sfeip I'ssp^^iisibility
in th© pm^tj si^ce he is in tbe otfesir gro'iipo

M CF ©l^^b meetiiig ImM at SaB teto^i®
Km^mbm^ 24, 1959. JOIEI STIIIFOID com-

mmt^a th^t jmm Bimm, Mo imcl hma
appointed by the St^ts CoBV^©jniti©E of the
CP a cislegik.ta to tfc© Bts^tt) Cowittea
from S^m AmtonxOo

SA T-1

A CP club meeting was htaM ±n Seb tet^Mi© ©Hi J-ajBie 9^
1061c (It is t© fo© ii©t(ad that this a meatiinf >'0)f the
older CP clnh ±m S^n IntoBi®, amd Mt the iiawei^ ©i^So)

Ob 28j 1961^ the^re was a meetis^ig the .

Marxist Dlsa^sslos^ Gi^O'iip (Fis'st) iM Sun Antcmxli^o

SA T^2

of the MaMist DiB©tg.ssi€)a Grouip (Secomd) were held in S^m
Antonio

0

SA M (4/20/61)

1 laeetiBg of the laraist Bi^ciiasiom GiPO'toip (Ss^OTd)
was held in SB,m Antoai© on April 13, 1961 o. .

'

SA-T»2 (5/1/6]

A M©@tlng of the Marxist BisQUBSlon Gr^mp (SecoM)
was held , in See AntMio on April 26 ^ 1961, Aw^g-tfe(0)ss pirasent
WBTBt JOHM STAKFOBD BMd JIM® SMB, Mo Md SI. JQIffl'
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STAmoW lad thm mMm^^i^m ted aftsi? hm' finished, hB't^M'
the gi'OTp tbat it taM b€;©:tii nimm wes^M.Eg ^Ith tham/ btaf'fKat
he' had f issilsfaad^ m^jd that hm mmt Imm^e them alojn^s t© saa
what tWey hsk¥© l^iii^^^^o Ea toM t&a^a tfesj ©msiM Male thai^
own cliibo M ttet time SMIFOID SMM/ SEo weiat

©at of thm ^©©iMo JMK iljElS^ (JBo to^l£ cw^sir tte Ei@©tiago

had heen appirwed fey thm CF toT mm&bmmM.p^ ii© said th^t
those present in tha f^^M i^lll tMw® their ^^wsi CP^ (§lwbo

STAMOW SJfiK, SEo €Ma tmek ijsto tfe# k'iS)C«, mud STMFd©
told th© gir@Mp tb^t they waf© e11 cm their mmo Ha gii^'^^s

th© two nm mm^hmT's ^ hmok mntltlmA^ P^'ommilngB_ ._CAtei:^gij^.iL

ol the 16th m^imml Cm^tom ti^j^^T^Sir^ ^

STllFOBD tto i,sM SlGEi, SB. tm iBitimtlo^
tor the n©w party memb#L^s« Sififfi^ SEo sMd/'^^iDt mu^h to
s^y. Oar organization is a large ©®e and wa rast tmkm mwBi^j-

step of s©OTrlty tm sa^e ito That is the Tmson w© Msst
meat In small g^wpso No nama^ mm bw^w wi^ittem s© iii© €mm
wlll ©¥er know wh© the m«b«s a,ir©o Oisly th© meMbS2?*s in
the groiap. Tfes ^shi^irmii will ©aly tuTm in thm dues ot so
mmy to t-he b©dy higher thasn the ohairai>E. Dues ©m
th© strte body ©jsly sayiag how mB,nj p^id theis* dmeSo
As you g© S!,l©Esg yon will leans not to ©ritiei^© the ps^som
but th0 party s© that the party cm get Btrojmgw.

SI T^2 (5/12/61)

A CF grousp »Bt Ci)B May 10^ 1961., i^. Sto l0t«iOo
JMIS SAGM^ JEo wms appointed cfeairME for th© first meetimgo
SiG^ said tha-t this Cc^raimist Party wm the vaBg^@>rd to
all its memfeerSj, bq they wmre free to dis^i&ss their a,etiylti©s
there at the Hsiet^fei^^gs ^nd they wonld ba t^kei^i up to diseusSo
He also said this xs ®> smll group b^t we mtxst try to ©lalarge
it some d®,y« He pointed otst the Strt© CP will b© the
gui^rd of this party will s^ipply th© elisb with books so
ttet th© member btsy i^ml stadyo

J/
SA T-2 C5/-a/611

It 1, CP gro'^p ffi-aetl^g held on May 30^ 1961,
in San Antonio, officers wes*© elaetad for one y@i>r,

JAl^ SAGM, Mo elected Mwatio^isml Director

o
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SA (6/23/61 )

Oe Jum® 21 l&Bl, s, CP .gs?®us)p) MiM & me^tiiag in



SM-C

on 8/y6l, liV advi«ii4 SA

be
:b7C

on i/3i/6i^ tim% on Satwrday^ %||^^* J*« IRVIM lifASM,
CFys^ Lal)or £«er9t«ry, m>ul<l i^^t the c«9tion^4 tiftlect at

.

the WeBtcli«0tei? fm of HEWHSf muACE, W^Win
pXojctl. Th© Meeting with umm yllX be
rsurriose ihmmoi Ib to pereuaflc- IX^WOt tom state CP Xeftderthlp.

cccae active %n ttie

on 8/V6i# M 2li5B-S* ai»l«ed *h«t ao«or4i«f to
lymi, CFUSA (%rgftai8«tio»aX See{«tarsr« ogs KALI. m& 3fm. Bt
mouW t o to WeetohcBter on 0/5/61^ to visit J^AIES 1.0^10

JIV 69ft-g« tOkB kmn mioPi^d to ••©ertiiin fro® WfX JtA

the: lesuit of the iatter»6 sa»etiti& *!ith MTOCG.

A X«tterhtt«d Bj&tiiorsuita Ui not ^im siibmitt^^d iNi

it iB believed that to dleaor4.!iii|it tiie alxive infoimtion im>uX

jeopardise the ecttPlt^' of m tS9lHl», a iraXuabXe infovme^.

H^mt^m <X0Mi66) im)
*>0Q-'^-^H<CTi^rCgOAi£IAy;

i-i*if lOG-lMxft
X*NY iOO-b499^

x-mr loo-kmrn
X-My XOO-X3065
i-KY XO0«Xie)8
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FBI
^ll"

Date: 8/7/61

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
iorl?y^or^letl^<S^ of Mailing

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-7166)

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-II58) (421)

SUBJECT: JAMES LUSTIG
SM-C

ReNY al3?tel, 8/4/61, captioned as above.

On 8/7/61, NY 694-S* advised SA
as follows:

On 8/6/61, GUS HALL telephonically informed NY 694-S*
that on 8/5/61, HALL and IRVING POTASH had contacted
JAMES LUSTIG and agreed as follows: LUSTIG will replace
LOUIS WEINSTOCK as business manager of "The Worker";
WEINSTOCK will replace MILTON ROSEN as head of the Industrial
Division of the New York State CP, and MILTON ROSEN will be
removed frc»n leadership.

HALL emphasized to NY 694-S* that the latter should
not disclose the above Information to anyone at this time.

A letterhead memorandum is not being submitted
because it is believed that to disseminate the above information
would Jeopardize the security of NY 694-S*, a valuable
Informant

.

4 - Bureau (100-7166) (rm)
1^(100-3-69 y '(CpqSA - ORGANIZATION)

_

KBJVFf^l)
NY 100-12b8l4

"

NY 100-132430
NY 100-118174
NY 97-1^9 ("Tl
NY 100-48033
NY 100-26018
NY 100-1158

0B:mml

CPUSA, NYD - ORGANIZATION) (414)
CPUSA, NYD - INDUSTRIAL DIVISION) (42)
MILTON ROSEN) (4l4)

; WORKER") (415}

421)

:b7D

I^O'I RFX'ORDKD

78 AUG. 9 1961

^ V Approved:
.......^...................^.^^

Sent
ST>eciaJ. APrert in Chai

56 AUG 14 1961
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NY IOO-.II58

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect
to dissemination of the information herein, since, by its
nature, eaid information tends to Identify NY 694~S*5 a
valuable Informant, as the source thereof. Unless this
Information is obtained from a source other than NY
it should not be incorporated - even in paraphrased form -

in the investigative section of a report.



SAc7«ew York (100.80641t
August 8, 1961

Tolson —
Belmont _

Mohr —
Callahan .

Conrad —

.

DeLoach-
Evans—
Malone —
Rosen—
Sullivan .

Tavel

Director, FBI (100.3-49)

0.COlOffiiriST PARTY, 1|A
ORGUIZATIM.
llfEIRXElSECtJRnY - C

lBfor«atlo« »^^iti"Ji2meJfJot

HCK York City tlxi-xm^'

At the c<».lu»i« Jf
thl. «.««9,^^

..halt oartinnt details 1» ;tte *»™ " ' "'"^
«««.!» «it.bl« for dii»e»inati«..

COWM-FBl REC- 31

FFFrfemp) r
19 RUG

^^^^

ft. we

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT LJIngram

Gandy
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. tO

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memoramum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, PBI
(100-

NEW HAVEN (100-11623)
(100-11037)

subject: ^--Communist party, usa - organization
internal security - c ~

date:

4¥'

8/7/61

0^

COMMUNIST PARTy, USA -

INTBRNAL SECURITY - C
MEMBERSHIP

Re New Haven letter to Bureau, 6/23/6l»

The following Information is being submitted to the
Bureau concerning the current estimated membership of
the Communist Party of Connecticut:

! Estiinated Number of GP^ Members

Thirty-three

2» Number of Persons Positively Identified since last
Progress Letter

One

3o lumber of Members Tentatively Identified since last
cress Letter

Hone

4o Number Positively Identified as CP Members within
Past Twelve-Month Period

Tv'jenty-one (including six Security Infomants)

5o Number of Members Tentatively Identified within past
Twelve-Month Period

Twelve

k - Bureau (RM)
^'3 - New Haven (co: 100-9851)
^ TS:md O AUG 9 1951



NH 100«ll623
100^11307

:b7D
As the Bureau has been previously advised,

|

|in

May 1961, advised that SIDHEY TAYLOR, Connecticut CF leader,
had discussed the need for a CP organizer in the State of
Connecticut, indicating that such an organizer should be
appointed on a full time basis TAYLOR made these remarks,
according to the informant, during a CP meeting of a CP
Railroad group • TAYLOR also remarked at' that time that a
representative of the "National Office" in New York City
would be present in New Haven on May 7> 196I, in order to
discuss the matter of appointing a full time CP organizer
in this state*

Subsequent investigation has failed to develop any information
indicating that any such organizer has been appointed or that
any such appointment is in the offing at the present time»

The matter of appointing a CP organizer has been very care-
fully followed throughout all security investigations and
particularly through currently active informants. According
to the best information available, there is no organized CP
activity taking place in the state of Connecticut.

The Bureau will be promptly advised of any specific informa-
tion concerning either attempts to organize the CP of
Connecticut or any data pertaining to the identification of
CP members in the state.

2.


